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ABSTRACT 
 
Hell and High Water: Prophecy is a young adult fantasy novel exploring how age and 
status affects one’s outlook on the world. Following the story lines of three, interconnecting 
characters, this novel aims to challenge the notion that only those with wisdom and power can 
influence the world and the events that take place in it. Meant to be an anti-prophecy novel, 
Hell and High Water: Prophecy will also strive to prove that the “chosen one” is not the only 
character in a book who can save the world. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Hell and High Water: Prophecy is the first book in a fantasy trilogy. The novel 
combines three different characters’ perspectives as the novel follows their intersecting story 
lines. The three main characters are Webber, a twelve-year-old mutant, Johanna, a nineteen-
year-old human, and Oleander, a middle-aged human king. The narrative is geared toward a 
young adult audience but written in a style that will also appeal to older audiences. It aims to 
challenge readers to consider how age and status can affect the way we perceive and react to 
situations. 
In a world filled mostly with ocean, a war is brewing between the humans and 
humanoid mutants that also inhabit the planet. A prophecy is discovered that could win the 
war for either side. The man meant to fulfill this prophecy is Dea, a friend of one of the main 
characters, Johanna. By slaying a great sea beast, Dea will reverse the rise of the ocean and 
restore land to the world. However, another main character, Oleander, hears that it is Dea’s 
death that will help the humans stop, and ultimately reverse, the rise of the ocean. Meanwhile, 
Webber is trying to undermine the mutant army from within. When all three of the main 
characters end up together in one city, Dea is killed, and the great sea beast emerges to attack 
them. With the prophecy turned dark, the book leaves off with the remaining characters left to 
deal with the aftermath. 
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Chapter One: Webber’s Kidnapping 
 
Life was so much easier when the only deformation in Webber’s feet had been the 
thin, sticky layer of skin that connected his toes. Now, after having spent a year wearing boots 
that were too small, Webber’s toes had a natural inward curl to them, and the sides of his feet 
were covered in blisters and boils that regularly bled. If Webber had it his way, he would 
never have to wear boots at all, even ones that fit. He would run about barefoot like all the 
other kids on the island. Webber knew, however, that to be seen in his natural state would 
mean to be killed. 
Webber pouted at the boots and sat down on the bench by his door. Pointing his toes 
downward, he slid them into the opening.  He grabbed the sides of the boot and pulled up hard 
while shoving his foot down. A blister popped as his heel cleared the bottom. Then he had to 
do the same with the other one. 
He bit his lip and told himself that the pain was always the worst at the start, that 
eventually his feet would go numb to it. He wanted to cry. He did. The pain was in more than 
just his feet. He could feel it inside of him, like a hand gripping his very soul and crushing it. 
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His mother’s footsteps hesitated in the hall before she turned around and crouched down in 
front of him. 
Through the water in his eyes, Webber’s mother looked like a painting. Her eyes were 
no more than green blobs, and her hair was a tangle of gold. He made out the shape of a smile 
as she reached out and gently wiped the tears away from his face. 
“It hurts,” Webber told her. 
“I know, honey,” she replied. She gently stroked his hair, which had once been blond 
and now was turning a light-brown color. “I promise as soon as the next ship comes in, we 
will get you new boots.” 
Webber looked down at the ground, his tears slowing at the gentle touch of his mother. 
“But, can’t I just stay inside today? You could tell everyone I’m sick.” 
“No, that will only bring people around to check on you.” She moved her hand from 
Webber’s hair to his ears. Hooks ran through his lobes and thick, bulky shells hung from 
them. She adjusted the shells so they more properly covered the red slits in his neck.  “I just 
want you safe.” 
“Can’t we just make new boots out of plant fibers?” Webber asked. “Like all of our 
clothes?” 
Webber knew the answer before his mother even spoke. 
“You know that wouldn’t work. Your feet take more of a beating than your clothes do. 
Plant fibers would rip up in only a few days. We need the leather, and there’s just none of it 
on this island.” 
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Webber nodded, and his mother kissed him on the head, a light, slightly cold pressure, 
and Webber closed his eyes. He could smell the fermented apples on her breath, and he never 
wanted to leave that moment. But he always had to. 
The sun was just starting to rise, the sky a shade of purple and pink. Already the 
streets were crowded with merchants on their way to market, parents on their way to work, 
and children on their way to play. 
Webber lived on the second level of his island. Island Metál had such a small diameter 
that the early residents decided to build up on it. The ground that Webber stood on rested on 
top of sheets of metal. When he looked up, Webber did not see the blue sky, just the slightly 
rusted metal that held up the third level of the island. The light outside was always a weird 
tinge of yellow, but there was a cooling breeze flowing through that made the outside more 
tolerable than the cramped insides of houses. 
Robin, Webber’s best friend, ran past, stopping at the house to ask, “Hey Webber, 
we’re going to go play fort; wanna come?” 
Webber did want to go play with his friends. And spending the day down on the 
beach, where the inhabitants were even worse for wear than Webber, made him feel a lot 
better. Then he thought about the idea of spending his day on the beach, building structures 
out of sand, and curling inside them, hot and sweaty, while other kids threw rocks at them. 
“Not right now,” he said. “I think I’m going to go lie out in the sun.” 
“Okay, well, you know where to find us if you change your mind.” Robin waved 
good-bye and ran off toward the ladders that would take him to the lowest level of the island. 
Webber started walking toward the edge of his level. His feet hurt and pulsed with 
every step, but he passed as just another human in the crowd that lived there. He didn’t 
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understand why the other children invented games that required them to sit curled up in small 
spaces. Wasn’t that why everyone went outside whenever they could? To get away from the 
hobbled mess of metal that served as homes? Webber much preferred to play where there was 
space to move around, not that those places were abundant on Island Metál.  But there was 
one place Webber could go where no others would be. 
The Net. 
The Net was how Webber got his nickname. It was a large mass of white string 
surrounding the upper layers of the island. It had been built to catch anyone from accidentally 
falling off the edge and tumbling into the sea. Webber was known for climbing around in The 
Net. Some of the adults on the island likened him to a spider crawling around on its web. Why 
the kids couldn’t have named him something cool like Spider or Poison, Webber didn’t know. 
He was just glad he wasn’t something like String-Butt. 
The Net was suspended between the island levels and tall, metal towers that circled 
them. It dropped in the center so all Webber had to do was tuck in his arms and hop over the 
edge of his layer, letting his body roll and bounce down the string until he was nestled in the 
center. 
It was a bad idea, Webber knew, to take off his boots. But one more second with them 
on was enough to make him scream. He pulled them off, scraping the sides of his feet on the 
rough edges. There was a stabbing pain in the side of his left foot and a few spots of blood 
formed on the white string as another blister bled out. He wanted to throw them into the 
ocean, but he also wanted to live, so he simply sat them down carefully next to him. 
Webber lay back and looked up at his island. Criss-crossed metal tubing carried the 
island high into the sky. Every few feet was a layer of sheet metal, covered with soil re-
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claimed from the ocean. Sometimes, Webber would imagine a little, two-inch-tall man 
running along the metal structure. He would start at the beach. He wouldn’t use the ladders to 
move up and down. He had strength in his legs and he would jump up into the support beams 
and run along them, hopping up or down as Webber saw fit. 
Webber watched the man, felt the sun warm his already dark skin. He heard the chatter 
of the merchants set up in the market. He felt the spray of saltwater carried up to his back by 
the breeze. He heard a boom. He felt a crack. He saw that the man was gone. In fact, the 
whole structure he had been running on was gone. 
Webber sat up, felt like the air was a jelly he had to swim through. The supports 
holding up the third layer of the island were gone. Sheet metal and dirt fell in slow motion 
toward the second layer, Webber’s layer. Webber thought he must be dreaming, the way 
everything was slow and foggy. He wiped his eyes, wondering if he had started crying again. 
They were dry. 
A second boom. A second crack. Webber was no longer swimming through the air but 
falling through it. The tower holding up The Net had been shot with a cannon ball. Webber 
reached out to grab the part of The Net that was still attached to the island, but he couldn’t 
coordinate his fingers to his brain. They wiggled helplessly in the air, not grabbing onto 
anything. 
It was still all so slow. Webber could see a red liquid, a pool of blood, seeping out 
from where the third layer had collapsed into the second layer. More bodies joined Webber on 
his descent toward the ocean. But they were all dead and could do nothing to stop themselves 
from falling. Webber looked at his arms, flailing through the air, and wondered if he was 
dead, too. 
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Webber hit the water, a cold jolt to his system, and things sped up. His back hit the 
ground, not hard enough to break anything, but he knew there would be a bruise there later. 
He didn’t feel the pain. There was a shot of electricity through his body, and Webber was sure 
he would vomit. His muscles tensed. He prepared to take a deep breath and then stopped 
himself. No, not like that. 
Webber closed his eyes to the scene above, not focusing on the bodies that crashed 
into the water, soiling the once green waves with pink. He focused on not breathing. 
It was odd, having your muscles being fully oxygenated without the satisfying relief 
that came with expanding your lungs. Webber let the slits on his neck open, flapping softly 
with the current. Water rushed into them, filled parts of his neck, but he did not drown. He 
was not breathing; he was giving oxygen to his brain, letting his muscles fill up on the stuff. 
He was sure other mutants from other islands had more practice at not breathing. Webber had 
to concentrate. 
Once he was sure that he wouldn’t start inhaling water subconsciously, Webber 
opened his eyes, and furrowed his brow in confusion. Several specks of people were 
swimming toward the beach. Did others survive the fall? Would they make it to land safely? 
Then Webber saw one figure swimming away from another. The second figure caught up to 
them, made a quick movement, and the first figure joined the other islanders, just one more 
dead body floating toward the ocean floor. Floating toward Webber. 
Webber stood up and forced himself to swim away. His body had settled down during 
his non-breathing exercises. He felt a deep sore in his back. Water filled the webbing between 
his toes, forcing them to uncurl, and the salt in the water stung the open sores on his feet. 
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Webber had only learned the basics of how to swim. The teachers on his island, like 
everyone else on his island, were terrified of the water. They knew it was important to know 
how to swim to safety in case someone fell into the ocean, but they weren’t going to spend 
more time in the ocean with kids than was absolutely necessary. So when Webber swam, he 
more or less just threw his limbs out against the current and tried to wiggle himself away. 
Webber spotted a dark ship sitting unanchored off shore. He pushed his extended toes 
through the water, biting his lip in pain. He was vaguely aware that the island was under 
attack. But Webber was only twelve years old. What was he going to do about it? 
A thud from above pulled Webber’s attention upward. A section of the bottom of the 
ship was missing, a dark hole where the boards should be. Webber’s curiosity moved him 
closer to the ship. His eyes stung with the unfamiliar feeling of water, and he could not see 
what exactly was going on. Something was coming out of the hole. Was it a person? No, it 
was too big to be a person? Some kind of animal maybe? A whale? A shark? 
The thing fell on Webber. It was heavy and full of holes. Webber had felt this thing 
before. It was another net. He struggled to get out, kicking and feeling along the edges for 
where the break in the rope was. The more he moved, the worse he got tangled. In a fit of 
panic, Webber forgot to not breathe, inhaling deeply. Water rushed into his lungs and he tried 
to cough it back out, but it just caused more water to flow in. He was drowning. Webber was 
a mutant, and he was going to drown. Someone grabbed the rope, and Webber was pushed to 
one side as he was pulled through the water and up into the ship. 
Whoever had grabbed the rope dumped Webber out onto the floor. Webber could hear 
muffled voices around him, could see dark, fuzzy shapes. He couldn’t focus on them. He had 
to concentrate on breathing again. He closed the slits in his neck, forcing the remaining 
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saltwater out. He coughed and spat the water out from his lungs. It pooled in front of him. His 
eyes teared up, and he took shaky, salty breaths, finding comfort in the familiar feeling of his 
chest expanding. 
Finally looking up, Webber saw six other mutants in the room. All were arguing over 
each other. Webber couldn’t make out what they were saying. There were two woman on one 
side who were like Webber; they were mostly human but had webbed feet and gills. Only they 
didn’t hide behind shell earrings and boots. Arguing with them was a man who would be 
referred to as a ‘full-mutant’. He was human in shape, but he had thick, green scales covering 
his body and his eyes were long and thin, yellow, like a lizard. 
The other three mutants in the room stood to one side and talked quietly. They were all 
somewhere between Webber’s mutation and a full-mutant. One man had scales that started at 
his head but seemed to stop somewhere around his waist. One woman had webbed fingers as 
well as webbed toes and a circle of scales around her wrists and ankles. A fourth woman had 
the webbing and the gills, but her eyes were the slopping lizard eyes that the full-mutants had. 
Heavy boots approaching stopped the arguing. The room fell quiet and Webber could 
hear the blood rushing in his ears in a pulsating whooshing sound. 
The man who walked into the room was a half-mutant, like Webber. He wore a long, 
red coat that covered the seaweed wraps that the whole crew wore as clothes. The man walked 
up to Webber and looked down at him. A red-hot pain radiated from Webber’s back. 
“What’s this then?” the man asked. 
“We found him under our boat, sir,” one of the women said, probably the one who had 
pulled Webber up. 
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“And he was living on this island?” the man asked. The woman nodded. “That is 
interesting. Tell me, lad, do you know anything about sailing a ship?” 
Webber could not speak. His lips quivered and his legs shook. He was certain he 
would throw up if he opened his mouth. He did manage to shake his head. 
“That’s hardly surprising. Never mind, we’ll find a job for you.” 
The full-mutant stepped forward. “Sir, is that really such a good idea?” He looked 
down at Webber and grimaced. “He could be…sympathetic.” 
The man hummed to himself and then knelt down, placing a hand on Webber’s 
shoulder. “Do you believe there is hope for a peaceful existence between humans and 
mutants?” 
Webber did. His parents had kept his existence a secret, had loved him and cared for 
him even though it meant living in a constant state of stress and fear. He had even told Robin 
about it last year, and he didn’t tell anyone or think any differently of Webber. Yes, the 
humans who ran Webber’s island would have him killed if they knew, but his humans had 
loved him. There was hope. 
But Webber was twelve, not stupid. He could feel the energy in the room, picked up 
on the tone that the full-mutant had used. If he answered yes, they would kill him. Webber 
spent his whole life making sure that didn’t happen. He found the words and spoke them. 
“No, sir.” 
“See?” The man, the captain as far as Webber could discern, stood up. “Now, let’s get 
away from this dreadful island.” 
Two half-mutants nodded and ran out of the room. No one spoke. Webber looked 
around and wondered if they were waiting for him to say something, but there was nothing for 
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him to say. He felt a movement within the ship, as if the ship itself were waking up and 
starting to stretch. The room grew dark. The window was slipping away into the water; the 
whole ship was. It was all so quiet as the ship sank into the ocean. 
Then the room was filled with a loud whirl. Webber covered his ears and jerked away. 
The other mutants in the room looked to be laughing at him. The boat pitched forward, and if 
not for the sticky webs between his toes holding him to the wood, Webber would have fallen 
to the floor. 
After a few seconds, the whirl died down and was replaced with a hissing sound. The 
room filled with light once more as the ship rose out of the water. 
“What was that?” Webber asked. 
“A trade secret,” the captain responded. 
He led the group of mutants out of the room, Webber sandwiched between him and 
the one full-mutant who glared at him with his yellow, slatted eyes. 
Above deck, the rest of the crew was in a buzz of activity. Webber was certain that the 
children on other islands and out in the cities knew all the parts of a boat, could probably sail 
a war ship like this single handedly. The children on Island Metál, however, worshiped the 
land just like the adults before them. Webber knew nothing about this ship. 
A tall, pale man walked up to the captain. He was odd looking, even for a mutant. He 
was half, like Webber, but wouldn’t pass as human. His skin looked almost transparent, his 
eyes were a misty gray, and his neck was a deep shade of red, as if something had recently 
scratched at him a hundred times. “Captain Ryder,” the man said, his voice every bit as 
ghostly as his look. 
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“Ah, Mr. Smog, Excellent timing,” Captain Ryder said. “This young lad here is to be 
our newest recruit. Do see that he is taken care of.” 
The captain and the other mutants from the room left Webber alone with this tall ghost 
of a man. Webber swallowed hard, tried not to let his breath shake, failed. Smog looked at 
Webber, making a decision in his eyes. “Follow me,” he said. 
Smog led Webber back into the ship, this time on the other side. Webber tried to keep 
track of where they were going, when they turned left, where they went down a level, but 
Smog was moving too fast, his long legs carrying him farther, and Webber had to nearly jog 
just to keep up. 
They entered the crew’s sleeping quarters, a large room with stacks of hammocks 
suspended from the roof. Webber wondered if sleeping in a hammock while the ship rocked 
back and forth was such a good idea. 
Smog led Webber to a small room off the side. It was lined with shelves, each stacked 
with heaps of seaweed that had been dried out and tied together to make some sort of body 
covering. Smog sorted through the piles. 
“I’m afraid we don’t have much that will fit you,” he said. Webber was busy looking 
out in the room. A full mutant had walked in and fallen into one of the hammocks, instantly 
starting to snore. “Most of our smaller collection belongs to Miss Corrie.” 
Webber didn’t bother to ask who that was. His head was already full of new sights and 
names and objects. He wanted to be like the full mutant, dead to the world with no one 
bothering him. 
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Smog handed him a wrap. “You don’t have to wear it,” he said. “It’s not required. 
But,” he looked down at the puddle of water collecting at Webber’s feet, “your clothes will 
get wet.” 
Webber entered the closet and closed the door behind him. He heard Smog slink away 
and sighed in relief. It was dark in the room, but Webber liked that. It meant he didn’t have to 
look at anything, didn’t have to close his eyes to concentrate on his thoughts. He slid down to 
the floor and sat against the door. 
He had to get out of here. This ship was no place for a child, let alone one who was 
“sympathetic”. If that full-mutant or the captain knew how Webber truly felt, he’d be dead. 
And Webber wasn’t that confident in his ability as an actor. He tried to think of a plan. 
He couldn’t swim away. He was a better swimmer than the kids on Metál, sure, but 
these were mutants who were in and around water all the time. They would catch him before 
he even got a crooked foot out. 
Of course, he could try and leave when no one was watching, at night when the others 
were asleep. But where would he go? He didn’t even know which direction they had gone. He 
wasn’t sure which way home was nor if there were any cities around. 
Was there even a home left to go to? Webber searched his memory, scanning over the 
faces of those he could see falling dead into the sea. Had he seen his parents? His friends? He 
could remember only the bodies, not what they looked like. He bit his lip, breathed deep 
through his nose. It was the third layer that fell, he told himself. But it had fallen onto the 
second layer. 
“No!” he said out loud. His parents couldn’t be dead. His friends had to still be alive. 
But if they weren’t… 
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Webber fought against the bile that bubbled in his stomach and rose through his throat. 
His family had to be alive. And on the off chance they weren’t, these mutants were to blame. 
Webber had to get away, he knew that. But there was nowhere to go now. He had to wait, 
bide his time, act just a little bit longer. 
He stood up, the fear and sick inside him turning to passion and anger. He shed his wet 
human clothes and donned the mutant seaweed wrap. He would be one of them, for now, until 
the moment came when he could enact his revenge. 
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Chapter Two: Johanna Runs Away 
 
Johanna and her little sister Josephine stood on the docks and stared at the boat that 
had just pulled in. The small brigantine was already surrounded by a crowd of islanders, each 
impatiently reaching out to see what the crew had brought to trade. It had been a slow last 
couple of months; many of the city ships that were supposed to come in for trade never did. 
“We’re never going to get in,” Josephine said, “and all the good stuff will be gone if 
we do.” 
Johanna looked down at her and smiled a coy smile. “Don’t worry,” she said. “I’ll get 
us in there.” 
Johanna grabbed her sister’s wrist and pulled her into the crowd. Johanna elbowed her 
way through, digging her knobby joints into arms and hips. Some of the throng protested, but 
few did anything, each more focused on trying to get to the front themselves. 
A man turned away from the boat, holding up a green necklace to the sun. It reflected 
the light, slightly blinding Johanna for a moment. He walked away, the crowd parting to let 
him out. Johanna jumped through the opening, pulling her sister up to the edge of the deck. 
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“Don’t your people frown upon cutting?” a man asked. He was tall and big. His skin 
stretched tight over his muscles, and his face was nothing but sharp lines and edges. On the 
shirt he wore, there was a small oval, sewed in light-blue stitching. He was from the floating 
city of Emprio, and he captained this ship. 
“Just shut up and show us what you got,” Johanna said, standing up straight, her arms 
crossed over her chest, and nodding at the bag at his feet. 
The man gave her a smirk that pulled the skin around the side of his face into a 
dimple. Johanna swallowed hard and fought against the blush that formed on her face. “Finest 
goods in all of Emprio,” the man said. 
He handed the bag over to them and Josephine leaned over to rummage through it. 
Johanna looked at the rest of the open bags and other crew’s feet and the people digging 
through them. The only other boat in dock was a fishing boat waiting for repairs that night. 
Josephine grunted and looked up at the captain with a scowl. “Finest goods?” she 
asked. “There’s nothing in there but scrap metal.” 
The man shrugged. “Finest goods to someone.” 
“What about that?” Johanna asked. She pointed to the shell bracelet the man wore 
around his left wrist. The bright colors complemented his dark skin, and Johanna wondered if 
maybe she should start wearing more earth-toned colors. 
“This?” The man held up his arm and frowned at her. “Why would you want this?” 
“The juniper shell,” Josephine answered in a shout. “It’s perfect.” 
The man laughed. “New sibling on the way, huh? Tell you what, I’ve got three of 
them right here.” He dug into the side pocket of his bag and pulled out three round, yellow 
shells. “But they certainly don’t come cheap.” 
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Josephine looked to Johanna expectantly. Johanna knew that she wouldn’t have 
anything in her keep bag worth one juniper shell, let alone three. She sighed and loosened the 
string anyway. She looked through at the various pieces of jewelry and fancy shells she had 
collected, but none of them were worth much. A smile crept along her face as her fingers 
wrapped around something she figured this captain would like. 
“This catch your eye?” She held out her palm and showed the man the metal box. 
Josephine frowned, but the man’s eyes opened slightly. 
“Copper?” he asked. 
“The very same,” Johanna said with a nod. 
“You kids got yourself a deal.” 
Johanna opened her other hand, and the man dropped the shells into it while taking the 
box. The sisters turned from the boat and fought back through the crowd, a feat more easily 
accomplished than trying to get in. 
“I can’t believe we found juniper shells for Mom,” Josephine squealed. 
“I know,” Johanna held the shells up to her eyes, and then gently put them in her bag. 
“She’s going to be so happy.” 
“Johanna!” a voice called from the other end of the beach. “Josephine!” 
The sisters looked up to see their neighbor, Boris, running toward them at full speed. 
“What’s wrong?” Johanna asked as he approached them. 
“Your mother,” he said with heavy breath. 
The girls exchanged glances and then ran off in the direction from which Boris had 
emerged. Their house was far away from the dock where the Emprio ship had pulled in, and 
the sun was already starting to set when they arrived. 
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The door to the house was open, but it was quiet. Josephine ran inside and Johanna 
walked in after her. The lesser priest, Geo, was standing by the open door, watching the birth 
unfold, while the lesser priestess, Hana, held the newborn baby up to Johanna’s parents. 
Josephine crawled onto the bed and sat next to her mother, opposite of their father.  Johanna 
thought of the juniper shells in her bag. They were going to help the childbirth go smoothly 
and quickly. They were pointless now. 
Johanna’s family smiled as they looked at the baby. Johanna held her breath and 
watched. She could not see from this angle whether she had a new sister or a new brother. She 
waited to find out, scanning her father’s face, wishing that he would take his gaze away from 
the baby and smile at her again. 
Her father started to glow a soft gold color, and Johanna felt a lump welling up deep 
inside of her, as if it were her own soul that was trying to escape her body. The gold color 
focused around her father’s chest and then floated through the air like dust particles caught in 
the sun. 
The baby was motionless, cold and dead in Hana’s arms. The gold that was her 
father’s life swirled into a thin strand and directed itself toward Johanna’s new brother. 
Johanna tried to swallow away the lump, but it would not move and only seemed to grow 
from her efforts to dispose of it. 
The connection between her father and her brother lasted for a while. The baby slowly 
started to grow pinker, to move his arms and legs, while Johanna’s father turned ash white 
and started to stiffen. Johanna wanted to turn away, to avoid the scene altogether, but she 
could not find the strength to move. 
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For a brief moment, there was just enough of a soul in each of the males for them to 
make eye contact, for Johanna’s father to spend his last smile on the child he would never get 
to see rather than the child he had raised for nineteen years. 
Then the life from Johanna’s father was gone, the spiral of soul leaving him forever 
and filling up her new brother instead. The room was quiet, everyone holding their breath. 
Johanna’s new brother began to cry. The room sighed in one breath of relief, and Hana 
handed the baby to Johanna’s third mother. Josephine crawled over to the baby and played 
with his little hands. Their mother smiled and sniffed away a tear. Their father remained still 
and cold on the bed. 
Johanna knew that she should be watching her new brother, should be excited at the 
prospect of a new life. But it wasn’t a new life. It was an old life, passed down from her 
ancestors to her father, and now to her brother. Johanna could not stop staring at her father. At 
his dead eyes, still a shade of green, still open and staring at the baby that was now, in a way, 
him. 
An arm wrapped around her shoulders. Johanna turned and saw Louis, her fiancé. He 
smiled at the baby as did everyone else in the room. No one else was having the same 
reaction, the same panic and fear, that Johanna felt. 
“A new brother?” Louis asked. 
Johanna could only nod. She studied his face, the sharp lines of his cheeks, the curve 
of his chin, the short lashes of his eyes. She memorized every facet of him. She made up her 
mind. After this day, she would never see him again. 
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In a few years, that would be them in that bed. Johanna would have a child, and one of 
them would die. The thought of losing him after only just starting to know him terrified her, 
scared her more than the thought of dying herself. 
Johanna turned away from the scene and headed toward the left side of the house, 
toward the room she shared with her sister. Geo’s arm blocked her path. 
“A new brother is an incredible gift,” he said, his voice deep and even. Johanna tried 
to avoid eye contact but looked at him anyway. She knew he would be able to see her 
conflicting emotions, her traitorous feelings. 
She nodded, trying to keep her face steady. The priest gave her a stern look but let his 
arm fall. Johanna kept her pace even, walking purposefully into the room instead of running. 
As soon as the door closed, Johanna let out her lump in big heaving sobs. Her breath 
came to her uneven and heavy. She had to get away. She had to leave. Louis would still die 
someday; she knew that. He would find another girl to marry, and one day he would have a 
son. But Johanna wouldn’t be there to watch it. She couldn’t be there to watch it. 
Johanna pulled out the large bag she had stored under her bed. She shoved clothes and 
jewelry into the bag, filling it up, and stuffing her small keep bag inside afterwards. She 
stopped, holding the ties in her hands, not closing the bag yet. 
Where would she go? There was nowhere on the island for her to hide or escape. She 
could take that fishing boat, sure it was broken, but it could still work. But Johanna didn’t 
know how to sail well enough even with a fixed boat. She wouldn’t get very far in that thing. 
The Emprio ship. It would still be docked. Sailing into a setting or rising sun was 
difficult, so they would wait until the stars were fully out to help navigate their way back to 
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the city.  Johanna looked outside. Sun rays still filled the sky. She could only see a few bright 
stars. She still had time. She could sail away with them. She had to. 
Johanna popped the window of their room open. The street was empty and growing 
dim. Careful not to make a noise, Johanna crawled through the window and gently lowered 
herself to the ground. Louis still stood in the doorway, watching the naming of her new 
brother, and a pain grabbed hold of her heart. 
She closed her eyes to the memory of Louis, of dancing under the stars and falling in 
love so suddenly she didn’t even realize it had happened. I’m saving your life really, she 
thought as she crept down the street. 
Once she was out of view of the house, she broke into a run. The sun was setting 
quickly, and as soon as the stars were out, the Emprio ship would be gone. Only a handful of 
people were out at this time; most were in their homes or at the temples. Those who did walk 
the streets took little notice of her. 
When she reached the docks, she could see one of the crew members releasing the 
rope that held the boat to the dock. Another was no doubt doing the same on the other side. 
“Wait!” she called out to them, holding her small keep bag in the air. “Wait!” 
The man still released the rope, but he held onto the post instead of letting the boat 
drift out to water. Johanna ran up to them panting. She made out the light-blue stitching on the 
man’s shirt, a triangle, indicating he was the first mate. 
“What’s this about?” the captain asked. He emerged from the darkness of the bow of 
the ship and walked up to her. “I’ve got no more juniper shells left.” 
“I don’t want those.” Johanna caught her breath and stood up straight, holding out her 
keep bag. “I want to book passage on your ship.” 
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“What?” the first mate asked. 
“Passage, to wherever you’re going.” Johanna jiggled the bag. “Everything I’ve got; 
your shells back, too.” 
The crew man looked to the captain, who studied Johanna’s face. “Why?” he asked. 
“Does it matter?” 
The two stood staring at each other for a moment. 
“Sir, the stars are already bright enough; we should leave soon,” the first mate said. 
“Yes, alright.” The captain nodded and then addressed Johanna. “Get in.” 
Johanna smiled and tossed the man her bag before climbing over the side of the ship. 
“I don’t want your knick-knacks,” he said, throwing the bag back at her. “You want to 
ride on this ship, you work on this ship.” 
Johanna nodded and tied the bag to her waist again. “Georgy will show you around.” 
The captain turned and headed back into the dark end of the ship. 
First Mate Georgy pushed away from the dock, and the small ship began to drift out to 
sea. He was short, only a bit taller than Johanna, but he was all muscle, his clothes tight 
against his body. “Come on,” he said, gesturing to the small door that led below deck. 
Johanna took one last look at the island that had been her home for nineteen years 
before she followed him below deck. 
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Chapter Three: Oleander Has a Disastrous Meeting 
 
Oleander leaned forward, turned his gaze to Regis, and fixed a steady eye on him. 
“Say that again.” His voice was staccato, each word a sharp weapon pointed at the man. 
Regis, a small and wiry man with thin white hair, swallowed hard and looked to the 
rest of the table for support. No one gave him any. Oleander wondered how his father, the 
recently deceased king, had let such a weak-willed man on his cabinet. “It’s just, sir, that 
while I think this is a great idea, sir, that maybe, perhaps, sir, we should ease the people into 
it. Sir.” 
Oleander’s eyebrows rose. “Ease them into it? Like how we eased them into slavery?” 
“If I may, sir,” Roche said. Regis sighed in relief and sank back into his chair as 
Oleander turned to look at the other man. Roche was physically average with long, dark hair 
tied back in a braid. Out of the group of cabinet members, he was the only one who didn’t 
seem to get nervous talking. “I believe that Master Regis is suggesting that there is still a lot 
of bad blood between the two groups. If we were to simply make everything okay by the ways 
of law, there would still be trouble and turmoil, perhaps even more. It would be best to slowly 
introduce these concepts so that over time we create a generation that is accepting.” 
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“And what of this generation?” Oleander asked. He sat back in his chair, letting the 
aching muscles rest against the red cushion. “Are you saying that it is doomed to continue 
thinking this way?” 
“I am saying that some people are set in their ways, and no matter how hard you push, 
they cannot hope to change,” Roche replied. 
“And you share this sentiment, Master Regis?” Oleander asked. 
Regis only nodded vigorously. 
“And the rest of you?” Oleander looked around the table. He had eight cabinet 
members all together. Regis was in charge of the docks, making sure they were all running 
smoothly. Of course, he would be the first to argue against ending slavery. There were 
murmurs of agreement all around. He sighed and closed his eyes. Oleander wanted so much to 
be unlike his father. These laws would change hundreds of years of torment to his citizens, 
but refusing the advice of his cabinet would be the same mistake the old king would have 
made. 
“Alright,” he finally said, looking back up to them. “What do you suggest?” 
Roche spoke first. “The first step, one that wouldn’t upset too many people, would be 
to better the conditions of their work environment.” 
“So they would still be our slaves?” Oleander asked. He gently rubbed at his temples; 
he did not like where this was going. 
“It will take years of work to undo those laws,” Regis said. 
“I could undo those laws right now in five seconds,” Oleander shouted. He groaned 
and concentrated on breathing. The room grew quiet while he contained himself. He may not 
want to be like his father, but he certainly seemed to have inherited his anger. 
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“Perhaps,” a small voice started from the other end of the table but quieted when 
everyone turned to him. 
Oleander smiled at the tenth person sitting at the table, his son. The prince was the 
spitting image of his father, tall with silky white skin and thick waves of black hair. Oleander 
nodded encouragingly, “Go on.” 
The prince cleared his throat and tried to speak with a voice bigger than his years. 
“What if we paid them, so they wouldn’t technically be slaves…” The faces of the cabinet 
members changed slightly. The prince’s eyes grew wide, and he swallowed hard, “but still 
didn’t give them a lot? Just enough for them to eat good food and buy clothes that aren’t all 
dingy but not enough to get out.” The boy caught Oleander’s eyes then said, “Not yet, 
anyway.” 
“That is a good idea,” Roche said. “At this time, no one else will want to offer them 
jobs. We will be their only source of income until the others get used to their equality.” 
Oleander’s smile faded as he looked from his son to Roche. “Fine. But by this time 
next year, I want laws against it. They should be able to find work elsewhere.” 
There was a silence. When no one else spoke up, Roche cleared his throat. “We’ll 
work on it.” 
“You’ll make it happen,” Oleander insisted. 
“We’ll work on it,” Roche replied with a steady voice. 
Oleander broke eye contact and merely nodded. “We’re done for the day.” 
The group silently got up from the table and walked out of the room. The only figure 
left was the prince. He walked up to Oleander and placed a hand on his shoulder. “You did 
good, Pop.” 
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”I did good?” Oleander asked, his face brightening. He turned in his chair and faced 
his son, Polem. His son was only thirteen, and most of the cabinet protested his presence in 
their meetings. But this young child would one day be king, and Oleander wanted him to be 
prepared for what was to come. He didn’t want his son facing the same problems he was. 
“You’re the one that came up with the brilliant solution.” 
“It’s only a step one,” Polem said. “Want to know what I think step two should be?” 
“What’s that?” 
“I think we should be allowed to say the word mutant in meetings,” he replied. 
“I agree completely,” Oleander said, standing to give the prince a hug. 
The door opened again, and Roche stepped inside. “Sir, may I have a word?” 
“Of course.” Oleander released his son. “Go enjoy the day; you deserve it.” 
Polem raced away from the room. Oleander sat back down, and Roche took his seat 
next to the king. 
“I didn’t want to bring it up with the boy around,” Roche said, “but it’s something of 
great importance.” 
“What do you have to say to me that you can’t say to the future king?” Oleander 
asked. 
“It’s the temperature,” Roche said. “They’ve been recording record lows in the tops 
for a week now.” 
“That’s in the tops.” Oleander stood up, tired already of the conversation. “We’ve 
been over this. The island is fine.” He left the room. The halls of his castle were cold, and if 
not for the heavy furs he wore wrapped around his body, he would be too cold to move. 
“That is what your father always told me,” Roche said, following after the king. 
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Oleander stopped. The open door next to him led to the armory, and a group of guards 
was polishing sets of armor. “And what would you have me do?” he asked. “Invade another 
island? Force the mutants to build us a floating city?” 
“We have to do something,” Roche said. He slid up closer to Oleander and spoke in a 
hushed voice. A maid walked past, keeping her eyes down and not acknowledging them. “We 
may not still be alive by next year. The crops are having a tough enough time growing, even 
in the greenhouses, and those without housing are finding it hard to keep warm in the streets.” 
Oleander sighed. Roche was right, of course. Oleander had gotten higher reports of 
people freezing to death this year than the last. “Alright. I understand. Offer what we can to 
those who need warmth. Blankets, clothes, fire, anything. I’ll have Torris look into the crops 
to see what can be done. In the meantime, I’ll think of a long-term solution.” 
“Thank you,” Roche said. 
Oleander moved through the halls, his mind working as fast as his legs. There was no 
way to stop the perpetual cold and snow that were Island Polem. Previous kings had tried to 
invade Island Metál, but their defenses were so strong that none could. Maybe Oleander 
didn’t need to invade them. Maybe he could just work with them. The beginnings of a plan 
formed in his mind as he moved on to his next meeting. 
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Chapter Four: Webber Gets Better Acquainted with Gears 
 
Not knowing anything about sailing meant that no one wanted to work with him, so 
Webber had more free time than he knew what to do with it. So he started snooping around. 
He paid attention to the bells that rang out the hours, made note of who was keeping watch 
when. He spied on the doors to the kitchen and the weapons room. There were a few minutes 
here and there between changes when Webber could sneak in and get an extra snack or a 
weapon. He had stolen a dagger the first opportunity he had and kept it hidden under his 
pillow on his hammock. The only advantage that Webber lacked was their location. In the two 
weeks that he had been on the ship, Webber had not seen a city or an island. There was 
nothing except ocean around them. 
Webber also had a good idea of who he could trust. Smog had proven himself to be an 
ally. The first week Webber spent on the boat Smog was there to offer guidance and aid, 
showing Webber around the boat and teaching him how to do the everyday tasks assigned to 
him, not that he got many. Smog didn’t talk much, but in his quiet mentorship, Webber knew 
there was a mutual feeling of trust and friendship. The quartermaster, Raj, was harsh and 
unforgiving, pushing Webber physically and mentally, but when Webber thought about it at 
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night, as his muscles relaxed, he knew Raj was teaching him to survive, and only people who 
cared about you did that. Webber found that most of the half-mutants were to be trusted. Like 
Webber, several had been kidnapped from their islands or floating cities. He even met a few 
mutants who had once resided on Island Metál, Webber’s home. Some turned over willingly 
to the cause, even sought the mutant ship out. Eventually, the kidnapped ones told him, you 
see life the captain’s way. 
Captain Ryder was a figure Webber could not trust. Outside of his capture, Webber 
had never spoken to the captain, only seen him operating in and about the ship. Generally, the 
full-mutants didn’t trust Webber, and he didn’t trust them. It wasn’t their scaly bodies or 
elongated heads that put Webber off. It was the way they all looked at him with those slits in 
their yellow eyes. The worst was Ren, the biggest full-mutant who worked the mechanics of 
the ship. From day one, Ren made it clear that he was the muscle of the ship, and no one, half 
or full, dared challenge his rule. 
But in all of that, Webber found that his closest confidant was the captain’s daughter, a 
thirteen-year-old mutant named Corrie who had thin purple scales around her wrists and 
ankles but otherwise had normal, tanned skin. 
“You shouldn’t do it,” Corrie said. “Run away, I mean.” 
The two sat on the edge of the boat. He was teaching her the proper way to peel an 
orange, using your fingernails to cut long strips instead of tearing out odd-shaped pieces, and 
she was watching the way the fish swam to the surface of the water to investigate the 
discarded skins. 
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“Why not?” Webber asked. He let the last bit of his peel fall to the water and then took 
a bite out of the fruit. Citric juice dripped down his chin, stinging a cut on his neck and 
making his skin sticky. “I don’t belong here.” 
“You keep saying that, but you belong with us more than those humans.” Corrie 
sneered and ripped a piece of her peel off. “Shit.” 
“My parents might still be alive,” Weber told her. “I need to find them.” 
“Even if you did get off this boat, how would you expect to get to the island? It’s not 
like humans are exactly jumping at the opportunity to help a mutant.” 
“I heard the floating cities are more tolerant of mutants. They might help.” 
“Ha!” Corrie’s outburst startled Webber, and he nearly dropped his fruit into the ocean 
uneaten. “Ninety percent of this crew is mutants from the floating cities. They won’t treat you 
any better.” 
Webber didn’t mention the fact that most of them were kidnapped. Instead he just 
shrugged and said, “I’ll find a way. I could swim there if I needed to.” 
“Hey, kids,” a voice called. 
Corrie and Webber turned to find Ren standing next to them with his hands on his 
hips. Webber swallowed the last bit of his food and tried to look innocent. 
“Where did you get those oranges?” Ren asked. He glared and growled at Webber 
with a deep grumble in his throat. 
Corrie shoved the small fruit into her mouth, a piece of the rind still on it. “What 
orange?” she asked with her mouth full. 
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Ren grunted at her with a smile. Most of the crew had an enamored relationship with 
Corrie. Webber figured it was the fact that she was the captain’s daughter. Then again, 
Webber couldn’t exactly explain the draw to her that he himself felt. 
“C’mon, I’ve got a job for you,” Ren said, turning away. 
Corrie and Webber followed Ren down to the bowels of the ship. The mechanic’s 
room was one of only two rooms that Webber had never been inside, the other being the 
captain’s quarters. Mainly the room was empty. Unlike the other insides of the ship, full of 
barrels and boxes and guns and people, this room had only a small desk to the side with 
several switches and buttons on it. The floor beneath them shook and rumbled as the gears in 
the ship turned and grinded. 
Webber had learned a little bit about the “trade secret” from Smog. The ship had 
several gears inside it that turned around and made a large propeller in the back move, 
pushing the ship through the water. Smog said that the gears ran on some kind of liquid that 
was hard to find, so they only used it when they needed to get away, like after they attacked 
Webber’s island. 
“We were doing routine maintenance on the ship’s gears when we found one of the 
smaller ones had come loose.” Ren walked to the center of the mostly empty room and pulled 
up a few boards. This was the real inside of the mechanical room, layers of gears covered by 
loose floorboards. 
Webber looked down into the hole Ren had created. Heat radiated on his face as 
artificial lights reflected off the gears’ metal. The golden glow filled the interior of the ship, 
and Webber felt like he was looking upon a great treasure. The sound of the gears rolling 
filled the room, and the three had to shout over them. 
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“You two are the only ones small enough to fit through them. I’ll keep an eye out from 
up here and walk you through safely,” Ren said. 
“Being small finally has a purpose,” Corrie said as she crouched down onto a 
stationary gear. 
Webber stayed above and looked wearily at Ren. 
“What?” Ren asked. Webber did not want his distrust of the full-mutant to further 
enhance the danger of the situation. 
“Nothing,” Webber mumbled. He crouched down next to Corrie, moving slowly as to 
not cut himself on any of the gears and put his life in the scaly hands of a shifty-eyed 
crewmate. 
As Webber and Corrie turned their bodies sideways so they could crawl, Ren pulled 
up more pieces of the floor. “You’re going to have to go down,” he told them. “It’s by the 
bow. You’ll hear the dinging when you’re close.” 
Webber looked around at the marvel surrounding him. Currently, the ship sailed with 
the wind and didn’t need to use the gears to move. Unfortunately for his task, keeping the 
gears moving was the only way to see which ones needed fixing. 
Webber swallowed hard and followed Corrie through the gears. They were mostly 
large enough for the children to climb around on. The smaller ones ran vertically, so as long 
as they didn’t stick their hands on them, they wouldn’t get squished. Ren would guide them, 
telling them how long to wait, which direction to go, where not to put their hands and feet. At 
one point, Webber was so deep in the boat that he couldn’t see the room they were under, 
only the turning clouds of gears. If not for Ren’s directions, they would have been lost. 
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“Okay,” Ren said, as Corrie and Webber approached a large, slow-turning wheel. 
“There’s a small opening one of you can fit through at a time.” 
“I see it,” Corrie said. The thin hole appeared, and Corrie disappeared through it. 
Webber waited, but the opening never reappeared. He reached out and gently touched 
the metal. It wasn’t moving. “Ren?” he called out. In response, a second wheel to the left of 
him moved and pushed him back into a small hole. The gear he stood on started to rotate, and 
he had to climb up to avoid being squashed. Webber was forced farther and farther up and to 
the right until he was pushed up against the floor. 
“Ren?” he called again. A gear moved closer. “Corrie?” 
Webber remembered the ancient stories his mother used to tell him. Stories about 
times when land was dominant and people frequently got stuck underneath it. It was a time 
when suffocating was as common as drowning was today. Weber never had to fear drowning, 
but the risk of suffocation was no longer stuck in bedtime stories. 
More light filled the small space, as a floorboard above Webber was pulled away. He 
looked up and saw Ren standing above him. 
“Ren! I got stuck somehow,” Webber explained, relieved that he was found before he 
suffocated. 
“Drop the act,” Ren said. 
“What?” Webber asked. 
“I know your game, boy.” Ren kneeled down on the ground and stuck his head in the 
space, forcing Webber’s head dangerously close to a rotating gear. “I know you aren’t really a 
part of this crew. It happens from time to time. A half like you, too attached to the human 
world to see the cause.” 
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“What are you talking about?” Webber asked. He moved his legs away from a moving 
gear below him, tucking his knees to his chest as he used his arms to support himself. 
“Don’t lie to me. I know you, boy, and I know your type. If you even think about 
trying to screw up the captain’s plans, I will not hesitate to kill you.” 
“I believe you,” Webber said. “I’m not planning on anything. Now let me out, please.” 
“Webber?” Corrie asked from the other side of the room. 
“I found him,” Ren said. He reached down and grabbed Webber’s arm, pulling him 
out of the hole. “He must have made a wrong turn somewhere.” 
“Well, don’t worry,” Corrie said. “I found the loose gear and fixed it.” 
“Good job,” Webber said. He licked his lips and looked sideways at Ren. “Can we go 
now?” 
“Of course,” Ren said. “Job’s done; isn’t it? Everything all settled?” 
Webber nodded. He moved to the door, consciously slowing his steps to not run out. 
“I can’t believe you got lost in there,” Corrie said as they returned above deck. “It was 
so easy.” 
“Right,” Webber said. He wasn’t focusing on their conversation. He was trying to 
think if there was anything he did in the last few weeks that would have led Ren to believe 
him a traitor. Had Ren seen him sneaking around the ship? Did he see him stealing the 
dagger? More importantly, what did Ren think Webber was going to do? Webber was only a 
child; how could he possibly mess up the captain’s plan? Webber thought on that. What could 
he do to mess up the captain’s plans? 
“Webber?” Corrie asked. 
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Webber shook himself out of his thoughts. Corrie was staring at him with a concerned 
look. “Sorry,” he said. “What?” 
“I asked if you wanted to go get some more food.” 
“Oh.” Webber considered telling Corrie about the encounter with Ren, about his 
distrust toward the full-mutant and about the full-mutant’s distrust toward him. He knew 
Corrie wouldn’t believe him. She had just as good a relationship with Ren as she did with the 
rest of the crew. “Sure,” he said. He didn’t want another argument. 
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Chapter Five: Johanna Finds a Sinking Ship 
 
Johanna stood next to Jax, the captain of the Emprio ship she had run away on, and 
looked out at the horizon. Just in their field of view was the wreckage of a ship, floating 
precariously on the surface of the water. The ship was in two parts, cut through the middle, 
each half slowly sinking. 
“Is that one of yours?” Johanna asked. 
Jax glanced sideways at her. “Don’t you have a job you should be doing?” 
“You answer mine, and I’ll answer yours.” 
Jax shook his head, rolled his eyes, and looked back at the ship. “Not one of ours as 
far as I can tell.” He pointed out toward the mizzen mast that still managed to stick out above 
the water. Johanna strained her eyes to see it. “See that red color on the side?” She nodded. 
“That’s the same color that Orismo uses. But it’s too far away to tell if it’s their symbol or 
not.” 
“Oh it is.” Johanna jumped at the new voice that joined them. Jax’s younger brother, 
Dea, had arrived. He walked with quiet feet and had the habit of jumping into conversations 
unannounced.  Dea was close to Johanna’s age, although the floating cities rarely kept 
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accurate accounts of that sort of thing. Dea had been tracking the stars with his mother since 
he was a child and had kept his own account. He would turn nineteen in three months. Jax 
would be twenty-four in seven. 
“Do you see anything?” Jax asked him. 
Johanna watched as the younger brother adjusted the contraption in front of him. 
“It’s kind of like an eyeglass,” he had explained to her that first night on the ship. 
Johanna had been afraid of the crew, and the scrawny boy with golden-pink hair sitting in the 
corner playing with gears and metals seemed the safest bet as a friend. “It uses the same 
technology, glass that’s curved to magnify the world before you. Except that the glass is 
thinner, so you don’t need to hold that whole long thing before you.” 
“And it can see farther?” Johanna had asked. 
Dea had smiled at her and nodded. “Farther than any eyeglass ever made.” 
Now, Dea maneuvered the metal pieces holding the mechanism together, pulling 
another layer of glass in front of him. “I don’t see any movement. The ship’s still pretty much 
afloat but…”  Dea turned his head to scan the rest of the ocean, “…any debris has long since 
floated away.” 
“Or been picked up by someone else,” Jax added. 
“What should we do?” Johanna asked them. 
Jax’s answer was addressed to Georgy, who stood at the ship’s wheel. “Bring us 
around to it,” he shouted over to him. Georgy nodded and turned the wheel. Johanna watched 
the rest of the crew. She marveled in how they worked together, like one living organism. 
Men untangled rope, as women unfurled extra sails. Others ducked out of the way, as long 
planks of wood swooped over their heads. Everyone knew exactly where to be and when to 
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move. Johanna had been slowly learning the ship and all its parts. She wanted to be a part of 
it, wanted to be one bit of the whole organism that was this crew. She wasn’t unfamiliar with 
ships, but she had never sailed in one before. She had focused most of her time practicing her 
handwriting so she could be a scribe. 
Jax leaned over to her and whispered in her ear with a hot breath that gave her shivers. 
“Your turn,” he said. 
She smiled at him as he stood back up straight. “I’ve been given the afternoon off,” 
she told him. “Rookie’s busy leading a rat massacre.” Johanna’s lack of nautical knowledge 
had made giving her a job on the ship difficult. In the end, Johanna was given over to Rookie, 
the ship’s cook, and made to chop vegetables and stir soup. It was dull work, but Rookie’s 
charismatic personality and hidden sugar stash made the job worth it. 
Dea smiled at Rookie’s antics. “If she didn’t insist on using those cats, it’d be much 
easier. I’ve got a million ideas for traps to get them.” 
“But do any of them work?” Jax asked. 
Dea frowned at him and sulked away. The ship had finished turning, and with a strong 
breeze behind them, the ship cut through the water toward the wreckage. As they approached, 
Johanna helped the rest of the crew pull down the sails and secure them to the posts. The boat 
still floated with the current but didn’t move fast enough to be a concern. 
“Georgy, stay with the ship and make sure you don’t drift away from us,” Jax ordered. 
Georgy scowled but nodded and held onto the wheel with white knuckles. Jax turned to 
Johanna and handed her a dagger. 
“I’ve got a knife,” Johanna reminded him, pulling the little thing from her belt. 
“No,” Jax said, “you have an eating utensil. Take this; it’ll actually do some damage.” 
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Johanna gave him a look but took the weapon from his hand anyway. 
With the masts of the other ship all but under water, there was nowhere for the Emprio 
crew to swing across to. And the slanting docks meant that getting a post across was 
impossible.  They were going to have to get wet. 
The crew stood at the edge of the boat and on Jax’s command leaped off. Johanna 
tried to make her body as tall and thin as she could, her toes pointed and her arms closely 
clasped to her side. She tore through the water and torpedoed into the depths. As soon as the 
force of the impact slowed her down enough, Johanna started kicking her legs. She emerged 
from the water and took in a deep breath of air. The saltwater clung to her hair and slapped 
against her face. Some of it found its way into her mouth and she spat it back out. 
The crew swam to the boat. Johanna climbed onto the right half with Dea and half the 
crew. Jax stood on the other side with the other half of the crew. “Spread out and search for 
supplies and survivors,” Jax ordered. 
Leaving four crew members to scour the deck, Dea and Johanna made their way inside 
the hull with four other crew members. Dea led Johanna deeper into the sinking ship’s hull, 
while the others chose to stay higher, where it was safer. Johanna envied their position. 
The first door they opened attacked them with a foul smell. “Oh gods,” Dea said, 
covering his nose. “What is that?”  
Johanna pinched her nose shut and looked inside. The room was small and damp, 
despite being pretty far from the waterline. Long lines of some kind of meat hung from hooks 
attached to the ceiling.  
“Is it fish?” 
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“No,” Johanna replied. “It doesn’t smell like any kind of fish I’ve smelled. And I’ve 
smelled a lot of rotten fish. Should we go in?” 
Dea closed the door swiftly with a creak and a bang. “Let’s not.” Then he stood still 
with his hand clutching the knob. He angled his head up to look at her. “What’s this ship 
doing all the way over here?” he asked. 
Johanna shrugged. “Why wouldn’t it be?” 
“Well,” Dea bit his lip and looked back at the door. “That meat, it had to have come 
from Polem, all the way over there.” Dea gestured out toward his left. “If these people were 
important enough to get some of that sweet, sweet meat, why would they be all the way over 
here?” Johanna shrugged again and wished he would stop talking, so they could check the rest 
of the ship for something more useful than rotting meat. But he didn’t stop. “Especially if 
Orismo is also all the way over there.” This time he gestured out to his right. 
“I don’t know,” Johanna told him. “Does it really matter?” She turned away and 
moved deeper into the ship. Dea stayed at the door for a bit, before the smell got to him, and 
then he shuffled after her. 
Most of the rooms they entered were empty and broken, pieces of furniture thrown 
against the different walls, some still intact, others completely destroyed. The pair found a 
few eating utensils left behind in one room. A table had been bolted to the floor. 
“They’re just tin,” Johanna said as she examined them. They were getting close to the 
waterline and the boat shifted awkwardly as it continued to fall under. 
“Jax will want them still,” Dea said. He was shifting through the debris of chairs and 
another smaller table. “Paper,” he said softly. That piqued Johanna’s curiosity. 
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“Why would someone leave paper behind?” she asked. Paper, real paper, was about as 
hard to come by as a cold day on Island Plithy. The books that Johanna owned, and the 
surfaces she used to practice writing, were made out dried-up kelp. She reached out and 
rubbed the sheet between her thumb and finger. That was certainly real paper, with a tan tinge 
and soft texture. 
“Why would they have paper in the first place?” Dea responded as he hurriedly 
gathered the large sheets into his bag, not caring if they were crumpled or wrinkled in any 
way. The pages each had different markings on it; some looked like maps, others like lists and 
inventories. “I’m just glad they didn’t get into the water yet. This is awesome!” 
Johanna smiled at him as she put away her own findings. Sometimes Dea was like a 
young child. He stood a good foot shorter than Johanna and was several pounds lighter. His 
face was almost always bright and smiling. 
“There’s one more door,” Johanna informed him as they crawled back into the 
hallway. The ship was so slanted now that they had to hold onto the wall to keep from sliding 
down. “Should we try for it? It is in the water.” 
“Could be more paper,” Dea said, “or tin. Even wet, they’re still useful.” 
Johanna nodded and the two walked down to the last door. Her right foot sloshed in 
the water as she stood before it. She tugged and pushed on the door. She jiggled the handle; 
but it wouldn’t turn. “Locked,” she announced. 
“Means nobody’s gotten into it.” Dea shoved her aside and splashed in the water, 
soaking his legs up to his knees. He bent over the handle and examined it. Then he looked at 
the door and pursed his lips. “We could probably push it in. Not too heavy looking.” 
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“Go for it, big guy,” Johanna said. He glared at her but did his best to brace his feet 
against the wet wood as he slammed his shoulder into the door. It barely moved. “Here, 
move,” Johanna told him. She took his place in the rising water and backed away from the 
door slightly. Keeping her body straight, she brought up one foot and pushed her whole body 
forward as she forced the foot into the door. With a loud crack, the door gave way, sending 
small bits of wood and sawdust into the air as it opened. 
“Woah,” Dea said. Johanna agreed with him. Inside the room were a bunch of small 
bags made from seal skin. They floated on the water like little green-black buoys. “I wonder 
what’s in them.” 
“Let’s find out.” Johanna snatched one of the bags as it floated past them. She fumbled 
with the string that held it closed. The rope had become hard and tight from the water, but she 
eventually pulled it apart. She heard Dea gasp before she even got a good look. The bag was 
dark inside, and she reached down. 
Her fingers grazed against something coarse and rough, a bunch of those somethings, 
all small and round. They slipped through her fingers as she pulled out a handful. The air 
smelled of burning.  
“Gunpowder,” Dea whispered. 
“Do you think they’re all filled with it?” Johanna asked. 
“Probably.” Dea started wading through the water, grabbing as many bags as he could 
fit in his arms and stuffing others into his bag. “Well, don’t just stand there; help me.” 
Johanna grabbed the bags that floated past him and placed them into her own pack. 
The seaweed casing wasn’t as waterproof as the seal skin, and some of the water that got into 
the bag sloshed around and leaked out of the spaces in-between the wrap. 
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“We should hurry,” Johanna said. In response, the ship creaked, and the floor beneath 
them jerked as the ship sank faster. Wood cracked around them, and water started to fill in 
from the sides as well as from the bottom. 
“Just a few more,” Dea called over his shoulder. He greedily grabbed at the bags. 
Johanna turned around and waded over to the door. The water was up to their waists, and her 
feet slanted in an effort to keep her up. 
“Dea, come on!” she said. She reached the door and gasped. All of the debris from the 
other rooms had slid down the hall and rested against the top of the ship. “It’s blocked.” 
Dea splashed behind her and looked at the sight. “Let’s just go under,” he said. 
“What?” Johanna looked back to him, but he was already under the water. She 
watched as he swam past her and under the furniture. He disappeared to the left, swimming 
out of the large hole made in the ship when it was torn apart. “Well, can’t get any wetter,” 
Johanna mumbled to herself. 
She took in a deep breath and submerged herself in the water. She found it difficult to 
get a good push off the floor, her feet sliding across the surface instead of sticking, and the 
sloshing of the furniture pushed waves of water against her. Swimming alone, she couldn’t 
get out of the room. She resurfaced and gasped for air as she looked around her. There were 
large holes in the side of the ship, but with the water pouring in, she would have no more luck 
getting out of those. 
With another deep breath, Johanna went under and made her way to the end of the 
room. It was too dark to see much, but she felt her way along the bottom until she found a few 
planks missing from the hull. It wasn’t big enough yet to fit through, but maybe she could pull 
the others out… 
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Johanna returned for another breath of air. The water now filled most of the room, and 
Johanna could only get her face above the surface. The water crept up the side of her cheeks. 
It had to be now. Johanna pulled in one last gulp of air, mixed with a splash of saltwater, and 
dove back under. 
She grabbed a board above the hole and placed her feet on the sides. First, she leaned 
forward, and then with all of her muscles, she pulled back. The board pulled free, but the hole 
still wasn’t big enough. Water in her seeped into Johanna’s mouth, between her teeth, and 
pooled underneath her tongue. She wanted to spit it out but feared losing her breath and 
inhaling a mouthful of water. The second board came out easily. She could just barely fit, but 
it wouldn’t work. Johanna decided to risk another board than to risk her getting stuck. 
The third board didn’t pull out at her simple tug. Johanna’s lungs burned, an acid 
sensation traveling up and down her body. She was using too much oxygen in her muscles to 
swim and pull, and she needed more. But she didn’t have any. Johanna weakly shook the 
board up and down. The nails holding it down slowly came loose. The darkness in Johanna’s 
vision was no longer due to the lack of sunlight underwater. Just as Johanna was about give in 
to her body’s natural inclinations and breathe in whatever was around her, the third board fell 
away from the ship, floating slowly past her. 
Johanna grabbed the edges of the hole and pushed herself out. She kicked as hard as 
she could through the water, although the surface was still a while away. Johanna could see 
the sun’s broken reflection in the surface, and she reached out to it. Someone grabbed her arm 
and helped pull her up. She broke through and gulped at the air, her chest aflame with pain. 
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“What took you so long?” Dea asked, his hand still on her arm, the other now snaking 
around her waist to help her float. Johanna wrenched free and punched him on the shoulder. 
“Ow! What was that for?” 
“You just abandoned me,” she said. “You left me alone in there, and I couldn’t get 
out.” 
“I’m sorry,” Dea whined, rubbing his shoulder. “I thought you were right behind me, I 
swear.” 
“Whatever,” Johanna said. “Let’s just get back to the ship.” She turned from him and 
swam toward their boat, her limbs protesting the movement but content with their 
rejuvenation. Jax and the crew were already aboard, and they helped the two of them up as 
they climbed the rope ladder to the deck. 
“You two okay?” Jax asked. 
“More or less,” Johanna said. 
“We found a lot of great stuff,” Dea said as he climbed onto the ship. He was already 
dumping his bag out. “Look at this, paper and gunpowder.” 
“I figured,” Jax said. “Look at what we found.” 
Dea and Johanna both looked behind the captain. Arranged in rows out on the deck 
was a line of weapons, some spears and swords, but mostly guns. 
“Woah,” Dea said. “Are those guns?” 
Jax said, “A lot of them.” 
“Are they still operable?” Dea moved closer to the line and inspected them. 
“Some are a bit wet, but I assume so.” 
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“Where did they get all of this?” Georgy asked. “It looks like a simple trading ship to 
me.” 
“We found meat, too,” Dea said, turning around to face them. “Meat from Polem. 
What was a ship with all that meat and all this weaponry doing out here?” 
Jax considered it for a moment then said, “They probably got the meat from Polem, 
and if they got the weapons from Metál, maybe they were heading to Plithy, making a full run 
of it.” 
“That meat was pretty rotten,” Dea said. “Why would they risk losing all that food?” 
“I don’t know,” Jax said. “We’ll talk to the elder’s back home, maybe send an envoy 
to Orismo and see if they’re okay.” 
The crew dispersed and turned back to their jobs as Jax ordered the ship to return to its 
course. Johanna looked back at the wreck as the tips of the ship finished disappearing in the 
water. She wondered who, or what, could have caused such a catastrophic accident, or attack. 
As the ship sailed away from the wreckage, Johanna spotted a large shadow under the water, 
swimming swiftly in the opposite direction. 
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Chapter Six: Oleander Prepares for a Voyage 
 
Queen Marian sighed heavily and turned to face her husband. The houses and trees of 
the kingdom passed by as their carriage rolled toward the docks. “Are you sure you want to 
do this? Island Metál is quite far away.” 
“It has to be done,” Oleander replied. He raised his head and coughed, pulling his coat 
tighter around himself. 
“But you’ve never even been outside of the inner city and barely out of the castle,” the 
queen argued. “It can’t be safe.” 
“That is exactly why I need to go. My father kept me too sheltered from the hardships 
of our people, and I will not continue to be ignorant.” Oleander turned his head back to the 
window and watched the outer kingdom pass by. 
“Can’t I go?” Prince Polem asked. He sat next to his father and shifted in his seat to 
talk. 
“I’m afraid not,” Oleander said. “Your mother is right; it will be dangerous. Perhaps in 
a year or so when you’re older.” 
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“He’s old enough to go to meetings,” the young Princess Liliana, only five, said. “He 
should go to other islands, too.” 
The prince winked at his sister, and Oleander smiled softly at his children. 
“I wish you would reconsider,” Marian tried once more. “I worry about you.” 
“Don’t worry, my love,” Oleander said. He reached across the carriage and grabbed 
his wife’s hand.  “They’ve fitted me with the strongest boat in the fleet. Enough metal plating 
to crush through any ice and defend against any threat.” 
The queen nodded with a sigh. “I know. But I am your wife; I can’t help but worry.” 
Oleander smiled and placed a hand on her stomach. “Your job is to stay healthy and 
bring another wonderful child into this world.” 
“Hard to stay healthy with the stress of my husband off to war,” she replied, looking 
out the window with droopy eyes and a frown. 
“Don’t overreact, darling,” Oleander said, suddenly tired by her dramatics. “This is 
not war. It’s diplomacy.” 
“You’ve never gotten the idea to go anywhere else before,” Marian said. “What do 
you expect me to think?” 
“You’re not really going to war are you, Papa?” Liliana asked. 
“No darling. I’m simply going to visit Island Metál to discuss some politics.” 
“That sounds boring.” The princess slumped back in her seat and fixed her gaze on the 
window. 
“Do you really think they’ll let you use some of their land to grow crops?” Polem 
asked. 
“I hope, with the proper persuasion.” 
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The harbor was full of people hustling to and fro. The fishers prepared their boats for 
the day’s catch. The harbor guards walked around breaking up fights, not paying much 
attention to the waters.  Some vendors were setting up their little stalls, but it was too early in 
the morning for the normal market to be up and running. An older vendor selling handmade 
bracelets helped a young girl tie one to her wrist. 
The princess yawned, and the queen pulled her into her arms. The prince raced to the 
end of the dock and eagerly watched the early risers pushing their way through the icy slush 
that had formed the night before. 
While Marian was busy making Liliana comfortable, and Polem was off watching the 
waves, Oleander slipped away from his family and wandered over to the market. Two of the 
castle guards followed him. He had instructed them to keep him and his family safe, but they 
knew to follow a distance behind, letting the king enjoy his thoughts. 
“Hey,” the old man selling bracelets said. “I’ll bet your wife there would love a good 
bracelet.” 
Oleander stopped and stood in front of the stall. The bracelets were nothing more than 
common shells tied together by frayed rope. “Why are you charging so much for something 
that anyone can make?” Oleander asked. 
The man scoffed. “Man’s got to eat, don’t he? Food don’t come easy.” 
Oleander glanced at the woman who had walked away empty-handed. “Surely you 
could sell more if you lowered your prices.” 
Another scoff. “You don’t know nothing about business. I gots to sell these high 
‘cause food is sold high. Even a man of your stature can appreciate a market like that.” 
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Oleander looked down at his clothes that weren’t dingy but weren’t exactly royal, his 
traveling clothes that Master Frayer had set up for him. Then he looked back at the guards 
who were some bit away and figured the man had no reason to suspect him of being king. 
“Well surely things will get better,” Oleander said. “The new king has plans to change 
everything.” 
The man laughed out with one loud syllable. “HA! The king don’t know nothing. He 
may not be flaying children on spikes like his father, but he’ll do just a good a job of 
destroying our lives one way or another.” 
“Is that so?” Oleander asked. He could feel the heat rising inside of him. Who was this 
man to say Oleander wouldn’t make a great king? 
“Of course. Who ever heard of mutants being treated like equals? I’d rather they all 
die than pay them like they’re worth anything.” 
Oleander felt the need to respond but couldn’t think of anything worthwhile that 
wouldn’t give away his position. So instead he decided to stomp away from the man and mull 
everything over in his head. He returned to his family and stroked his daughter’s hair, singing 
to her softly until something on the large boat caught his eye. 
“Captain D’Nought,” Oleander called out, spying the imposing man standing by the 
ship’s ramp. 
“Ah, your majesty,” D’Nought said. He walked briskly to the family and bowed. 
“Please, there’s no need for that,” Oleander smiled and shook the captain’s hand. 
“We’re going to be spending a lot of time together on this ship in the coming days. Feel free 
to call me Oleander.” 
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“I think I shall take you up on that offer.” The captain turned and shouted at two men 
carrying a large crate up the ramp, “Be careful with that! If you drop it, it’s coming out of 
your pay!” The two men mumbled a response and steadied the box between them before 
continuing their climb. D’Nought turned back to Oleander. “Everything’s about ready. There 
are still a few moments to say good-bye while I get the crew ready for your arrival.” 
Oleander watched the captain climb onto the ship, shouting more orders at the 
deckhands. Eventually, his gaze rose to the crow’s nest where a young man sat precariously 
on the edge. 
“I’ll miss you, Pop,” the prince said, pulling Oleander’s attention to his family. “I’ll 
try not to run the castle into the ground while you’re gone.” 
Oleander smirked at his son and pulled him into a hug. “That’s if your mother doesn’t 
burn it down first,” he said with a laugh. 
The queen lightly smacked him on the arm, but her face was bright when he turned to 
her. Oleander laid a hand on the head of his young daughter and leaned over to kiss her on the 
forehead. “Good-bye, my sweet.” 
“Bye, Papa,” she replied with a yawn. Her eyes slowly closed. “Win the war, okay?” 
Oleander chuckled and shifted his attention up to his wife. “I’ll miss you most dearly, 
my love.” 
“And I you,” she replied softly. “Please stay safe. And don’t do anything outlandish.” 
“Have you ever known me to do anything outlandish?” 
The queen smiled softly, and the two embraced in a kiss that elicited a groan from the 
prince. “Now you be sure to take care of your new brother or sister when they arrive,” 
Oleander said to his son. Then he approached the ship. 
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“And you take care of everything else,” Polem replied. 
Oleander gave his family one more look over before he climbed up to the boat. The 
crew stood in two rows, straight, with their hands glued to their sides. He nodded at them as 
he inspected them, making his way down the aisle to the captain. He had heard of his father 
doing many of these inspections. He wasn’t sure what he should be looking for, exactly. He 
had never inspected the castle guard. He felt an odd sense of nervousness, worrying 
somewhere that he might somehow mess it up. 
“I take it everything is up to your satisfaction,” D’Nought said. 
Oleander nodded. “Seems perfectly capable.” He smiled at the crew, but none showed 
any sign of amusement. He cleared his throat. “Anyway, we should be on soon, before the day 
gets too on its way.” 
D’Nought agreed and sent the men away to ready the ship. “If you’ll excuse me, I 
must attend to something. I’ll be back shortly.” 
Oleander turned to wave to his family, but his attention was drawn back to the captain 
when he shouted out, “Gilligan!” 
The young man from the crow’s nest quickly climbed his way down the rigging. He 
landed with a light thud next to the captain and stood limp by his side. “What?” 
Oleander kept his eyes on his family but listened intently to the conversation behind 
him. 
“Why weren’t you in attendance just now?” D’Nought asked. 
“You said the crew had to assemble,” the man replied. 
Oleander turned slightly. The man named Gilligan was tall and thin but had an 
impressive set of muscles. He had a mop of wet, black hair and his eyes were a bright blue. 
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“And are you not part of the crew?” The captain crossed his arms and looked down at 
the man, pushing out his chest. 
“Is that a trick question?” 
“You have disgraced this crew in the presence of the king.” 
The young man leaned back and made a face. “’Disgraced’? When did you start 
speaking like that?” Then he turned his head and made eye-contact with Oleander. “I’m 
terribly sorry if I disgraced you, Your Majesty.” He bent over in a mock bow. 
D’Nought grimaced, his face turning a deep shade of red, and grabbed the man by the 
shirt, dragging him away. “Don’t mind Gill,” a voice said from behind Oleander. He turned to 
face this new man. He was only a few inches shorter than Oleander, an average height, if not a 
little short, but he was built sturdy. “He’s always been a bit of a rebel; Captain gave him too 
much slack as a boy.” 
“Is he the captain’s son?” Oleander asked. 
“Something close,” the man replied. He leaned against the rail of the boat and watched 
D’Nought and the man enter the ship. “We got him a couple years back, when he was just a 
boy and Captain was just a Quartermaster. “ 
“Ah,” Oleander said. “I see. He’s a mutant.” 
“The ship’s own personal mascot.” The man grunted a laugh. 
“And his name is Gill? Isn’t that a bit cruel?” 
The man shrugged. “It was his idea. We were ship’s boys together.” Oleander looked 
at the man and found it hard to believe he was the same age as Gill. “The captain told us his 
name was Gilligan; he made us call him Gill. Self-deprecating humor seems to be his thing.” 
The man had a soft smile on his face. 
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“Is that so?” Oleander asked. 
The man caught his gaze and cleared his throat, the smile fading from his face. “I 
should get to work.” 
“What’s your name?” Oleander called after the man as he walked away. 
“Johnson,” he said over his shoulder, before disappearing into the crowd of workers 
readying the ship. 
That night, the noise from the mess hall rose up to Oleander between the boards of the 
ship. He wanted to be in the room with his crew, getting to know them and better understand 
how the ship worked, but he couldn’t possibly pull himself away from the railing. His 
stomach turned and tumbled with every slight movement of the ship. He couldn’t even think 
of putting food inside of him, and he worried of dirtying up the ship if he walked away from 
the water. 
“You should stare at the horizon.” 
Oleander looked over to his left. He hadn’t noticed that Gill had walked up to him. 
The young man was sitting on the edge of the boat, one leg dangling over the ocean. 
“Is that so?” Oleander asked with a croak. He turned his head back to the sea, feeling a 
wave of nausea. 
“Yep. Something about your inner ear… Supposed to help balance you.” Gill 
shrugged, and Oleander lifted his head slightly. 
After a moment of watching the dying light of the sunset on the horizon, Oleander was 
feeling well enough to stand up slightly and speak. 
“So why Gill?” he asked. 
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“What?” Gill spoke through a mumbled voice. Oleander risked a glance at the man to 
see he was taking bites out of something thick and green. The vision overwhelmed him with 
sick, and he quickly turned back to the horizon. 
“Why do you have everyone call you Gill?” Oleander clarified. 
Gill shrugged and ripped off a piece of whatever he was eating. “I dunno. Just figured 
they’d all do it eventually, so might as well get it started.” 
Oleander shook his head. “I don’t think they’d do that.” 
Gill laughed. “You clearly haven’t met them yet.” 
“I met one,” Oleander mused. “Johnson was his name, I think. He seemed to think 
rather highly of you.” 
Oleander noticed a slight hesitation in Gill as his body stiffened slightly. “Really?” 
Oleander nodded. 
“What did he say?” 
Oleander looked over at the man again. The sight of his meal didn’t make Oleander 
quite as queasy as it had before. “Just that you tend to deal in self-deprecating humor.” 
“Oh.” Gill’s body fell limp again, and he shoved a piece of the green into his mouth. 
They sat there together for a moment, the waves slapping against the ship, the men singing 
below their feet, the wet slop of Gill’s meal crushing between his teeth. 
“So why Oleander?” Gill asked with a bit of the food flying from his mouth. 
“It’s the name my parents gave me,” Oleander told him. 
“But aren’t all kings supposed to be named Polem?” Gill swallowed hard. “I mean, 
isn’t that the royal way?” 
“Polem was my brother,” Oleander said softly. 
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“You have a brother? Why isn’t he the king then?” 
“Had a brother,” Oleander corrected him. He closed his eyes against the image of the 
forest. “He died when we were boys.” 
“Didn’t feel like switching names?” 
“No.”  
“Alright then.” Gill stood up and patted Oleander on the back. “I’ll see you around.” 
Oleander watched Gill climb away into the rigging, but the turning of the ship made 
him return to his vigil. Eventually sleep began courting him, and he retired, slow and 
wobbling, to his cabin. 
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Chapter Seven: Webber Eavesdrops 
 
Ever since the incident with Ren, Webber had done his best to stay quiet and out of the 
way. He still knew all of the changes in watch, but he no longer went snooping around or 
stealing. He spent most of his time with Raj, the quartermaster, learning how to navigate by 
the stars. Webber was far off from being able to lead a ship anywhere, but he could name 
most of the constellations and point the ship due North. 
“Now you see that one right there?” Raj had said one night, placing a hand on 
Webber’s shoulder and pointing up at the sky. 
Webber had held a map of the stars in front of him, one of the only pieces of real 
paper the ship had. Webber had looked between the map and the stars. There was a group of 
yellow and orange stars that vaguely made the shape of a flipper. “The Dobhar-chú?” Webber 
had asked. 
Raj had nodded. “And see that star right there? The one that makes the middle toe, so 
to speak?” Webber had nodded. “That star there always points north.” 
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Webber had looked at the map and looked at the star. He didn’t understand how the 
stars, always moving like the sun, could point to one direction only. He hadn’t questioned it, 
just nodded and accepted the information as truth. 
His spare hours were spent with Corrie. She didn’t seem to have a real job on the ship, 
so whenever he was free they would get together and climb the rigging of the ship or sit on 
the gunwale watching the fish swim by. 
“They kind of look like apples,” Webber said. 
He and Corrie watched the red and green bulbous fish swim around in the water before 
them. The fish nipped at the floating seaweed that the boat pushed through. 
“What’s an apple?” Corrie asked. She broke a piece of wood off of the ship’s trim and 
tossed it into the water. The fish swam away from the disturbance, but then came back to 
investigate it. 
“It’s a fruit,” Webber said. “It’s kind of like an orange, but you can eat the skin. It’s 
thinner and not as juicy.” 
“Are they any good?” 
“They’re not bad when you mush them all up and mix them with cinnamon.” Webber 
hummed at the memory of eating such a dish. His mother worked in the orchards on Island 
Metál and would often come up with new recipes to make with the fruit she received as 
payment. While his mother cooked, Webber would sit with his father at their little table and 
learn all he could about the engineering work his father did for the island. Webber was more 
interested in cooking, but he paid attention all the same. Webber’s stomach growled, and his 
happy memory turned to sadness. 
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Corrie turned her attention from the fish to Webber. “You know a lot about food. I bet 
you’d make a great cook back at the base, or maybe even on a ship like this.” 
“Maybe. But I don’t want to get into anything like that. I want to get home.” 
“Are you still on that?” Corrie pushed away from the edge, and Webber followed her. 
“I hate to tell you this Webby, but you’re not getting home. You won’t be able to escape this 
ship, and you doubly won’t be able to leave the base once we get there. You’ve got no chance. 
Just accept that.” 
Webber shook his head as she led him down to the kitchen. “I can’t. I need to find my 
family. Or at least find out what happened to them.” 
“But why?” Corrie turned to face him, her long, braided hair arching in the air. She 
stood in the center of a hallway and blocked the path. “Why can’t you just let them go and 
accept us as your family now?” 
“Because I love them,” Webber said. “What if someone asked you to just forget the 
captain?” 
Corrie bit her lip and considered it. “Well it would be different if Dad was a human, 
like your parents.” She huffed, as done with the argument as Webber was. “Will you teach me 
more about the foods your island grew?” 
“Sure,” Webber said. “Have you ever heard of bananas?” 
“Show me,” Corrie said. 
“I don’t have any.” 
“The kitchen is still stocked with the foods we got when we were there. We can go 
look at them.” 
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Webber didn’t want to sneak into the kitchen and get back on Ren’s radar. But for as 
much as Corrie was a great friend, she had a great flaw. She was only really interested in him 
if he was showing off. He boasted about his island, in part to get her to accept his plan to 
return, and he found that showing her the food always seemed to make her more excited. He 
liked her when she was excited. 
“Okay,” he said. “We’ll have to wait until the room is clear though.” 
“That’s okay,” Corrie said. 
An hour later, Webber led Corrie down a small hallway to the back door of the 
kitchen. The guards changed their post in two minutes, but the guard who usually watched the 
kitchen door liked to leave early to get a jump on dinner. Webber figured standing by and 
smelling the food all afternoon would make one quite hungry. 
Webber snuck Corrie into the room. “How did you figure this out?” she asked him. 
“I just pay attention,” Webber told her. “I know a lot about this ship.” 
“More than I do probably.” Corrie followed Webber over to a group of wooden boxes 
labeled ‘Metál’. “And I’ve lived on this boat my whole life.” 
“Here.” Webber pried open a large box and showed Corrie the inside. “Everything in 
here is a fruit like the orange. Some are juicy, like the melons, others are dry, like the 
bananas.” 
“Cool.” Corrie lifted herself onto her toes and looked down. The crate was fairly large, 
but only about one quarter of it was full. “There are so many different colors.” 
Webber nodded then snapped his head toward the door as footsteps approached. 
“Someone’s coming.” 
“Quick, get in.” 
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“What?” Webber looked back at Corrie. She was climbing into the box, shoving fruit 
aside with her foot so she wouldn’t squish them. 
“Come on,” she said. She held out a hand, and Webber let her pull him into the box. 
He settled himself as she dragged the lid back into position. 
Webber and Corrie were squished together. She grabbed his hand and squeezed it 
tight. He felt a blush forming on his face, and his heart raced in his chest, and not just because 
they might get caught sneaking around. 
“I’m going to have to have a serious conversation with him,” the captain said, his 
voice filling the room as he and the cook entered. Webber and Corrie pushed their faces 
against the wood to see through the cracks. 
The captain wore his usual red coat; the bottom was a little dirty from dragging 
slightly on the floor. The cook was a tall full-mutant man with dark blue scales. He was fond 
of using his various cooking instruments to whack sailors who tried to take extra food from 
the mess hall. He had never suspected anyone of stealing food from the kitchen itself. Maybe 
after this he would change his mind. Webber feared getting a smack with a wooden spoon, but 
if the cook did strengthen the guard on the kitchen, he wouldn’t be able to show off to Corrie 
anymore. 
He looked over at the girl. Her face was squished against the wood, her bright yellow 
eyes straining to see the full scene in the kitchen. Her cheeks had a hint of red on them. The 
wooden spoon didn’t scare Webber as much anymore. 
“Let me handle him, sir,” the cook said. “A night cleaning the pots and he’ll never 
even think about leaving his post again.” 
The captain nodded and hummed. 
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“We shouldn’t be here,” Webber whispered to Corrie. “If we get caught-“ 
“Shh,” Corrie told him. 
“Is the stock going to last the rest of the trip?” Captain Ryder asked. 
“Some of the fruits are starting to go,” the cook answered. “But most of it will make it 
just fine.” 
The captain strode over to the fruit box and stared down at it. Corrie sucked in her 
breath, and placed a hand over her mouth. Webber could hear his heart beating in his chest. 
He clenched his teeth together and tired not to breath. 
“We can get some ice off of Pagos,” the captain said. 
“That we could,” the cook said. The captain turned away and walked back to the 
prepping table. Corrie and Webber both let out a sigh. 
“It’s only a few days’ sail away from here, and I’ve heard they’ve amassed quite a bit 
of our kind.” 
“Very wise indeed,” the cook said. “It would certainly be worth the time to get to 
them.” 
“I’ll inform the crew,” Captain Ryder said. “We’ll go at dawn in one week.” 
“Good.” The cook grabbed some papers from the table and followed the captain out of 
the kitchen. 
Webber and Corrie crawled out of the crate and panted out their held breath. 
“Awesome,” Corrie said, an unsettling glint in her eyes. “Another attack.” 
“Awesome?” Webber asked. “That’s horrible. Don’t you realize you’re attacking 
innocent people?” 
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“Innocent?” Corrie asked. “What’s so innocent about humans? Were they innocent 
when they killed my mother?” 
“I-” Webber started. 
“Was it so innocent when they burned off her gills and tossed her into the water to let 
her drown?” 
Webber looked at Corrie’s eyes, filling with tears. “Corrie, I didn’t know that.” 
“Human’s aren’t innocent. They torture us, they enslave us, and they kill us. They 
deserve everything we’re going to give to them.” She stopped at the door and turned to face 
him. “I think you should take Ren’s words to heart. Don’t be stupid.” With that, she left 
Webber alone in the kitchen. 
Webber hated seeing Corrie cry. He was supposed to be her friend, yet he had upset 
her. He knew she was right, to some extent. Humans did have a negative history with mutants, 
but he didn’t believe that the captain’s plan was the right answer. He promised himself he 
would listen to Corrie and Ren. But as he returned to the deck, he couldn’t stop his mind from 
thinking about the times the weapons storage room was left unguarded. 
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Chapter Eight: Johanna Gets Acquainted with the Crew 
 
The atoll that the Emprio ship stopped at was too small to form a city around. There 
were still a few scrap pieces of metal hanging onto the sand banks from when someone had 
tried to build here. But the high tide would have covered most of the atoll, leaving little for 
the city to build on. 
During low tide, however, a large cluster of clams and shells filled the banks. So while 
Jax and half the crew ripped up and stored away the scrap metal, Johanna and a few other 
crew members collected buckets of clams for dinner. 
Johanna joined the second mate of the ship, Iefan. His shirt was branded with a light 
blue star. Unlike the first mate, Georgy, Iefan was a good crewmate, and a slack officer. He 
was often slacking off himself, choosing to joke around with the crew rather than order them 
around. Johanna often wondered why he was second mate at all, but she figured it wasn’t her 
place to question these sorts of things; she was just a passenger here. 
“Aren’t you supposed to be collecting clams?” Johanna asked, leaning over and 
watching him. He was filling his bucket up with colorful shells. 
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Iefan stood back up with a smile on his face. He had pale skin, unlike most of the 
other crew, and it was speckled with freckles that seemed to be as expressive as his face was. 
“We’ll have enough, don’t worry.” 
“But why are you collecting shells?” 
Iefan set the bucket down and stretched his back. “It’s my side job. I run a jewelry 
business. Make bracelets and necklaces, that sort of stuff.” 
“Did you make Jax’s?” Johanna asked, referring the yellow juniper bracelet that Jax 
never took off. 
“I helped make it,” Iefan said. “It was his daughter’s design.” 
Johanna was surprised to hear that. She wondered how old Jax’s daughter was, he 
wasn’t that old himself, and whether or not there was a mother still in the picture. She wanted 
to ask why Jax had never mentioned having a family before, but instead she asked, “Is there a 
lot of money in the jewelry making business?” 
“Enough,” Iefan said with a shrug, returning to his shell-picking. 
Johanna picked up a handful of the shells in the bucket. Some were smooth and thin, 
others wrinkled and round. They were all vibrant in colors. “Could you teach me?” 
Iefan chuckled. “There’s not much to teach. But if you want we can work on some 
stuff together.” 
Johanna smiled at him. “I’d like that.” She caught the flush in his skin as he turned 
away from her gaze, focusing on the shells instead. 
Dea appeared next to Johanna holding a clam with a purple tongue sticking out of it. 
“Check this out,” he said. 
Johanna stepped away from the thing. “What is that?” 
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“I’m not sure,” Dea said. Iefan shrugged at her and moved to collect more shells on 
the other side of the atoll. “It might be sick, or it could be a rare species never seen before. 
Either way, I’m keeping it.” 
Dea placed the clam in the bucket, and Johanna noticed how most of the bucket was 
filled with odd sea creatures or sponges and coral that Dea would document and study. 
Johanna looked out at the rest of the crew collecting clams and hoped that at least some of 
them were actually doing that. 
That night, a full moon rose over the ship as the crew settled down for the evening. 
Johanna watched the moonlight reflect off the dark water. The ship was coasting along; 
making small ripples in the water that distorted the moon’s image. In the distance she could 
see a thick block of fog lazily passing on the horizon. 
“Is that a storm?” she asked to no one in particular. 
Georgy looked over his shoulder from where he was sitting with the crew and said, 
“No.” 
Dea popped up next to Johanna and said, “Maybe it’s Moro Island,” with an impish 
grin. 
“Don’t,” Iefan said. He shook his head. “Do not start that with me.” 
“Start what?” Johanna stepped away from the boat’s edge. The light of the full moon 
made seeing all of the crew easy without the need of fire. 
“Dea honestly believes that Moro Island exists,” Georgy said. 
“Doesn’t it?” Johanna sat down between Iefan and Jax. 
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Iefan handed Johanna her half-finished bracelet. She frowned at it, the ugly blob of red 
shells haphazardly tied together with string. She had started the piece of jewelry after they left 
the atoll, eager to get a head start on her new endeavor. 
“Not you, too,” Georgy said. 
“Every island and every city has heard of it. There has to be some truth to it,” Johanna 
said. 
“Exactly!” Dea said, sitting down next to Georgy. 
Johanna pulled the rest of the red shells out of her pocket. She had collected them in 
her keep bag after she had finished finding clams. In the moment, she had thought they looked 
pretty and valuable. Put together on the string, however, they looked ugly and cheap. She was 
convinced no one would ever want to buy it. 
“Grow up,” Georgy said, pushing Dea away. “I expected better from you, Johanna.” 
“You expected things from me?” Johanna asked, looking up from her bracelet. “I feel 
honored.” 
“Well don’t,” Georgy said, standing up. “I officially revoke any and all expectations. 
You and Dea are two birds of a feather.” 
He turned from the group and disappeared below the deck. 
“What do you think, Jax?” Johanna asked, turning to face him. Iefan leaned over and 
pulled one of the shells off Johanna’s bracelet, shaking his head. He replaced it with a 
different, more round shell and nodded. 
“I don’t know,” Jax said. “An island that floats around and hides in fog, dooming all 
those who lay eye on it? It does seem a little outlandish.” 
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“I would hope so,” Johanna said. “I don’t want to be doomed if that really is Moro 
Island.” 
“It’s better than The SeaNaught,” Dea said. 
The crew groaned. A couple even got up and left. “What’s The SeaNaught?” Johanna 
asked, surprised there was a sailor superstition she wasn’t aware of. 
“It’s a ghost ship,” Iefan told her. He pulled out his own bracelet, the one he was using 
to teach Johanna. “Except its extremely ridiculous and nobody believes it exists.” 
“Tell that to everyone that’s died at its ghostly hands,” Dea said, twisting his voice 
into a whisper. 
“What’s its story?” Johanna asked, eager to learn, basking in the comradery that 
storytelling brought to the crew. 
“It’s a really good one.” Dea crawled over to Johanna and looked directly into her 
eyes, his pupils large. “So there was this ship called The SeaNaught right?” 
“Right,” Johanna said. 
Jax shook his head. 
Iefan re-tied one of Johanna’s knots. 
“So this was like, ages ago. The ship was one of the first trading vessels of the newly 
created; you guessed it, Emprio City.” 
“Didn’t see that coming,” Jax whispered to Johanna, earning him a smile. 
“Anyway,” Dea said, glaring at Jax. “The SeaNaught heads out toward Polem Island, 
but, it never reaches its destination. Instead, it mysteriously disappears.” 
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“Lots of boats have mysteriously disappeared at sea,” Johanna said. She picked a light 
red shell out of her pile, and then replaced it with a darker shade that she thought would look 
better next to the other ones. Iefan nodded in approval. “What makes this one so different?” 
“Most ships that disappear are found wrecked against some atoll of something,” Dea 
said. “The SeaNaught was never found, not even broken.” 
“So then how do you know what happened to it?” Johanna asked, enjoying the shared 
teasing with Iefan and Jax in dispelling Dea’s story. She felt a little guilty at ruining 
something he was clearly excited about but not guilty enough to stop. 
“Or that it ever existed at all?” Jax added. 
“Can I just finish my story please?” Dea asked. 
“Only if you make it quick,” Iefan said. 
“Fine. Basically the ship came back as a ghost with a ghostly crew and haunts all the 
sea. Are you happy? You’ve ruined it?” Dea sat back down and huffed. 
“Well, I’m certainly happy,” Iefan said, taking a drink from his bottle. 
“I wouldn’t expect you to believe in all those superstitions, Dea,” Johanna said. 
“You’re so…scientifically inclined.” 
“Just because something can’t be explained by science doesn’t mean it’s not real,” 
Dea said. “It just means that the science explaining it hasn’t been discovered yet.” 
“You do have a point there,” Jax said. He turned to Johanna. “What about you, Jo? 
Any weird and totally unbelievable stories from your island?” 
Johanna shrugged. She placed her bracelet on the deck and pulled her knees up to her 
chin. “Not much. Just stories we pick up from cities.” 
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“Well, there is the whole killing-your-parents thing,” Iefan said. He took the piece of 
jewelry and inspected it. He nodded and placed it back in front of her. 
“We don’t kill our parents they just die.” 
“They just die?” Jax asked. “How do people just die? You’d think there’d need to be 
at least a preexisting condition.” 
“I’d say children are a preexisting condition,” Iefan said. 
“They’re sacrificed to the gods,” Johanna said. “When a child is born the same-sex 
parent is sacrificed.” 
“So you do kill them?” Iefan asked. 
“Not sacrificed like that. We don’t actually kill them. The gods do.” 
“Sounds like someone trying to explain murder away, I don’t know,” Iefan said. 
“So, people have children, and then just die?” Dea asked. 
In her mind Johanna saw the image of her father’s golden soul flowing into her 
brother’s body. She shook the image from her head. “Pretty much, yes. It’s a way of 
maintaining population control on the island, so that what happened on Island Metál doesn’t 
happen to us. The gods keep us from overrunning our island, they keep us safe.” 
“Then why have kids at all? Or, why not wait until you’re already really old?” Dea 
asked. 
“Because that’s…that’s what you do. You get married and have kids. Unless you’re a 
priest.” 
“Isn’t that why you ran away though?” Iefan asked. “If it’s all so natural and the way 
things are, why did you leave?” 
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Johanna felt under attack, as if the priests themselves were asking her all these 
questions, asking her why she was turning her back on the gods’ blessing. She was relieved 
when Jax interrupted, and she didn’t have to answer Iefan’s question. She wasn’t sure she 
even had an answer. 
“Oh wait I have a question,” Jax said. “What if you have twins? Like, a boy and a girl, 
are they orphans? Or what if it’s two of the same sex?” 
“Twins don’t occur on our island,” Johanna said. 
“Ever?” Dea asked. 
“There has never been a recorded case of it, no.” 
“So,” Iefan said, unrelenting, “If it’s just so common and natural to have children and 
die young, why did you run away?” 
Johanna looked down at the deck of the ship. She pictured Louis face. She had loved 
him, still loved him. She couldn’t explain the panic in her that she felt thinking about one of 
them dying. She wondered if her parents ever felt that way, if anyone on Plithy Island felt that 
way. “I…I don’t know.” 
“Let’s brighten the mood a little bit,” Jax said. “Dea, tell us another ghost story.” 
Johanna turned to face the water, letting Dea’s voice fade into the background. She 
watched the block of fog drift across the horizon, thinking about home. 
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Chapter Nine: Oleander Does Not Go Fishing 
 
Watching the ship break its way through the ice was more astounding than Oleander 
could have even imagined. Even without a great deal of speed, the metal sheets attached to the 
bow of the ship sliced through the ice, creating a path for the rest of the ship to follow. 
Captain D’Nought stood next to Oleander and watched with pride as the ship finally cleared 
the last of the ice that surrounded Polem Island. 
“We’ll soon be in some warmer territory,” D’Nought said. 
“Just as well,” Oleander said. “It has been getting a bit colder back at home, hasn’t it?” 
D’Nought smiled. “Certainly seems so. Here.” D’Nought pulled a bottle out of his 
coat pocket. He handed it to Oleander. It was filled with a thick green liquid. 
“What is this?” Oleander asked. 
“It’s to protect your skin. The sun is a lot harsher where we’re going. You wouldn’t 
want to burn up or blister.” 
Oleander looked at the liquid in the bottle and decided to put it away and look at the 
horizon. A few weeks on the ship and he was still getting sick at the motion of the boat. 
Looking at anything the color green did not help. 
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“How long will it take to get from here to the island?” he asked the captain. 
“About two more weeks. If you don’t mind, I must tend to my duties.” D’Nought 
turned from the railing and joined a group of men trying to untangle a coil of rope. 
“I’d put that on now if I were you.” 
Oleander looked up and saw Gill resting in the rigging near-by, his body held between 
two thick lengths of rope, his leg hanging over the edge of one. “People who have never left 
the island are particularly susceptible.” 
“Don’t you ever do anything on this ship?” Oleander asked. “Or do you just sit there 
all day?” 
Gill slipped down the rigging and landed on the edge of the boat. “Sometimes I fish,” 
he said. “Maybe I’ll take you one day if you’re lucky.” 
Oleander shook his head, and Gill sat down on the gunwale. Oleander had learned to 
swim as a child, along with most of the world, but living at the center of his island made 
practice difficult. Oleander was uncertain he could even remember how to swim. 
He noticed Gill was staring at the ship and not the water, as he was more prone to do. 
Looking back, Oleander saw Johnson and a group of crew men pulling up the large claw that 
held their fishing net in the water. The net, supported by metal and rope, would drag along the 
side of the ship, collecting fish until the crew pulled it back up. 
“And does Johnson help you fish?” Oleander asked, a sly smile on his face. 
“What?” Gill shook his head as if waking from a dream. “Of course not.” He pointed 
at the net, dripping wet and shaking with the flop of fish inside. “That’s the stupid way to 
catch fish.” 
“I believe you mean the human way,” Oleander corrected him. 
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“The wrong way,” Gill said. 
“And just what is the proper way?” 
Gill turned to him with a fixed gaze. “Like I said, maybe I’ll take you if you’re lucky.” 
A few days later Gill dropped down beside Oleander and asked, “Are you sure you’re 
using your cream?” 
Oleander sighed. The kid was everywhere. “Yes, I’m sure I’m using it. Too much of 
it, if anything. I keep going at this rate and we won’t have any more for the return trip.” 
“It’s made from seaweed so we can easily make more from what we’ve got on the ship 
and what we’ll get from Metál.” He shook his head and squinted at Oleander’s face. “You are 
so red.” 
“I try to stay out of the sun,” Oleander told him. “But it’s a thousand times hotter 
inside the ship.” 
“Yeah.” Gill turned his head up to the limp sails. “And it’s not like there’s much of a 
breeze to help things along.” 
Oleander closed his eyes and wiped at his forehead. He wore the thinnest clothing he 
owned, and still his body was covered in sweat. If it got worse, as the captain had told him it 
would, he would be nothing more than a puddle when they arrived at the island. 
“C’mon,” Gill said. He stood up on the edge of the boat. “I’ve got an idea.” 
“What’s your idea?” Oleander eyed him suspiciously. He’d come to learn that Gill’s 
ideas tended to be...colorful. 
“I’ll teach you how to fish.” Gill dove into the water. 
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Oleander rushed to the side and watched. For a moment, all he could see were the 
ripples in the water from where Gill had entered. He almost started to worry about Gill 
drowning, until he remembered what he was. 
Momentarily, Gill resurfaced, spitting water out of his mouth. “Come on.” He pulled 
his hand out of the water and gestured to Oleander. “The water’s still nice and cold.” 
Oleander bit his lip and looked back at the boat. Only a few of the crew were within 
sight, and all of them were busy. Oleander stepped onto the lip of the ship and looked down at 
Gill’s smiling face. With a final sigh, Oleander jumped and landed in the cold water. 
Oleander broke through the surface of the water, gasped for air, and let out a shout of 
surprise. “It’s still like ice,” he said to Gill. 
Gill laughed and swam around him in a circle. “You gotta keep yourself moving,” he 
said. “Otherwise you’ll lock up and drown.” 
Oleander increased the speed at which he kicked his legs to stay afloat. 
“The fish are this way.” Gill disappeared below the water, and Oleander swore before 
following after him. It took him a while to remember how to move in liquid, but his muscles 
still retained some memory, and he was able to make it work. 
Gill sped away from Oleander in the water, the webbing between his feet moving him 
farther and farther away. Oleander found his movements clumsy and hard. Plus he had to 
surface for air. When he looked back the ship was only a few feet away. 
Gill surfaced next to him and swam on his back, circling Oleander like a vulture. 
“The boat won’t leave us right?” Oleander asked, uncertain even though the sails hung 
dead in the still air. 
“If they do, the whole crew will be slaughtered for treachery,” Gill said. 
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“Poor Johnson,” Oleander said, smirking at Gill. 
Gill stopped swimming and straightened himself in the water. “Even if it does start to 
move, I can swim faster than it can sail.” 
“I think it can sail pretty fast,” Oleander said. He turned his attention from the ship to 
Gill. “So what’s this better mutant-fishing technique of yours?” 
“I’ll show you, deep breath now.” Gill flipped himself over and swam down through 
the water. 
Oleander sucked in a gasp of air and placed his head in the water, the cold sensation 
soothing the pain of his seared flesh. He watched Gill swim out into the dark waters until he 
became still, only slowly swishing his legs to counter the currents. Oleander felt the pain in 
his lungs and had to resurface for air. Despite the human-mutant war that was brewing, he had 
to admit that having someone like Gill who could breathe underwater certainly made tasks 
like these easier. Then he remembered that was why Island Polem had enslaved them in the 
first place. 
With another breath Oleander returned to the watery world. There he saw them; 
several large silver dashes swimming toward them. They were pavlas, a fish known to have 
particularly juicy bones, the juices of which can help cure tooth pain. They would make an 
excellent meal and a great addition to the medical cabinet if Gill could catch enough. 
But Gill did not seem interested in catching them. He remained there floating in the 
water, watching the fish swim around him with a soft smile. The school in turn investigated 
him. Some of the fish nipped at his clothes and hair before turning away unamused. After the 
school was fed up with Gill they turned their attention to Oleander. Even though Oleander 
knew that the fish weren’t deadly or capable of attacking him in anyway, he found himself 
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jerking away from them. Upset by his sudden movements the school sped away, disappearing 
into the dark waters. 
Oleander and Gill returned to the surface, Oleander breathing heavily, and Gill 
clearing water out of his ears. 
“Is that what you call fishing?” Oleander laughed. “Looked more like observing.” 
“They weren’t ready to be fished,” Gill said matter-of-factly. 
“What do you mean?” Oleander asked. 
“Their color,” Gill said. Oleander shook his head. “They were too glossy silver, not 
dull silver.” 
“Does that mean they’re less tasty or something?” 
“No. It means they’re on their way to their breeding grounds.” 
“What difference does that make?” 
“If we fish them now, then they don’t make it to the breeding grounds, and hundreds if 
not thousands of fish are not born. That’s hundreds of thousands of fish that we can’t eat in 
the future. If, however, we wait until they are finished breeding, closer to death, then we can 
eat them without upsetting the future populations.” 
“I thought I was here for a fishing lesson not a business lesson,” Oleander said, with a 
slight laugh to ease the sudden tension Gill had in his voice. 
Gill laughed, breaking the tight air. “Well I guess we’ll have to finish that lesson later. 
For now we should get back to the ship.” 
Oleander had finally gotten used to the ocean’s gentle roll enough to eat with the rest 
of the crew the next night. The captain and officers were excited to have him where they 
could keep an eye on him and be sure he was safe and well taken care of. On most ships, the 
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officers and seamen ate separately, but D’Nought had a hands-on approach to his crew. He 
felt that eating with his crew built a relationship based on respect. 
Oleander was excited to finally get to know his crew. Whenever they weren’t eating, 
they were sleeping or working. Oleander had only had short conversations here and there in 
passing. The day after Gill had failed to teach him to fish the ‘proper’ way, Oleander had an 
idea in his head that wouldn’t let go. So for dinner that night he sat with several of the men 
who handled the care and upkeep of the sails. 
“So tell me,” he said to Johnson, sitting across from him, “when do you plan on 
confessing your feelings toward Gill?” 
The few men sitting near to them became very quiet, watching expectantly. Without 
missing a beat, and with his face completely composed, Johnson replied, “You mean that I 
think he’s a good contribution to the crew?” 
The men turned to Oleander, waiting to see if he would push. “No,” Oleander said. “I 
mean telling him that you love him.” 
The crew again turned to Johnson, drawing in more of the men at the table. Most of 
the men smirked, while others bit their lips or held in their breaths. 
Johnson looked down at his plate and let out a small, sly smile. He looked up at 
Oleander without moving his head and said, “Now why does everyone keep saying that?” 
“Because it’s so obvious!” Shouted a man from down the table. This outburst drew the 
attention of the room. Most of the crew, Gill included, looked at the table in commotion. 
“Alright, that’s enough of that,” Johnson said in a quiet, steady voice. The men, 
looking sheepish, turned back to their meals. Johnson looked pointedly at Oleander. “Let’s 
just drop it.” 
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“Why?” Oleander asked. “Because he’s a mutant? I’ve always believed that humans 
and mutants could live peacefully, in more ways than one.” 
Johnson shook his head. “You don’t understand it like we do.” 
“What do you men think of it?” Oleander asked the table. 
One man spoke up, “It’s weird, but it’s not like they could make any more mutants out 
of it, so I say what’s the harm?” 
“We all know what the harm is,” a gruff man from the other side of the table said. He 
made eye contact with Johnson. “Don’t we?” 
“Just drop it everyone. There’s nothing.” 
“I disagree,” Oleander said. “This is an important matter facing our kingdom and our 
world.” 
Johnson slammed his hands on the table. Oleander recognized the same anger issues 
that flowed in his veins. He felt very aware of himself and wished that he hadn’t started this 
conversation. “This isn’t the place for politics.” He pushed his plate away and stood up, 
storming out of the room. The men at the table returned to their meals as if nothing had 
happened. Oleander watched Gill sneak out of the room and decided he couldn’t not follow. 
Outside the moon was large, only nights after a full moon, making it fairly easy to see 
the ship and the men on it without the need of fire. Oleander hid himself behind the main mast 
and watched Gill approach Johnson. He could only just make out what they were saying to 
each other. 
“It was me again wasn’t it?” Gill asked. Gill didn’t get up on the side of the ship; he 
simply stood next to Johnson and fidgeted, as if he wasn’t sure what to do with his hands. 
Oleander had never seen the man so self-conscious and unsure. 
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“It was your stupid king friend that started it,” Johnson said. He turned to face Gill, 
and in his profile Oleander could see a small smile. 
“He’s not really my friend,” Gill said, a slight shake in his voice. 
“Oh please, you’re practically always at his side.” Johnson leaned down and 
whispered something to Gill. 
Gill chuckled and said, “Would it help if you knew that I never really got to that bit?” 
Johnson laughed a bit and then the two fell into a silence. 
“I’m sorry,” Gill said, crossing his arms over his body. 
“Gill,” Johnson said. “It’s not your fault. It’s not anyone’s fault. It’s just the way the 
world is. And it sucks because you deserve to be with someone. And I’m sorry that that can’t 
be me.” 
Gill shrugged, Oleander could make out a tear on his cheek reflecting the moonlight. 
“I’m just sorry that there’s no one else I could imagine being with.” Gill turned again and 
climbed the nearest pole, disappearing among the rigging. 
“You know,” Johnson said after a slight pause, “it’s not very kingly to sneak around.” 
Oleander emerged from behind the mast and imagined he looked like Gill had only 
moments ago. “I’m sorry. I didn’t realize it was such a…touchy subject around here.” 
“Of course you didn’t,” Johnson said, staring up at the moon, facing away from 
Oleander. “Because you live in the castle where everything is all butterflies and roses and 
whatever you want to be truth is truth.” 
Oleander was taken a bit aback by this statement. It was a comment he might have 
expected from Gill certainly but not a crew member, especially one like Johnson who, until 
recently, had been so polite and orderly. 
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As if realizing this himself, Johnson turned with a wide face and said, “I’m sorry I 
just-“ 
“No need,” Oleander said, putting a hand up to stop him. “I understand where you’re 
coming from. There will be no flogging.” 
“Thank you,” Johnson said. “Good night, sir.” 
Oleander watched Johnson disappear back into the ship. He looked up to see if he 
could spot Gill in the rigging, but there was no sign of the young man. In the distance 
Oleander heard a splash. 
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Chapter Ten: Webber Gets a Promotion 
 
In the distance, Webber could just make out the blinking lights of Pagos. The floating 
city was on the smaller side but was expanding, becoming a favored place of refuge to those 
whose even smaller cities fell apart. Corrie stood next to Webber and pursed her lips. 
“You better not be planning to do anything stupid,” she said. 
“I’m not planning anything,” Webber lied. 
“Well whatever you’re thinking about just stop.” 
Webber turned from the distant city and looked at his friend. She had become 
increasingly agitated and worrisome as the ship approached the island. “Why would I need to 
plan anything?” Webber asked. 
Corrie bit her lip. “I just feel like you’re going to try and run is all. That city out there 
can’t help you, so you might as well just stay on the ship, out of sight.” 
“No.” Webber faced the city again, only visible in the fading light by the exterior 
lights. “But maybe I could help them.” 
Corrie groaned. “Please don’t do anything.” 
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“How can you just be okay with this?” Webber asked. “We could easily trade for 
whatever we needed.” 
“It’s not that simple, Webber.” Corrie turned to face the sea, leaning against the edge 
of the ship. “This is war, you know? They have mutants there, too; our people that need us to 
free them. They’re horrible humans that need to be kept in check.” 
Webber stared at her. He couldn’t think of how to respond to such a stubborn point of 
view. 
Corrie stepped away from the edge of the boat and stretched her arms. “Please just 
promise me you won’t do anything? Dad says we’re attacking in the morning, and then after 
that it’ll be all over, okay? He promised me next stop would be home, and then you can get all 
these silly ideas out of your head.” Webber didn’t speak, just nodded his head. Corrie moved 
away. 
Webber watched the dark water churn under the boat. He looked out at the city. Most 
of the crew was below deck preparing for the morning’s assault. Only a few lookouts 
remained on the deck, and none of them were doing a particularly good job. Webber hopped 
over the side of the boat, keeping himself anchored to the ship to avoid splashing in the water. 
The good thing about being twelve was that no one on the ship outside of Ren had any reason 
to suspect him of doing anything. He climbed his way down the side of the ship, cutting his 
left hand on a sharp barnacle. After lowering himself into the water, Webber pushed away 
from the ship and swam out toward the city. 
The lookouts at the city saw Webber before he made it to the wall. A spotlight shone 
on his back, heating himself and the water. Webber surfaced and spat water out of his mouth, 
looking up at the men standing on top of a large metal wall haphazardly painted with yellow. 
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Two men talked to themselves on top of the city walls, and then shouted to someone inside. A 
piece of the sheet metal was raised into the air, revealing the entrance to the floating city. Two 
men paddled a small boat out toward him. They stopped next to Webber and studied him. 
“What sort are you?” the first man asked. 
“I’m a mutant,” Webber said. “I have urgent news for your city.” 
The first man looked to the second, who nodded. The two reached into the water and 
pulled Webber up into their boat. Another pro to being twelve, no one suspected you of being 
dangerous. 
“You’re about to be under attack,” Webber said, shaking the water from his hair as 
best as he could. It stuck wet to his forehead. He looked at the sun slowly starting to rise. 
When he looked out at the horizon from where he had swum, he saw no presence of a boat. 
“Really soon.” 
“You’ll have to take any of your business up with the elder,” the second man in the 
boat said. 
Webber held onto the edge of the boat, shaking his leg in anticipation, as they made 
their way back into the city. He watched the sheet lower back into place, he could not tell how 
far the metal reached into the water, but it would not be deep enough to stop the mutant ship 
from diving under it. 
Like most floating cities, Pagos was centered on an atoll. The whole city was arranged 
around the atoll like a circle. Ports ringed around the center of the city and buildings made of 
metal and rotten wood clung to the walls. The houses here were nothing like the houses on 
Metál. Webber’s island was made up of straight lines and sound structures. The houses on 
Pagos looked like they were all on the verge of collapsing at the slightest hint of wind. 
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The men pulled the boat into a small dock where an old man in a purple cloak waited. 
Webber scrambled out of the boat and approached the man. “The other mutants are coming,” 
he said. “They’re on their way to attack your city right now. They said by morning.” 
“There are no ships out on the water, sir,” the first man in the boat said as he tied it to 
the dock. 
“Kid’s obviously delirious, who knows how long he was swimming,” the second 
added. 
“It’s true,” Webber said. “You can’t see the boat because it can go under water, sink 
and rise, and move through the water with a propeller. I know. I’ve seen it.” 
The elder studied Webber with small eyes. “There have been many rumors of boats 
like this. What proof have you to offer.” 
“We don’t have time for proof! They’re already probably close! You need to get 
defensive now!” 
“It’s true sir.” 
Webber turned to the next dock over. A full mutant with light red scales was stashing 
his own boat against the wood. 
“And how would you know Mr. Key?” the elder asked. 
“I’ve been on that ship.” Key stopped messing with his boat and stood with his arms 
crossed, facing them. “It’s where I was before I came here. They’re a group of mutants that 
attack vulnerable human cities.” 
“There’s a group of mutants out there ready to attack us, and you only just now 
thought it important to tell us?” the elder asked. 
Key shrugged. “It was not a nice time in my life, sir. I did not wish to relive it.” 
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The elder sighed. “Well, if this story is true, we had better be prepared.” He turned to 
the two men from the boat. “Prepare our men; keep an eye out above and below the water for 
any signs of attack. We must be ready if it happens.” 
The two men nodded and raced off. The elder turned back to Webber and frowned. 
“You are a brave lad to go against men at war.” 
“I just don’t want what happened to my home to happen here,” Webber explained. “It 
was horrible.” He saw the bodies falling through the air in slow motion. He couldn’t stop the 
tears from forming in his eyes. 
The elder placed a soft hand on Webber’s head. “We’ll handle it. You get inside 
somewhere safe. Much too young for battle.” 
The elder hurried off, and Webber stood alone, dripping on the deck. He watched Key 
join a group of men on the other side of town gathering weapons, mostly spears and swords. 
A part of him itched to pick up a weapon himself, but he was only twelve. He wouldn’t be 
able to fight anyone. He took the elder’s advice and joined others on their way to hide inside 
the metal houses. 
He didn’t get far before he heard muffled gunshots. When he turned around he saw 
that the mutants had come up into the center of the city. Men scrambled to get down from the 
walls to the atoll where the mutants gathered and charged from. A pack of men rushed past 
Webber, knocking him to the ground. 
Webber scrambled to his feet. The sounds of swords clashing into one another made 
his ears ring. He ran with the rest of the pack of non-fighters, but the mutants weren’t going to 
let them get away. A group of full-mutants cut the herd off. They laughed as they swung their 
swords and axes at the humans. 
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Webber turned away from the slaughter, trying to keep the sloshing in his stomach 
from boiling over and making him sick. He watched as two half-mutants ran around, tossing 
burning bottles into houses. A thick layer of black smoke started to fill the air. 
Humans ran, screaming from the houses, but there was another group of mutants, this 
one led by Ren, that was waiting for them. Webber closed his eyes against the scene and 
tripped over a turned up plank of wood. He crashed into the ground, scraping half of his face. 
The adrenaline coursing through his body blocked the pain. 
Webber rolled over onto his back. Maybe if he stayed very still, the fighting would 
just go on around him until it was over. A whizzing sound, kind of like a bug, passed his ear, 
and he heard a thud. Webber opened his eyes and looked to his right. An arrow stood up 
straight in the wood next to him. He got up to his feet and searched for cover. 
“Kill every last one of them,” Captain Ryder shouted. The mutant army let out a 
hurrah with renewed energy. 
Webber crawled in the space between a pile of crates, pulling his knees to his chest 
and curling his back. He closed his eyes again, but the sounds wouldn’t stop, even when he 
covered his ears with his hands. The screaming would haunt him forever, he was sure of it. 
A body came into contact with the crates. Webber fell to the ground with splintered 
wood, and a large man’s body on top of him. He struggled to get out, worming his body until 
he was free. The man stared at him with dead eyes, blood spilling out of his mouth, an ax 
stuck in his chest. 
Webber coughed back the sick and crawled away. He tried to breath in the fresh air, 
but all that was available was a mixture of ash and smoke, which just made him cough more 
and made his eyes burn and water. 
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Webber looked up and saw that the mutants were winning, as he knew they would. 
Only a handful of his crewmates lay dead on the ground. The bodies of the humans had 
started to pile up. He heard the sound of splashing water and crunching teeth, and turned 
around. 
A tall, pale body that Webber couldn’t identify had been thrown through a wall in a 
house, creating a hole. He lay motionless on top of the wreckage, a puddle of water forming 
around him. A human man stepped out through the hole they had created. The man stepping 
through was tough and thick. He held an axe in one hand, his other arm dripping with blood, 
the shape of circular puncture wounds on it. 
The man on the ground turned his head, and Smog’s misty eyes met with Webber’s. 
The human pointed his axe at Smog and yelled out to the sky. Webber got up to his feet and 
charged at the axe-man, ramming into him. Webber was small, and weak, and he bounced off 
the man, falling backwards on his butt. The man hadn’t been moved by Webber’s action, but 
he had been startled. He jumped a bit, and his left foot slipped in the puddle of water. He fell 
over, slamming his head on the edge of the house. The man may have been thick, but the 
edges of the hole still sliced into his skull all the same. 
“Atta boy!” A voice called out. The captain ran past the two of them, his eyes aglow 
with the glory of battle. 
Webber helped pull Smog to his feet. “Are you alright?” he asked. 
“I am,” Smog said, moving his left shoulder with gentle rocking motions. “Thanks to 
you.” 
Webber looked back down at the dead man. He felt numb inside. No more sick, no 
more pain, just a tingling numbness. 
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He heard a loud clang behind him and turned to see Key holding off a human, their 
swords locked above Webber’s head. Key pushed the man back, but it was Ren who came up 
and ended his life, slicing the man’s neck with his own sword. 
“Key.” Ren growled. 
Key said nothing. The battle was dying around them, a small group of mutants hunting 
down the remaining humans. Key dropped his sword, and held his hands out in front of him, 
wrists together. Ren scowled and grabbed some rope from the floor. He tied Key’s hands 
together and shoved him toward the atoll. He looked at Webber over his shoulder and scoffed. 
When every last human was dead the mutants met back at the atoll. 
“Grab whatever’s useful,” the captain said. “And take the traitors to the brig.” 
Ren and his group led Key and the other mutants who had been living in the city out 
of the, now open, city gates. Key and Webber made eye contact. Webber’s mouth went dry, 
and he tried to swallow the lump forming in his throat. Key remained silent. 
Captain Ryder approached Webber with his hands on his hips. He looked down at the 
boy and hummed. “Do cabin boys normally fight in wars?” 
“No, sir,” Webber said. He felt like he should be afraid, but he was still numb, not 
only inside, but all of his muscles, too. He couldn’t even shake if he wanted to. “I 
just...wanted to?” 
The Captain studied him with a careful eye. 
“He saved my life,” Smog said. 
“That he did,” the Captain said. “Very well.” He clasped Webber on the shoulder and 
smiled. “We award bravery around here. Smog, give this boy a promotion. And if we ever go 
out again, I want him at our side.” 
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Smog hesitated but said, “Very well, sir,” slightly bowing his head. 
The Captain walked off and Smog turned to Webber. He looked at the boy, almost 
confused, asking a million questions with his eyes. 
“Do you think Corrie knows?” Webber asked. He didn’t know if Smog knew that the 
real reason Webber was at the city was to warn them, but he wouldn’t put it past the man to 
figure it out. 
“If not by now, she certainly will soon.” 
Webber sighed, his body finally relaxing enough to move. He hung his head, awaiting 
the never ending questions and lectures the girl would have for him. 
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Chapter Eleven: Johanna Meets a Mutant 
 
As soon as the boat docked at Emprio City, Johanna was in love. The city was full of 
humans and mutants alike, each going about their business. Men and women set up shops near 
the docks, buying and selling with their own kind and traveling boats from other cities. Unlike 
Johanna’s island, which got a trade boat about once a day, the docks of Emprio were thriving. 
Boats of all islands and cities lined the planks of wood that surrounded the bulk of the city. 
Emprio was the largest and strongest of the floating cities, but Johanna was still surprised to 
find that she couldn’t see the other end of the city from where they docked. 
Johanna followed Dea off the deck as the rest of the crew tied the boat down and 
started to unload their cargo. Climbing the gap between the boat and the dock, Johanna 
slipped. She was certain she would fall into the water, but a strong pair of hands grabbed her 
by the arms and pulled her back onto the deck. 
“Thank you,” Johanna said. She caught her breath, turned to face her savior and then 
screamed out, jumping back. The man standing before her was a full-mutant, all lizard-like in 
body and cat-like in face. He was covered in deep red scales. “I’m sorry,” Johanna said, 
looking at the crowd that watched her curiously. “You just scared me.” 
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The man raised his scaly eyebrow and looked over to Dea. Dea smiled and said, 
“She’s new.” The man grunted and then started helping pull the larger, heavier boxes from the 
ship to the deck. 
“Don’t mind Troi,” Dea said. 
“I’ve just, never seen a full-mutant before,” Johanna said. “And I’ve only ever seen 
half-mutants on trade boats, never a lot though.” 
“What happens to the mutants born on your island?” Dea asked. “Do you kill them 
like on Metál?” 
“Um…well,” Johanna thought about it, thought back to every birth she had heard 
about and every birth that was recorded. “I don’t think a mutant’s ever been born on my 
island.” 
“At all?” Dea asked. 
“Yeah. I don’t know what would happen when one is born. It must be part of the gods’ 
gift.” 
Jax stepped onto the deck next to them and flopped a bag down. “I’d hardly call 
population control through death a gift, but okay.” 
Johanna prepared to make a retort, but a high-pitched voice cut her off. “Papa!” 
Johanna watched a young girl with straw-like hair, both in color and consistency, run 
at the group. Jax knelt down with a huge smile and scooped the girl up into a hug. The girl 
laughed and wrapped her arms around his neck. 
“Guess what I’ve got,” Jax said, eyeing her slyly. 
The girl bounced in his arms, “What? What? What?” 
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Jax reached into his pocket and produced the three juniper shells that Johanna had 
convinced him to take back. 
“Ohhh…pretty,” the girl said. She grabbed at them, and her eyes sparkled as she 
turned them over in her fingers. 
“Johanna, this is my daughter, Gracie.” Jax turned to Gracie and said, “Honey, I’d like 
you to meet my new friend, Johanna.” 
Gracie looked up at Johanna and smiled while tucking her head under Jax’s chin. 
“Hi.” 
“Nice to meet you,” Johanna said. 
A woman with the same hair as the girl strolled up to Jax and Gracie and said, “How 
many times must I tell you not to run off like that?” Jax and the woman kissed, and the 
woman stroked the girl’s hair. 
“Aww ma, it wasn’t that far.” The girl pouted. 
“Well it’ll be that far when the arpázos get you.” 
“You shouldn’t fill her head with lies,” Troi said. His voice was rough, like gravel 
bouncing around in a bucket. He leaned over and looked at Gracie. “Arpázos aren’t real.” 
“If they keep her away from the edge of the city they’re as real I am,” her mother said. 
She took Gracie from Jax’s arms and held her against her hip. She looked at Johanna. “Who’s 
this then?” 
Jax introduced the two of them. Johanna reached out and shook hands with Maggie, 
Jax’s wife, and wondered again why Jax hadn’t mentioned his family in their entire trip. 
“Are you a new member of his crew?” Maggie asked. 
“No,” Johanna said, wishing she was. “Jax was just giving me a ride here.” 
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Iefan dropped Johanna’s keep bag on the deck and frowned at her. “Forget 
something?” 
“Oh! Thank you.” Johanna picked up her bag and strapped it to her waist. In all of the 
excitement of their arrival she had forgotten to take it with her. 
“Where are you from?” Maggie asked, adjusting Gracie on her hip, shifting to the side. 
“Island Plithy,” Johanna said. 
Maggie furrowed her eyebrows. “Is that…legal?” 
Jax chuckled. “They hardly keep everyone locked up.” 
“I just don’t want you to get into trouble if you’ve been carrying around a fugitive.” 
“I’ve done nothing wrong,” Johanna said, intimidated by the woman’s pursed lips and 
tight face. “I just wanted to experience the world is all.” 
Maggie studied her for a bit then huffed. “Gracie and I are going to go start up 
dinner,” she said. “Don’t be late.” 
“I won’t my darlings.” Jax gave Maggie and Gracie one last kiss before they 
disappeared into the crowd again. 
“She’s a bit intense,” Johanna whispered. 
“Maggie’s a pack animal,” Iefan said loud enough for everyone to hear. Jax threw him 
a dirty look. “What I mean by that is she’s fiercely loyal to those she knows and wary of 
strangers. Nothing wrong with that.” 
“Just finish unpacking the boat,” Jax said. 
“Well that certainly didn’t earn you any good points,” Dea said. 
Iefan shrugged. “What’s he going to do? Really?” 
“He could fire you,” Troi said. Every time he spoke it made Johanna jump a bit. 
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Iefan laughed. “Yeah right. That’ll be the day.” He turned and boarded the boat again, 
but most of the cargo was already unloaded by the rest of the crew. Dea followed him to take 
inventory, and Johanna was left alone with Troi. 
“So…” Johanna said. She knew that by avoiding looking at him she was acting weird, 
but she also didn’t want to stare. “How’s it going?” 
“Small talk speaks of small minds,” Troi said pointedly. 
“Right,” Johanna said. She made her way over to the crew and their cargo, careful not 
to make it seem like she was running away from the mutant. 
Dea was marking everything down on a piece of wet clay, and Jax was assigning the 
goods out among his crew. Johanna stood by and watched. 
“So what are you going to do now?” Jax asked as the men went and gathered what had 
been given to them. 
“I’m not certain. But, I figured you guys probably have a refugee house I can stay in. 
Just until I figure out what I can do.” She thought about asking Jax if maybe she could be a 
new member of his crew. 
“Well you can sell bracelets now,” Dea suggested. “You’re okay at them.” 
“Thanks,” Johanna said. “But I’m not sure how much I’d be able to live selling 
bracelets.” 
“You’d be surprised,” Jax said. “Lots of people want little souvenirs to give their 
families back at their home cities or islands.” 
“I suppose,” Johanna said. She still liked the idea of staying on the boat. She wasn’t 
sure that Jax would let her. She hadn’t exactly proven herself able on the sea. 
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“You can’t stay in the refugee house,” Dea said. “It’s way too cramped. I’d offer our 
place, but I don’t think Maggie would take kindly to it.” 
“You could stay with me,” Iefan said.  Jax raised an eyebrow at him and smirked. 
“Not like that! I have the extra room since Adam’s still out on his boat. Get your mind out of 
the trash.” 
“That would be great,” Johanna said. “Just temporarily though, until I get on my feet a 
bit, find my own place.” 
“Of course. Adam’ll have no trouble kicking you out when he comes back anyway.” 
Iefan picked up a bag and pointed at a box with his foot. “You gotta help me carry my stuff 
though.” 
“On it.” Johanna reached down and pulled the box into her arms. It was heavier than 
she expected, and she stumbled backwards into Troi. “Sorry,” she said, trying to balance 
herself. 
“Give that to me,” Troi said. He pulled the box from her arms with ease and grunted. 
“You’ll hurt yourself.” 
“I guess I owe you my well-being twice then,” Johanna said, smiling to ease the 
tension. 
“You’ll find a way to pay me back,” Troi said. 
Iefan’s house was halfway across the city, near the water’s edge. It sat, short and stout, 
between two towering buildings. Everything on the city was made out of sheets of metal and 
rods of iron. Everything either looked brand-new or was falling apart. It was nothing like the 
worn down but sturdy brick of Johanna’s island. 
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The three entered the falling apart building that Iefan declared as his own. The inside 
was dark and humid. Johanna stood by the door as Troi and Iefan set the bag and box down in 
the center of the room. She didn’t really want to step inside, but had to, unless she wanted to 
sleep out in the street, or cramped up in the refugee house. 
“Sorry about the smell,” Iefan said. Johanna wondered if he meant the smell of mold 
or the smell of sweat. Iefan leaned over a series of boxes near the wall and pushed open a 
panel of metal, letting a small breeze drift through the house. “We usually keep everything 
boxed up when we’re gone.” 
“That’s alright,” Johanna said, stifling a cough. 
Troi patted Johanna on the back hard as he left the house. “Take care of yourself,” he 
mumbled. 
“Well this is it,” Iefan said, gesturing to the room. It was small but utilized well. 
Boxes covered with fabric lined one wall and uncovered boxes lined another. Iefan opened his 
bag, and Johanna discovered that the un-covered boxes were hinged, allowing him to store his 
food and various knick-knacks. 
“It’s…nice,” Johanna said, wondering if there was a second story for sleeping. 
“There’s not a lot of space out here in the cities,” Iefan told her. “Everything here is 
going to be…nice.” 
Johanna blushed, embarrassed. “I didn’t mean anything by it. It’s cozy. It’s cute. I like 
it.” 
Iefan chuckled. “Well you won’t like it quite as much when you’re sleeping on the 
floor so brace yourself now.” 
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“Does everyone live like this?” Johanna asked. “I know all of the houses on my island 
are practically identical.” 
“Not identical, but for the most part everyone just gets one room. There are some 
places where, you know if like two people got married or something they broke down the 
walls and it’s bigger, but for the most part those houses stay in the families and quickly 
become overcrowded anyway.” 
Johanna nodded, wondered how crowded Jax’s house was, and turned around to look 
at the door. She noticed a small drawing hanging next to the frame. Upon closer inspection 
she could see two stick figures drawn in charcoal and a big, bright sun shining behind them. 
“Who’s this meant to be?” 
“Me and Adam…I think. I dunno. Dea found some paper a year or so ago and gave it 
to Gracie as a present. She went around the whole city drawing all her favorite people and 
things.” Iefan laughed. “You could just tell that Dea was absolutely horrified at the ‘waste of 
precious material’. But he kept himself composed.” 
“It’s cute,” Johanna said, looking over her shoulder at him. “And not nice cute. Real 
cute.” 
“Yeah.” Iefan smiled at it then abruptly headed for the door. “Wanna come see my 
shop?” 
“Sure.” Johanna gave the drawing one last glance over before following Iefan back 
into the sea of city residents. 
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Chapter Twelve: Oleander Makes a Promise He’ll Regret to Keep 
 
Captain D’Nought looked at the wreckage on the horizon and hummed. A small 
gathering of other crew members stood around them, including Gill, who had spotted the 
destroyed city in the first place. 
“Do we know which one it is?” D’Nought asked. 
The navigator turned to his papers and studied them. “It’s most-likely Pagos sir. It’s 
about the right size and position.” 
“I can see a bit of yellow floating around over there,” a different crew member said, 
pointing toward a piece of floating debris. 
“Shall we head toward them, sir?” the navigator asked. “Or keep course for Metál?” 
D’Nought considered it for a moment then turned to face Oleander. “I would not wish 
to place you in any avoidable harm, Your Majesty,” he started. 
“But we must find out what happened to that city,” Oleander assured him. “The cities 
are our best trade partners; a blow to them is practically a blow to our kingdom itself.” 
“Well said, sir,” D’Nought said. “Set course for the city, but keep every available eye 
on the water. We can’t risk an attack.” 
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“Aye, sir.” 
The crowd dispersed and Gill approached the captain. “Do you want me to scout 
ahead?” 
D’Nought nodded his head. “Yes, that very well may be a good idea. Take a quick 
gander and see if there’s anything we should worry about.” 
Gill nodded and expertly dove off the side of the ship, disappearing beneath the dark 
green waters. 
“What do you think got them?” Oleander asked, studying the wreck. Part of the walls 
of the city had been torn apart it seemed, not blasted away but meticulously taken apart. Bits 
of wood and metal and minerals floated around the city as if they had been tossed overboard a 
ship. One section beyond the city wall was smoking, sending a small line of silver and black 
dancing into the sky. 
“My best guess would be a mutant attack,” D’Nought said. 
“A mutant attack? Surely no mutants would do this,” Oleander said. “They wouldn’t 
be able to organize this well.” 
“Not all mutants are as obedient as our boy Gill here,” D’Nought said. Oleander 
nearly laughed, obedient being the last word he would use to describe the young man. 
“There’s been attacks at all the cities, well most of them anyway. There definitely seems to be 
some group of mutants out there wreaking havoc. “ 
Oleander remained silent and thought about this new batch of information. If it was 
true that there was a group of mutants running around attacking cities, then it would mean war 
down along the road. It wouldn’t be long until they were strong enough to attack an island. 
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Oleander was so preoccupied with settling affairs with mutants in his kingdom he had 
forgotten to worry about the ones outside of his influence. 
A few minutes later Gill returned to the boat, dripping wet and shaking himself dry. “It 
was certainly a mutant attack.” 
“How can you be so sure?” Oleander asked. Gill stared at him, as if personally 
offended that Oleander questioned his judgement. Things had been tense between the two of 
them ever since the incident at dinner a few nights ago. 
“There was no sign of an outer breech, so they must have swum under the walls, none 
of the bodies are mutant, and they destroyed everything instead of trying to rebuild there.” 
“Were there any survivors?” D’Nought asked. 
Gill shook his head. “No. Everyone was dead that I could see. But I didn’t do a full 
sweep of the place.” 
“Anything that spells harm for us?” Oleander asked. 
“Unless your stomach churns at the sight of blood, I’d say no.” 
The ship approached the city, gliding across the water, and the crew became restless. 
Oleander could see them getting progressively more upset, mumbling about ‘those damn 
mutations’. He noticed that Gill had quickly made himself scarce. A quick glance of the ship 
led Oleander to believe that Johnson must be with him somewhere, hidden away. 
D’Nought took a group of men to the city to look for survivors or anything useful the 
mutants may have left behind. Oleander stood by the edge of the boat and watched them. 
Through the holes in the city’s siding he could see the crew men working their way through 
the buildings. They were very efficient. Every standing structure was investigated and no pile 
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of rubbish or seeming insignificant piece of cloth went unnoticed. When the men returned 
they had several bags and boxes full of abandoned goods. 
“They left behind some good stuff this time,” D’Nought said. “They must have been 
in a hurry.” 
“This time?” Oleander asked. “They don’t normally take or destroy everything?” 
“No. They’re very good at removing all evidence that a city existed at all. Sometimes 
no one knows a city is gone until they set sail for it and simply find an empty atoll. Something 
must have happened here.” 
“Maybe their damned ship blew up,” a crew man said. 
“It’d do the world some good that’s for sure,” a second man agreed. 
“We should leave soon,” D’Nought said to the navigator. “Re-set course for Island 
Metál.” 
“Is there nothing else we can do here?” Oleander asked. 
D’Nought shook his head. “There aren’t any survivors, not here anyway.” 
“This is outrageous,” one of the crewmen mumbled. The others standing near him 
murmured in agreement. 
“This is neither the time nor the place for that,” D’Nought said. He tried to shoo the 
men away, but a particularly brave one stepped forward. 
“I think this is the perfect time, sir,” he said. “Those abominations have completely 
wiped this town out. I’d be surprised if any human survived this.” 
“This isn’t the first time a new city has been destroyed,” D’Nought said. 
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“Exactly my point,” the man said. “These mutants have been going around free for far 
too long. It’s time someone taught them a lesson. See how they like it when their families are 
killed and their homes destroyed.” 
“There does happen to be the small matter of not knowing where they live,” D’Nought 
said. 
The man grunted and crossed his arms. “I bet with our full forces on it we could find 
them,” he said. He looked directly at Oleander, implying action. 
Oleander considered his position, knowing that to side with D’Nought would not only 
show weakness but could also possibly lead to a revolt. “The mutants have to answer for their 
actions,” he said. The men cheered in approval. “Once we conclude our current mission I will 
have all non-essential ships scouring the seas looking for them.” 
The men finally dispersed, cheering among themselves and revitalized with energy. 
D’Nought approached Oleander with a sever look. “I do not wish to intrude on your 
command, sir,” he said, “but I do not think that is a wise move.” 
“I know.” Oleander looked at the smoldering remains of the city they were swiftly 
leaving behind. “It would be a horrible waste of resources to try and find them in all of this.” 
He gestured out to the open water. “My hope is that by the end of the trip they’ll have calmed 
down and forgotten about it.” 
“My hope as well,” D’Nought said. 
As soon as D’Nought was gone, Oleander heard a soft thud behind him and turned 
around to find Gill standing there with his arms crossed over his chest, his face dark. “How 
could you?” he asked. “I thought you were all about mutant peace.” 
“I didn’t mean it,” Oleander said. “You know how I lean.” 
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“That doesn’t matter,” Gill said. “You still said it. You and D’Nought are probably the 
only two people in the world that the crew will even consider listening to. And you sided with 
them? You have the power and authority to doing something about them, and you didn’t.” 
“Not out here. Being a king, having power, that only counts when I’m in my kingdom. 
I can only control people when I have the full force of my guards to enforce what I say. Out 
here? I can’t do anything. These men out number us twelve to one, and I don’t like those 
odds.” 
Gill was silent for a moment. He frowned, looked to the side, and said, “You’re a 
coward.” 
“Maybe I am,” Oleander said, trying to keep the shake out of his voice. “But I am also 
smart. I know when to take action and when to not.” 
Gill shook his head. “I can’t believe I thought you would actually change anything.” 
Oleander watched Gill disappear below deck instead of up in the ropes. He sighed and 
leaned against the rail of the ship, watching the steady horizon. It was the first time in his life 
he truly felt old. 
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Chapter Thirteen: Webber and Ren have a Disagreement 
 
Webber almost tripped walking down the uneven steps to the brig. A loose floorboard 
creaked beneath his foot. Wincing, Webber turned to look up at the hatch. No one was coming 
down to investigate the noise. He continued moving. 
Most of the cells in the hallway were empty. In one, a wedded couple slept curled into 
each other. The captain may have imprisoned them, but at least they were still together. 
Webber crept past a few other sleeping couples or families until he reached the end of the hall 
where Key sat quietly in the center of his cell. 
“I’ve brought you some food,” Webber whispered. He sat down in front of the cell and 
passed the apple through the bars. “Apples are my favorite.” 
Key opened his eyes slowly and looked at the apple in the boy’s hands. “What do you 
want from me?” he asked. 
“Nothing,” Webber said. “I just thought you might like one.” 
“Did you bring enough for everyone?” 
Webber looked down at the ground. “No.” He held his position in silence until Key 
sighed and grabbed the apple from him. 
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“You need to work on your timing,” Key said. 
“What do you mean?” Webber asked. 
Key took a bite of his apple and wiped the juice off on the back of his hand. “If you 
had showed up earlier we could have defended ourselves better.” 
Webber bit his lip and nodded. “I know.” 
“But,” Key chewed slowly. “It takes guts to do that at all. Why are you here, kid? 
Surely you’ve got other business to attend to.” 
“I just wanted to thank you,” Webber said. He made figures in the dust on the floor 
with his finger. “For saving me and not turning me in.” 
“If anyone knows anything about lying to stay alive it’s me.” 
“I didn’t think they would kill everyone,” Webber said. 
“What did you think they’d do?” 
Webber shrugged. “I don’t know.” 
The two sat quietly, Webber drawing in the dust, and Key slowly eating his apple. 
“My wife was the one who convinced me to leave in the first place,” Key said. 
Webber looked up, but Key was staring absently at the corner of his cell. “I don’t even know 
which of them to blame for killing her.” 
“Maybe she’s still alive. Maybe she got away somehow.” 
Key placed the half-eaten apple on the ground near the cell bars. “The world doesn’t 
work like that, kid.” 
Webber pulled the apple back through the bars and studied it. “So my parents didn’t 
survive either?” Webber glanced up at Key, but the man was avoiding looking at him. “I 
didn’t think so.” 
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Webber gently tossed the rest of the apple into the cell with the first sleeping couple as 
he made he was back to the hatch. Careful to avoid the creaking step, Webber climbed the 
stairs. He peaked out of the door and waited until no one was walking past before he slipped 
out of the stairwell and casually went about his way. 
As Webber rounded the corner he heard a slow voice quietly call out his name. 
“Smog?” he asked, turning around. 
Rain fell against the deck suddenly, a loud sheet of noise filling the space between the 
boy and the man. The boat rocked. 
“Don’t you have a job you should be doing?” Smog asked. He looked at Webber with 
one white eyebrow raised. 
Webber thought about the schedule of the ship and his duties on it. He had been given 
more responsibilities since the attack on Pagos, including a shift on the night watch. At that 
moment, no matter how hard he thought, he couldn’t come up with anything he was supposed 
to be doing. 
“No,” Webber said. “At least, not that I can remember.” 
Smog shook his head. “Surely you have forgotten that you were to help the cook with 
preparing dinner?” 
Webber had never been in charge of food preparation the entire time he was on the 
ship, and he didn’t remember ever being told about this position in the first place. However, 
there was something in the way that Smog spoke, a little too quickly, and the way his 
eyebrows, usually furrowed, were up on high-alert that told Webber perhaps he should go 
help the cook prepare dinner. “Oh, um, right.” 
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Webber headed toward the kitchen and Smog nodded in approval. Webber rounded 
the next corner, but something he heard made him stop. A body had been slammed against a 
wall. Two voices grunted. Skin smacked against skin. 
Webber rounded the corner again. Ren had Smog by the throat and was tossing him to 
the side, against the walls of the ship. 
Ren turned to Webber and pointed at him with a fat, scaly finger. “You.” 
Webber turned and ran down the passageway as fast as he could. Ren started chasing 
after him, but Webber could outrun him. A crack of lightening sounded from above, and the 
boat pitched to the side. Webber lost his footing and slid down into the wall. Ren was still on 
his feet and charging after him. The boat turned up, hit by a large wave. Instead of trying to 
get to his feet Webber crawled down and through an open doorway. 
Before Webber’s eyes had time to adjust to the low lighting in the room a pair of 
hands grabbed his arms and pulled him up. Webber struggled but was too weak to squirm 
away. The room rumbled with laughter and thunder as the full-mutant friends of Ren watched 
Webber attempt to escape. The boat settled back, but the rain continued. 
The two men holding Webber turned him around to face the door. Ren appeared 
panting at the door. “Thought you could get away, did you?” 
“I don’t know what you’re talking about,” Webber said. He tried again to get out of 
the grasp of the other mutants, aiming his kicks at where their bodies were. He was too short 
to reach them. 
“I know what you did at Pagos.” Ren stepped closer, and Webber could smell heat and 
raw meat on his breath, could see the bits of dinner that were still stuck between the man’s 
yellow teeth. 
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“I didn’t do anything,” Webber said. “I shouldn’t have even been there.” 
“That’s exactly the problem.” Ren clicked his tongue and sneered. “Why would a 
puny little boy, who so far has been resistant to join us, willingly go against orders simply to 
fight a city?” 
“Maybe I’ve got a thirst for blood,” Webber said. The mutants in the room laughed. 
Webber tried to keep his battle-face on. “Maybe I’ll kill all of you if you don’t let me go.” 
Ren laughed. “Oh I would like to see you try, little guppy.” 
“Maybe he can’t,” Smog said, stepping into the room. “But I believe I can.” 
Ren turned his head and squinted at Smog. The older man had bruises on his arms 
from where they had previously fought. Webber didn’t believe that Smog would have an 
easier time fighting them than he would. But Ren’s eyes locked on to the box that Smog was 
holding, and he hesitated. 
“What’s the boy mean to you anyhow?” Ren asked. “He’s against the captain. And 
that means he’s against you.” 
Smog’s smile was small and light, just the corners of his mouth turning up. “The boy 
is an asset to this crew and to our home. One does not need to want to kill all humans to be of 
use.” 
Ren grunted and turned to face Webber again. Webber swallowed and licked his dry 
lips, trying hard to keep his face stern, murderous. “Fine.” Ren nodded to the two mutants 
holding Webber, and they dropped him to the floor. 
Webber raced over to Smog and stood behind him, out in the hallway. 
“Try this again, and the captain will hear about it.” Smog turned and strode away with 
Webber following him. 
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“What’s in the box?” Webber asked. 
Smog stopped and gave him a knowing smile. He opened the top of the box and tilted 
it so that Webber could see. 
“Water?” Webber asked. “Why would they be afraid of a box of water?” 
Smog put the top back on. “It is not the water they are afraid of,” he said, “but rather 
the potential the water has to be something else.” 
Webber didn’t understand but was too tired to press it any further. He had watch shift 
that night and didn’t need another headache to keep him up. He left Smog’s side and found 
his way to his hammock in the sleeping quarters. The room was mostly empty, save a few 
other night-watchers getting prepared. Webber slept with his hand curled around his dagger 
that night. 
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Chapter Fourteen: Johanna Learns of a Prophecy 
 
Johanna strolled along besides Dea and watched the people in the crowded market. 
For as large as the city was, every inch seemed to be crowded with people. In the past few 
days, Johanna had come to love her small living quarters. It was perfect for avoiding the 
swarms of humans and mutants outside. 
“Their skin is really good for conducting electricity,” Dea said. 
“What?” Johanna asked. She had been aware of Dea talking but had been too lost in 
her day dream of home to listen. 
“The sea lions?” Dea said. “My mom used to do all kinds of cool experiments with 
them. She once got a light to work on the other side of the room by stringing up a line of skin 
to it. The house smelled horrible, but it was cool.” 
Johanna smiled. “Is she where you get your affinity for weird inventions from?” 
Dea nodded. “Jax and Troi always got to go sailing with Dad, but Mom said she’d get 
too lonely if we all left her. So I stayed behind and built things with her.” 
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The two left the market area, and the crowd thinned out a little. “So are we getting sea 
lion skins today?” 
Dea glared at Johanna. Clearly he had told her earlier, but she hadn’t been paying 
attention. “Yes. We’re getting skins and oil.” 
“What does the oil do?” Johanna asked. She wasn’t trying to agitate Dea, but she was 
genuinely curious and upset at herself for tuning him out earlier. 
“They’re great for burning. It’s a fairly cheap way to get light. The workers can extract 
the oil without killing the animals, and as long as they don’t go back into the water too soon 
they can make another batch. Look.” 
Dea pointed to the end of the city where the sea lions were kept. A herd of the animal 
was in a pen on top of a jutted out pier. A handful of workers stuck needles of some sort into 
them. The sea lions didn’t seem to mind. They just lay there and munched on a batch of fish. 
Other sea lions swam around in their sea-enclosure, a few coming up to a fenced off jetty 
every once in a while. 
“Doesn’t that hurt them?” Johanna asked as she watched a man pull back on a syringe, 
the bottle filling up with a thick, green liquid. 
“No,” Dea said. “They’re skin is thick enough that they don’t really feel it. And their 
oil is close enough to the surface that they don’t need to stick the needles in very far to get to 
it.” 
Johanna nodded and watched the process as she followed Dea to a little booth next to 
the whole operation. This end of the city was considerably less crowded. Most people of the 
city didn’t need sea lion skins. Iefan told her that most of the products were sold to trading 
ships, like Jax’s, and taken out to the islands. 
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“Hey, Dea,” the woman working the booth said. “How much you need today?” 
“I need five skins and twelve bags of oil.” 
The woman raised her eyebrow and looked at him. She was writing something down 
on a piece of paper in front of her. “That’s a lot.” 
“I’m working on something big.” Dea took his keep bag off of his belt and dug around 
in it. “What are you in the market for?” 
The woman pursed her lips and looked into the bag as Dea shifted its contents around. 
“You got any more of that paper?” 
Dea smiled up at her. “More than you can imagine.” He pulled out two pieces of paper 
they had found on the sunken ship. “This do?” 
The woman’s eyes lit up, and she snatched them up from him. “Perfect.” She ran her 
fingers along the paper. “Excellent texture. I’ll have the boys bring it around.” 
She disappeared into the shadows of the booth, and Johanna heard her shouting at the 
workers on the pier. Then Johanna heard a different sort of noise, a series of grunting. Then 
there was barking, but a deep, guttural kind of barking. 
Johanna and Dea looked out to the pier. The sea lions were bouncing and jumping, 
moving themselves toward the fences holding them in. The workers tried to hold them back, 
but there were too many in the herd to contain. The fencing around them splintered and 
cracked. 
“Does that normally happen?” Johanna asked. 
Dea shook his head. “No. That’s new.” 
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The two started inching away, keeping an eye on the sea lions. Then the wood flew 
away, and the wire holding the fence together snapped. The workers jumped out of the way as 
the sea lions charged at Dea and Johanna. 
The two turned and ran back toward the market. The wet slaps of the sea lions flippers 
hitting wood and metal followed them. Dea tripped over his own foot. Johanna stopped and 
turned around, racing back to him. The sea lions charged at Dea. He covered his face with his 
arms. Johanna grabbed him and pulled him up, slipping the two of them into a small space 
between two buildings. 
Breathing heavily, the two watched the stampede pass. Their bodies squished together, 
and Dea’s knee dug into Johanna’s thigh. She shifted around, and the two fell out of the space 
as the last sea lions wobbled past. Their bodies fell to the floor, and they both groaned. 
“What was that?” Johanna asked. 
“I have absolutely no idea,” Dea said, turning onto his back. 
“Are you two alright?” The woman from the booth was chasing after them, the 
workers already far ahead of her trying to track down their herd. 
“Yeah.” Johanna stood up and pulled Dea to his feet. “What happened?” 
“We don’t know,” the woman said. She looked off into the market, and Johanna 
followed her gaze. It seemed as if most of the sea lions had calmed down, and while there was 
still a little commotion, no one seemed to be getting run down. “They’re usually very calm 
creatures.” 
“Perhaps I can offer some idea.” 
An elderly woman approached the group. She wore a red cloak with the hood pulled 
up, covering part of her wrinkled face in shadows. 
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“Elder Grace?” Dea asked. “Whatever happened, it wasn’t my fault.” 
“Come with me, you two.” Grace stepped forward and placed a surprisingly strong 
hand on each of their shoulders. She addressed the other woman. “You had better go get your 
herd back.” 
She led Dea and Johanna through the city, toward the center atoll where a long 
building stood tall over town, the only building in the whole city with three floors. Johanna 
marveled at the architectural mastery it would have taken to build something that large out 
here. Maybe they got someone from island Metál to help. Maybe Dea’s family originated 
from that island. 
Dea’s hands fidgeted as they entered the building. It was the middle of the day, and 
the place was empty. In the mornings, crowds would gather for official business: getting 
permits to expand homes or businesses, registering new marriages and babies, or, as Johanna 
had done, registering as a new member of the city.  Now, everyone was out in the markets, or 
off sailing to get new merchandise. Only Elder Grace and the two teens walked through the 
open entrance. 
Grace led them up the left staircase, all the way to the third floor where the elders 
lived. She unlocked the door at the top with a key on her necklace. It was quiet as they walked 
down the hall. Dea stepped on a spot of the floor that creaked, and he stopped, standing 
hunched over. 
“Keep going,” Grace said, looking over her shoulder. 
Johanna placed a hand on Dea’s shoulder. His muscles were tense under her fingers. 
They followed Grace to the center of the hallway and stood quietly while she knocked on one 
of the doors. 
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The door opened with a loud creak, and an older man glared out at them. His hair was 
long and thin, so gray it was practically white. “What is it?” he asked. His voice wavered in 
the air. He eyed Dea suspiciously, and Dea started to shake. 
“We have something to discuss,” Grace said. When the man didn’t respond she added, 
“About the prophecy.” 
The man raised his eyebrows, and his mouth shook a bit. He opened the door wider 
and stepped back into the room. Grace led the teens inside, to two chairs sitting on one side of 
the desk that stood in the center of the room. Johanna looked around at the books lining the 
walls in shelves. She had never seen so many books, not even at her island’s library. She 
wondered what they were all about. 
The old man leaned against a cane and wobbled over to the large, black chair that sat 
opposite the desk. His body creaked and shook as he sat down. Johanna was worried he might 
snap in half at any minute. 
“I didn’t do it,” Dea said once the man had gotten settled. 
“You’re not in trouble,” the man said. 
“I’m not?” Dea looked over at Grace, who shook her head. He let out a sigh and 
slumped down in his chair. 
“Sit up,” the man said, and Dea obeyed. 
The man turned his attention to Johanna. “Who are you?” 
“Johanna, sir,” Johanna said. She reached her hand out to him, but he only looked at it 
without moving. She bit her lip and pulled it back. “I’m new.” 
“Demetrius,” Grace said, leaning her hip against the desk. “Your theory was right.” 
The man closed his eyes and sighed. “As I had feared.” 
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“What theory?” Johanna asked. 
Demetrius started to stand up, but Grace stopped him with a hand. She walked to the 
other side of the room and pulled a large, square book off of the shelf. She placed it down 
gently in front of the man. With great effort he opened the book and started to flip through the 
pages. 
“Where are you from?” he asked Johanna. 
“Island Plithy,” Johanna said. 
“Ah yes. The will of the gods.” The man’s voice strained and he coughed. He wheezed 
through his nose as he breathed. “Tell me, when do your people believe this water-world of 
ours will end and return to normal?” 
“It won’t,” Johanna said. “We’re being punished.” 
“So there’s no end?” Dea asked. 
Johanna shook her head. “No. We’re stuck like this.” 
Demetrius coughed again, getting into a fit. He pulled a piece of cloth from his pocket 
and coughed into it. Johanna saw spots of blood on it when he put it away. “That is the 
problem with island beliefs,” he said, once his cough had diminished. “There’s so much 
destruction, without any end.” 
“We’ve been doing research,” Grace said. “Trying to find an explanation for this 
world. One that had a way to solve it.” 
“Did you?” Johanna asked. 
Demetrius nodded. He stopped rifling through the pages and turned the book around to 
face Dea and Johanna, the leather of the cover squeaking against the wood of the desk. 
Johanna studied the page, but she couldn’t make sense of any of the markings. All she could 
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recognize was a picture in the top right corner. It took up a quarter of the page and featured a 
small, human-like figure fighting off what looked like a giant squid. 
“What is this?” Dea asked, shaking his head. 
“It is a prophecy,” Demetrius explained. “An explanation of the terror of our world.” 
“And a way to solve it,” Grace said. 
Demetrius nodded, and the room fell silent. 
“Well, what’s it say?” Johanna asked. She looked to Dea; he studied the page, his lips 
making small movements. 
“A beast was created,” Demetrius said. He pointed a quivering figure at the squid on 
the page. “The beast has the ability to control water and all its creatures.” He looked up at 
Dea, squinting. “There is only one who can slay the beast.” 
Grace looked at Dea. Johanna followed her gaze. Dea looked between the three of 
them and then looked behind him. “What? Me?” 
“As I feared,” Demetrius said. 
“What makes you think it’s me?” 
“It’s said that when the slayer is ready, the beast shall send them a war.” Demetrius 
pulled the book back to him and looked over the pages. “The sea lions were only the first 
wave.” 
Dea swallowed. “You can’t really believe that.” He looked from Demetrius to Grace 
and then back to Demetrius. “Can you?” 
“So far everything has been right about it.” Demetrius cleared his throat and read from 
the page. “On the eve of their nineteenth birthday, a young man with sunset hair, already 
scared from the ocean will be struck with a marvelous idea.” 
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“But I don’t have a scar,” Dea said. 
“What about your eyebrow,” Johanna suggested. 
Dea reached up a hand and touched his left brow. A tuft of white hair grew over the 
scare he had gotten as a child. Apparently, as Dea told it, he was playing in the atoll and fell, 
knocking his face against a piece of coral. 
Dea let out a pitiful squeak. 
“It’s pretty convincing,” Johanna said. 
Dea looked around the room, “What are we supposed to do then?” 
“You must travel to the monster’s resting place.” Demetrius placed his arms on the 
side of his chair and wobbled to his feet, the chair shaking with his movements. “It is believed 
to be in the ocean’s center pole. There you will fight with the beast and hopefully slay it. If 
you succeed the world will return to normal, and humans will flourish.” 
Dea stood up. “Me?” 
Demetrius looked at him, his face sagging. “Yes.” 
“How do you expect me to do that? I can’t do that?” He looked to Johanna for 
reassurance. “I just make weird little inventions. I can’t fight anything.” 
“It is the only way.” 
Dea sighed and shrugged, looking at Grace. “So that’s it. I’m just supposed to sail off 
to the center of the ocean and fight this thing that may not even exist?” 
“You don’t have to,” Grace said. “No one is forcing you.” 
“Oh sure.” Dea looked around for something to slam or throw, but had to settle for 
stomping his foot. “But if I don’t the whole world is doomed forever, and it’ll be all my 
fault.” 
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“That is correct,” Demetrius said. 
“What if the monster kills Dea?” Johanna asked. 
“Then the world will continue to slip into the hands of the ocean, until no land 
remains, and humans are extinct.” 
“Right. Good then.” Dea turned on his heel and stomped out of the room. 
Johanna slowly stood up. She wanted to say something to the two elders, but couldn’t 
think of what. So she followed Dea’s lead and left. 
The two exited the building, out into the sun, squinting to see in the light. Jax, Troi, 
and Iefan were walking up to them. 
“What are you guys doing here?” Jax asked. “I thought you were working on your big 
invention or whatever today?” 
“Oh nothing,” Dea said. “Just learning that I’m meant to save the world or die so 
that’s fun.” He pushed through the three of them and stormed off toward home. 
Jax turned to Johanna. “What happened?” Johanna told the group about the prophecy, 
and Dea’s part in it. 
“Ridiculous,” Troi said. “It’s all just nonsense.” 
“What if it’s not?” Johanna asked. Many people in the city had called Johanna’s 
island’s religion pure nonsense, but no one could explain how or why parents kept dying 
when children were born. Maybe there was some truth to this as well. 
“We are setting up another trip soon,” Iefan said. “Could it really hurt to make a small 
detour and take a quick look?” 
Troi scoffed. “If you want to waste your time.” 
“I don’t think Dea seems all that interested in going anyway,” Jax said. 
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“He’ll go,” Johanna said. “He’s upset, but I’m sure he’ll go.” 
The group stood together in front of the building and watched the crowds by the 
market disperse. None of them knew what to do. 
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Chapter Fifteen: Oleander Finally Reaches Island Metál 
 
The tall island appeared on the horizon, and Oleander felt a sense of peace for the first 
time since the voyage started. The crew of the ship stood around on the deck, watching the tall 
land mass get closer and closer. Oleander had heard of Island Metál, seen the drawings that 
traders had brought to the castle, but it did not prepare him for the actual island itself. 
The island was nothing short of a masterpiece of architecture. Large metal towers held 
five levels of land above the beach. Thick netting swooped around the outside. Oleander’s 
eyes landed on the top pier, a complete circle of color. The closer they got the more 
vegetation Oleander could make out. 
“It’s certainly something,” D’Nought said. 
“Yes,” Oleander said. “Perhaps we could get some of their builders to come home 
with us. The kingdom could sure use something like that.” 
“I wouldn’t bet on it, sir. The people of Island Metál are notoriously terrified of the 
water. They worship the land like a deity, and many refuse to even go near the ocean. Only 
those who live on the beach are used to it.” 
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“How did they get all of the land for their tower?” Oleander asked. “Surely they had to 
go into the water to get it.” 
“They used mutants,” Gill said. 
Oleander turned around to see the young man dripping wet, making little puddles on 
the deck, tying a piece of rope to the main mast. He was surprised he didn’t hear the man 
approach. 
“Is that so?” Oleander asked. 
“It is,” D’Nought said. “When they started building, they used mutants to dive under 
the water and bring up loads of land. It seemed like a good system.” 
“But when the tower was built, the humans turned on the mutants and killed them all,” 
Gill said. His eyes never left Oleander, and Oleander was starting to feel under attack, even 
though he had not said anything. “They didn’t have any use for them anymore so they got rid 
of them. And they’ve gotten rid of every mutant born ever since.” Gill finished tying the rope 
with flair; it was the only time Oleander had seen the man actually working on the ship. 
Oleander didn’t reply. He turned back around and looked at what had once been a 
wonderful feat of engineering. Now it stood as a reminder of the war he was finding himself 
in. Perhaps trading with the leader of the island would be harder than he thought. 
Oleander’s ship pulled into the docks of the island next to a smaller, faster Polem ship 
that they had sent ahead of them. D’Nought led Oleander and a select group of sailors across 
the gangplank. 
“It is an honor to have you aboard, Your Majesty,” Captain Turner said, bowing 
deeply as Oleander walked across. 
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“It is an honor to have such an effective navy at my command,” Oleander said, a 
perfect diplomatic response. He hoped his years of training wouldn’t fail him in the meeting 
with the leaders. 
“The Archons won’t come down to the beach,” Turner explained. “We’ve arranged for 
a group of skilled fighters to escort you, in case there’s any trouble.” 
“Thank you,” Oleander said. “Hopefully their skills will not be needed.” 
The excursion group stepped onto the pier that was in desperate need of repairs. 
Several holes littered the wood, and Oleander stepped on one plank that fell away under his 
weight.  
The sand on the beach was a hazy yellow color. Oleander’s feet sunk into it, pieces of 
the coarse material jumping into his boot and settling between his toes. They itched at his feet, 
but he ignored them, focusing only on his future conversation. 
The beach was covered with tiny metal shacks, each an equal distance away from each 
other. Everything on the beach may have been broken and rusted, but it was still designed by 
the same architects that had built the rest of the island. 
The men and women of the beach all stood inside their huts, crowded together in the 
shadows so that Oleander could not see them properly. Then a young boy, no older than 
Oleander’s daughter, ran out from one hut, heading for another. He ran right past the group of 
Polem men, giggling along the way. He had hair the same color as the sand, and it lay in 
strings across his face, twirled like the waves themselves. 
Oleander smiled at the boy, and the boy smiled back. When the child reached his 
destination, a man with dusty skin grabbed him by the arm and pulled him inside, glaring at 
Oleander’s group with dark eyes. 
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It took a lot of effort for Oleander to pull his feet free from the sand every time he 
wanted to take a step. By the time they reached the center of the island, Oleander was out of 
breath and dreaded the thought of climbing the tall ladders all the way up to the top tier where 
the Archons lived. He watched half of the sailors start to ascend. D’Nought stood next to him. 
“Don’t worry,” D’Nought said. “The Archons have agreed to meet us on the second 
level of the island.” 
Oleander let out a small sigh. ”How gracious of them.” 
Oleander followed the sailors up to the second tier. He was surprised at how strong 
and steady the ladder going up was. He figured that years of people going up and down on the 
ladder would have worn away at it. He supposed the architects of the island were on top of 
maintenance. 
The island was much hotter than Oleander’s, and when he emerged onto to the second 
level, he couldn’t even find a word to describe how uncomfortable he was. His skin was 
sticky with sweat, and it seemed like the air itself was sweating there was so much moisture in 
it. Oleander’s whole body heated up, and he struggled to catch his breath. A weak breeze 
drifted past them and offered little release from the heat. 
A group of five women and four men stood waiting in a half circle by the ladder. 
Oleander straightened up and tried his best to look kingly. The thin hair that stuck to his 
forehead didn’t help. 
“Greetings,” one of the women said. She was the oldest of the group, her face starting 
to wrinkle, and her hair streaked with gray. She wore a red cloak over a light green dress.  
The other Archons also wore light green clothes, but each had a different colored 
cloak. The youngest, a man who looked no older than thirty, brandished a dark green cloak. 
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The others wore blues, oranges, purples, and yellows. Only the eldest wore the red. Placed in 
the right order, Oleander thought, they would make a nice rainbow. 
“Thank you for agreeing to meet with me,” Oleander said. His voice wheezed with 
excursion, and he cursed himself. 
“Of course.” The woman looked Oleander over, raised an eyebrow, and pursed her 
lips. “Please, follow me.” 
So much for a first impression, Oleander thought as they started to parade through the 
street. 
The archons led the group of Polem men through the gravel roads of the second level. 
The houses on that tier were still shack-like, a haphazard mess of metal sheeting somehow 
stuck together. However, the structures were larger and not nearly as rusted as the ones below. 
It seemed as if every inch of ground on this level was either house, or road. Oleander had 
been looking forward to being among the greenery that the island boasted about, but he didn’t 
quite like the idea of climbing another level to find some. 
Oleander followed the archons into a collection of shacks that were plastered with 
yellow and orange sheets of paper. The room they entered was small and filled with a 
collection of people, including a woman sitting in the corner, bouncing a baby and crying 
softly. 
Oleander found it hard to tear his eyes away from the woman, something about her 
eyes seemed familiar, but he had to follow the archons into the next room. The heat inside the 
building was immeasurably worse than outside. Oleander figured it must be some kind of 
bargaining tactic; make the opposition as uncomfortable as possible, and they’ll be less likely 
to get what they want. It was working. 
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The room was bare save for a group of chairs placed in a circle in the center. Oleander 
left the sailors out in the main room and took only D’Nought with him. They sat down on one 
side of the circle. The archons sat down opposite of them. Two chairs on each side separated 
the groups. 
“So,” the red Archon said, “you’ve come for trade, yes?” 
“Yes,” Oleander said. “Our islands have been at odds for much too long. There is a 
great deal to be gained on both sides through trade.” 
The woman tipped her head back and pursed her lips. “Your island has been...ruthless 
in the past.” 
Oleander nodded and swallowed the knot in his throat. A bead of sweat rolled into his 
eye, and he rubbed at it. “I am aware of my predecessors past actions. I can assure you that 
the future will be different from now on.” 
The woman folded her hands in her lap and looked around at the other archons.  
The young, green Archon spoke up. “What proof do you have to offer us?” 
“We have brought a variety of goods that our island is able to produce. We have 
textiles and meats, ice to keep things cold.” 
“We have enough clothes,” the darker yellow Archon, a woman about Oleander’s age, 
said. “And we can get our ice from the cities. We have more than enough food to last us; meat 
would hardly make any difference.” 
“We have other things we can offer you,” Oleander said. “Our navy is the best around. 
We can offer protection, or jointed attacks if needed.” 
The light blue Archon started to say something, but the red Archon put a hand up to 
stop him. “What is it that you want from us?” 
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Oleander held back the smile on his face. Getting them to talk was a good first step. 
“As you probably know, Island Polem has been getting progressively colder as the years go 
on. Even in our greenhouses our crops are not able to survive. We propose, at the very least, 
opening up trade routes between our islands so that our people can trade for food. At some 
point we could even bring our herds here, let them grow in a better location, providing meats 
and leather for both islands. 
The woman tapped her fingers together and considered the proposal. She stared, 
unblinking, at Oleander. If it was even possible, he started to sweat more. He longed for the 
always cold halls and rooms of his castle, even the chilly, wind-streaked streets of his island. 
“I propose a counter offer,” the red Archon said. 
Oleander swallowed hard. At least she was considering trading with them. This 
voyage would have a purpose. 
“We have recently been attacked by a ship carrying an army of mutants,” she said. 
Oleander and D’Nought exchanged a glance. “As you can see, we are more than capable of 
rebuilding ourselves, but it takes a great deal of resources.” 
“You want us to get rid of the mutant army,” Oleander said, not a question.  
The red Archon smiled, the skin crinkling around her lips. “Bring us proof that the 
mutant army is destroyed, and we will consider trade.” 
Without another word the Archons stood up in unison and filtered out of the room, a 
dazzling display of color. 
Oleander looked over to D’Nought with a shrug. “That went well. Right?” 
“It could have gone better,” D’Nought said. He hummed and twisted his lips into a 
bunch. “It could have gone much worse as well.” 
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“I guess there’s no question about finding that mutant city anymore is there?” 
D’Nought stood up and shook his head. “No, I don’t suppose there is.” 
“Will the crew be up for it?” Oleander asked, standing up as well. The two started 
back to the ladder, the other sailors following them. “We have been out for several weeks 
already.” 
“I’m sure they’ll have no qualm with it,” D’Nought said. “You’ve seen for yourself 
how ready they are to start a war with the mutants.” 
Oleander thought about his next move as they descended the ladder and returned to the 
ship. No one had been able to find the mutant city so far. Until recently, the mentions of a 
mutant ship appearing and disappearing at will had been nothing more than ghost stories. But 
there was nothing fictional about what happened at Pathos. 
They could go back to Pathos, spend more time looking for traces of the ship. They 
could go to other cities and learn of other stories and try to triangulate a center of attack. They 
could return home to their island, giving the crew a rest and building up an army. 
No, Oleander decided. It was best to save building an army for when they had an 
actual location to attack. 
Gill was leaning against the gunwale of the ship, tying and untying a rope in different 
knots. “How’d it go?” he asked as the group of Polem men passed by. 
“It went well enough,” D’Nought said. 
Gill raised an eyebrow at Oleander, but he didn’t respond. How was he supposed to 
tell the mutant man that he was now one hundred percent devoted to hunting down the other 
mutants? 
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Oleander rushed past the young man and hurried under deck. Gill wouldn’t let up and 
followed after him. 
“What happened?” Gill asked. 
“I thought you weren’t talking to me,” Oleander said over his shoulder. He kept 
walking, hoping that the younger man would leave him alone. 
“Yes, but right now I’m curious. Did they agree to trade?” 
Oleander sighed and stopped walking. He turned around and faced Gill. In the soft 
light of the passageway Gill looked like a child, his face round and his eyes large. “They 
agreed on one condition.” 
“What was it?” 
Oleander looked down at the ground. “They agreed only if we destroyed the mutant 
ship that attacked them.” 
After a moment of silence Oleander looked up. Gill’s arms were crossed, and he was 
scowling. He no longer had the face of a child. 
“Back to the silent treatment?” Oleander asked. 
“I guess I shouldn’t have expected any different.” 
“I know you’re upset,” Oleander said. Why did he feel the need to make Gill 
understand, to make Gill like him? “But you have to know that this is better for our island as a 
whole.” 
“The humans of your island maybe.” 
“And the mutants. By the time my reign is done there will be no difference.” 
Gill scoffed. “You really think they’re going to trade with you when they know what 
you’ve done? These people despise mutants more than any other group of humans. They’re 
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not going to want to deal with an island that treats mutants as equals. They have enough of an 
issue trading with city ships.” 
Oleander knew that Gill was right. But he had no better option in moving forward. He 
had to get trade with Metál, and he needed to defeat the mutant ship to do it. Maybe he could 
lie to the island about how mutants are treated in his kingdom. However he would do it, that 
was a problem for the future that could not be solved by his actions today. 
When Oleander didn’t respond, Gill shook his head and turned around, stomping 
away. “Consider the silence back on.” 
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Chapter Sixteen: Webber Gets a New Home 
 
Webber found Corrie at the edge of the boat, peering out on the horizon. She told him, 
“We’re here.” 
Webber looked out at the ocean in all directions. There wasn’t a sign of land or city in 
any direction. “Where is it?” he asked. “I don’t see a city.” 
“It’s not a city,” Corrie said. “Or an island.” 
“Then what is it?” 
The answer to Webber’s question was a pool of water forming at his feet. He looked 
down at the wood of the ship disappearing below the water’s surface. The webbing between 
his toes held him to the boat, his body naturally trying to float to the top as the ship sunk. His 
toes uncurled with the motion, causing a little bit of pain. They had gotten progressively 
straighter as the weeks had gone on, with Webber spending more time swimming around 
when the ship was still, but they were still a long way from being normal. 
Corrie hadn’t tied her hair up that day, and the locks of it floated up to the rays of 
sunlight like tentacles of a jellyfish reaching out. Webber wanted to reach a hand out and feel 
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their softness, but he knew better. He shoved his hands into his wrap and turned his attention 
to the rest of the crew.  
The sails on the ship had all been tucked away against their masts, and anything not 
bolted to the wood had been taken inside. Most of the crew gathered on the deck, looking out 
to the port side as if they were approaching land. 
Webber pulled one foot off the boat gently and made sure it was in place before he 
moved the other one. He imagined he looked quite silly walking in large paces, but no one 
seemed to be paying him any mind. 
Webber watched the water darken around them. He could oxygenate and swim 
underwater like any other sea creature, but he still had human eyes, and before long he found 
it hard to see even the other men and women around him.  
A pressure began to push against Webber’s head, like a box had been placed on him 
and was starting to shrink. Webber ran a hand through his hair and rubbed the back of his 
neck. None of the other mutants seemed to be bothered by the weight of the water around 
them. 
Just as the pressure was starting to become painful, Webber spotted a light below. 
Soon the light grew to two lights, then three, then four, and it continued to multiply until there 
was a string of lights leading the boat deeper into the water. The ship moved slightly, left and 
right, adjusting to the path set up for it. 
Smog appeared and placed a hand on the boy’s shoulder. He had a concerned look on 
his face. He gestured to the cabin door, which was open. Webber figured the pressure might 
not be as bad inside the ship, but he wanted to stay and watch, wanted to see where they were 
going. He wanted to know where in this great big ocean he was. Webber shook his head and 
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gave Smog a thumbs-up. Smog’s face didn’t change, but he nodded and turned his attention 
back to the lights. 
Webber leaned over the edge of the boat. More lights floated off in the distance. The 
lights were mostly white and yellow, but every once in a while Webber saw a cluster of color.  
The boat continued to sink, and the lights continued to magnify, and the pressure 
continued to build. Webber could barely focus his sight by the time he could see the place for 
what it was. Neither island nor city, the mutant base of operation was a dome of glass, or 
some other see-through material, covered by a string of lights with metal structures jutting out 
at all angles.  
The ship slowed its approach and gently slid into one of the metal boxes. Webber 
heard a whirring and turned around to see a large sheet of metal covering the entranceway. 
Everything became dark again. Then Webber heard another sound, this one higher pitched 
and mechanic, and the pressure left his body as the water drained away, and a force of air 
rushed at him from above. The metal sheet on the other side of the box pulled up, revealing 
the entrance to the mutant home, and light once again filled Webber’s eyes. 
“Welcome home,” Corrie said, sliding up next to Webber. 
Webber was too amazed to respond with anything other than a nod. Without any ado, 
the crew disembarked, disappearing into the blaze of light. Corrie’s hand found Webber’s, 
and she led him through. 
The mutant hideout was like nothing Webber had ever seen in his life. The buildings 
were metal, like his own back home, but everything was so clean. There wasn’t a speck of 
rust to be seen. The roads were paved with brick, actual brick, and there were even signs at 
every crossroad telling them what street they were on.  
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“What do you think?” Corrie asked as the two walked down what was called Main 
Street.  
“It’s beautiful,” Webber said. His voice was dry and his throat scratchy. He coughed 
and rubbed the moisture from his eyes.  
“It’s all ours,” Corrie said. “No human’s ever found it, and no human ever will.” 
Webber’s heart beat in his chest, and he felt a weird tingling on his skin. He looked up 
at the roof of the dome. The lights kept the inside bright, but beyond the boundaries Webber 
could see the darkness of the water. Every muscle in his body tightened. 
“Hey,” Corrie said. She grabbed his arm, and he looked back at her. “You okay?” 
Webber nodded. He couldn’t find the words to express how he was feeling. It was like 
being back in the belly of the ship, cramped between two gears with no escape. Except instead 
of a cramped compartment he was in an open dome, and instead of Ren glaring down at him it 
was the expanses of a seemingly endless ocean. 
“Let’s get you inside,” Corrie said.  
She held onto his arm as they moved through the streets. Everything was set up like a 
grid, the only curves being the steep hill of the dome surrounding them. Corrie took Webber 
off Main Street and down what was called Coon Court. Six smaller buildings lined the 
straight road and then ahead was the first curved road Webber saw. The road went around in a 
circle, with a little area of flowers planted inside and a larger metal building on the outside. 
The building itself seemed to curve, as if the metal sheeting used to make it had been bent 
when set to cool.  
“What is that?” Webber asked. 
“That’s where you’ll stay,” Corrie said. “It’s where any kids without parents go.” 
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“I have parents,” Webber said, hoped really.  
Corrie bit her lip. “Well...they aren’t here now, so you’ll stay with the others.” 
Webber didn’t like the idea of being grouped up with a bunch of orphans in some 
curvy building. However, his body was still getting over whatever shock it had gone through, 
and he couldn’t do anything to fight Corrie’s pull. 
Even though the walls of the building curved away from them, giving the whole room 
a fun house appearance, Webber felt immeasurably better once they were inside. The room 
was tall and empty, and two hallways stretched away from them, following the curves of the 
structure. Most importantly, Webber couldn’t see the ocean outside, and if he didn’t think 
about it, he could pretend he was back up on land. 
“Miss Katy!” Corrie called out. Her voice echoed off the walls and down the halls. 
Presently, a hard clacking sound echoed back. Webber couldn’t tell where the sound was 
coming from until a tall, sickly-thin woman appeared from the left hall. 
“Corrie, dear,” she said. “Inside voices.” 
“Sorry, Miss Katy,” Corrie said, her voice soft and quiet. 
Miss Katy walked up to them, her long black dress dragging behind her. She ruffled 
her long sleeves and tugged up at her high collar. “And just who is this young man?” 
Corrie nudged Webber in the side with her elbow.  
“Oh, uh, my name is Webber,” he said. 
Miss Katy raised an eyebrow.  
“Ma’am,” Webber added. 
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Miss Katy hummed and placed her hands behind her back. She walked around the two 
children in a slow circle. Webber straightened his body and swallowed hard. He suddenly 
became very aware of his blinking, and he couldn’t stop doing it.  
“How old are you?” Miss Katy asked. 
“Twelve, Ma’am,” Webber said. 
“Short,” Miss Katy said. 
Webber looked over at Corrie who shrugged. He tried to straighten up his back, but he 
just sort of curved backwards instead.  
“Where did they pick you up from?” Miss Katy asked. 
“Island Metál,” Webber said. 
Miss Katy finished her circle and stood rigid before them. “Hmm. Any formal 
education on that island?” 
“A bit,” Webber said. “Reading and math and stuff.” 
Miss Katy gave him a look of disinterest and gestured for him to follow her. Webber 
was thankful that Corrie went with him as they headed down the right hallway.  
“There’ll be no slacking off here,” Miss Katy said as they followed the curve of the 
hall. Every few feet apart there was a door made out of solid wood, some light in color and 
some dark. 
“You don’t have to worry about him, Miss Katy,” Corrie said. “He did real good work 
on my dad’s ship.” 
“This is not a ship,” Miss Katy said. “This is a school. It requires a different amount of 
effort. I can assure you, young man, brute force is not going to do you any good here.” 
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Webber almost laughed. The very last thing he thought himself was a brute. He had 
grown some muscles working the long days and nights on the ship, but he was far from being 
able to physically force his way through any situation. 
Miss Katy stopped in front of a light colored door and opened it. The room inside was 
small and crowded. A plank covered with a scratchy blue blanket was attached to the wall by 
chains and bolts. Webber hoped he didn’t have to sleep on it, but by the way Miss Katy 
pushed him into the room he feared the worse. A bare bookshelf sat against one wall, and a 
small, wooden desk sat against the other. A tiny round hole served as the only window, and it 
was too high up for Webber to even see out of. 
“Supper will be soon,” Miss Katy said. “I expect you to come better prepared.” With 
that she turned around and left the children alone in the room. 
“What did she mean better prepared?” Webber asked. The anxiety of being in the 
dome had given way to the fear and dread of his new living quarters.  
“I think she means you had better wash up,” Corrie said. “There’s a bathroom down at 
the end of the hall.” 
“Have you been here before?” Webber asked. He sat down on the bed, and it was as 
stiff and uncomfortable as he had expected it to be. 
“For a little while,” Corrie said. “When the captain first found me.” She sat down on 
the metal stool next to the desk. 
“Found you? I thought he was your father.” 
“He is. Only not like that. He was so taken with me when they rescued me from my 
city that he adopted me.” 
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Webber tried to hold back his comments, but had been doing so much of that lately 
that he couldn’t do it anymore. “They probably didn’t rescue you, you know,” he said. “They 
probably kidnapped you.” 
“Don’t start that,” Corrie said. “Not everyone has a horrible experience like you.” 
“Do you even remember where you came from? How you got found?” 
Corrie was silent for a minute. 
“It doesn’t matter,” she said, shaking her head. “The captain’s my dad now so that’s 
all there is to it.” 
“But don’t you care that he might have killed your parents, your real family?” Webber 
was tense and angry enough living on the ship full of mutants that only might have killed his 
parents. If he knew for certain they were dead, he wouldn’t stand for it. How was Corrie being 
so accepting of this? 
“Stop it!” she said, not using her indoor voice. “My dad is a good man. He’s the only 
one who cares about us. Humans aren’t giving us homes, and food, and schools.” She 
gestured about her.  
“The city humans are,” Webber said. Most of them, anyway, treated mutants with a 
cautious acceptance. Key lived on Pagos for years without any trouble. His life only went 
wrong when the other mutants showed up. 
“Not all of them,” Corrie said. Her face was turning red, and her lips were constantly 
pursed. “You act as if all we do is ruin lives and kill people. Well the Captain didn’t ruin my 
life, and he didn’t kill my family. He rescued me from the humans trying to kill me, and he 
gave me a better life.” 
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Corrie didn’t wait for Webber to respond. She stomped out the door, never looking 
back. Webber sat on his bed, his shoulder sagging, his eyes downcast, and listened to the 
echoing thumps of her feet on the floor as she walked away. 
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Chapter Seventeen: Johanna Witnesses a Fight 
 
Johanna helped Jax load the first batch of boxes onto the boat. Most of his crew was 
arriving later in the day, but Jax wanted to be ready to go as soon as possible. Jax stood on the 
edge of his boat, and Johanna stood on the dock. If they both reached far enough they could 
transfer the bags and boxes easily. 
“I still can’t believe it,” Jax said. He shook his head and took the box that Johanna 
handed up to him. 
“Letting Troi get in your head?” Johanna asked. She struggled under the weight of the 
next box. It was too heavy for her to lift over her head so she set it aside for the others and 
picked a smaller box to hand up. 
“Both sides make equally valid points,” Jax said. He took a break, leaning against the 
tower of crates on the boat. “What do you think of it all?” 
Johanna sat down on the heavy box, “I don’t know much about the elders here, but 
they seem to know what they’re talking about. I wouldn’t discount their theories.” 
“Neither would I. I don’t. But Troi doesn’t care about all of that. He just thinks it’s a 
suicide mission.” 
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“How is it a suicide mission?” 
“He thinks that by us going out at all, deviating from the path, is a bad idea that could 
get someone hurt.” 
Johanna hummed and thought about how to respond. She watched Dea and Troi 
moving down the docks toward them. Dea stomped forward with his hands in his pockets, 
slumped over, pouting. Troi carried two large keep bags with him and scowled. 
“Here comes our lovely traveling companion now,” Johanna said. 
Jax laughed and Dea crossed his arms with great dramatics. 
“This is stupid,” he said. 
“I agree,” Troi said. He let the bags fall to the dock and huffed. 
“Got a lot packed there, Dea,” Iefan said, appearing behind them. “Hope it’s full of 
weapons.” 
“Ha, ha, ha,” Dea said with a stiff face. 
Troi made a point of looking at Iefan with a smirk. “One of them’s for me.” 
Everyone stared at Troi. Jax, especially taken aback, walked down the gangplank to 
the dock. “You’re coming with us?” 
Troi simply nodded once, hard. 
“You can’t,” Iefan said. Johanna noticed that the glances Iefan and Troi shared were 
not particularly friendly. 
“I can do what I want, boy,” Troi said. 
Iefan scowled at the use of the word, puffed out his chest, ready to fight. 
Jax eyed them, giving each a good glare. “Get to work,” he said, simple and 
commanding, giving no room for argument. 
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Dea stomped aboard the ship and disappeared inside the cabin. Iefan stormed off and 
started not-so-gently tossing sacks onto the boat. Johanna was mildly impressed with his 
strength, but she didn’t let it show. He had started getting a bit too chummy in their shared 
shack, and she didn’t want to lead him on. Sure she had left Louis, effectively broken up with 
him. But she still loved him. 
“So,” she said to Troi as he took over her job, “I guess boat rank out ranks brother 
rank.” 
Troi turned to her with a quizzical look. “What?” 
“Just that you’re the older brother, but Jax is ordering you around.” 
Troi huffed through his nose, his large shoulders shuddering. He leaned over to 
Johanna and whispered, “I could take him.” 
Johanna wasn’t sure if he was talking about Jax or Iefan, but she chuckled either way. 
Iefan walked over, struggling a bit under a thick sack. “Here,” he said, shoving the 
sack into Troi’s arms. “All you’re good at is carrying heavy things anyway.” 
Johanna took a step back from the fight that was sure to start. Troi closed his eyes, his 
chest rising and falling slowly with control. Iefan placed his hands on Troi’s arms and shoved. 
It did nothing to move the older man. Troi’s eyes opened, and he let out a sigh through his 
nose. He let the sack fall to the floor with a solid thud. 
Johanna looked around the dock and the boat, but Jax was nowhere to be found. 
“Come on, guys,” she said. “Whatever’s going on, you can just talk it through.” 
“We’re far past talk,” Troi said. 
“Yeah,” Iefan agreed. “Some of us can’t listen to reason.” 
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Johanna wished she had an idea of what they were fighting about. If she at least knew 
why they were arguing she could try to find a talking point. But she knew nothing, and Troi 
pushed Iefan back. Iefan stumbled a few paces. He looked up at Troi with a new energy and 
charged at him. 
Troi let Iefan wrap his arms around the mutant’s waist. Then he grabbed Iefan’s own 
waist and effortlessly lifted the man into the air. Iefan called out a word that Johanna didn’t 
understand and couldn’t properly hear, and he started swinging his fists at Troi. His hands 
made contact with the thick scales, but Troi made no notice of it. 
At Iefan’s scream, Jax emerged from the cabin, no doubt trying to console Dea. “Stop 
that right now!” he called out, running down to them. “Put him down.” 
“Gladly.” Troi released Iefan, and he fell to the dock, landing on his back, his neck 
curling up to protect his head. 
Jax positioned himself in between the two of them. “This stops now.” He looked 
pointedly at each of them. “One of you better tell me what the hell is going on here.” 
“Nothing,” Iefan and Troi said in unison. 
“My crew doesn’t fight about nothing,” Jax said. 
“Not all of us are your crew,” Iefan said, sticking his chin out at Troi. 
“Is that what this is about?” Jax asked. 
“Who’s supposed to be helping Maggie and Gracie?” Iefan asked. “If Troi’s off 
gallivanting with us, who’s providing for them?” 
“Grant’s wife is due to have her baby soon,” Jax said. He raised an eyebrow at Iefan, 
clearly not buying the charade. “You knew he was going to be around to help them out while 
we were gone this trip.” 
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Iefan licked his lips and looked around. Then he threw his arms up in the air and 
shrugged. “You expect me to remember everything you say?” 
Jax rolled his eyes and relaxed his body. Iefan had fooled him, but the looks that Troi 
was giving him behind Jax’s back told Johanna that something else was still going on. 
“I want the two of you to stay away from each other for a few days,” Jax said. He 
turned to Troi. “Why don’t you go deal with Dea?” 
Troi glared at Iefan while he picked up the sack from the floor and flung it over his 
shoulder. He turned without a word and disappeared onto the boat. 
“You two get back to loading,” Jax said. “I’ve got some last minute things to do 
before we’re ready to go.” He walked down the dock, heading toward the city. 
Iefan and Johanna were too short to hand boxes to each other so they met on the 
gangplank, Johanna carrying boxes to Iefan who would carry them up to the deck. 
“So what really is going on?” Johanna asked. 
“Nothing,” Iefan said. 
They parted to get another batch of boxes. 
“I’m not convinced,” Johanna said. Iefan stood on the plank with his arms 
outstretched, but Johanna held her box to her chest. 
Iefan sighed. “There might be something.” He reached over and pulled the box away 
from her. 
“And what is that?” She handed Iefan another box, and it was his turn to stand holding 
it. 
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Iefan fidgeted and bit his lip. His eyes looked up to the left, and he pursed his lips. 
Then he jumped with a start. It reminded of Johanna of the way Dea acted when he came up 
with an idea for a new invention. 
“It’s just that he was saying some not nice things about you.” 
Iefan carried the box away, and Johanna thought about it. She walked back to her next 
box slowly. Troi had always been nice to her. He had become something of her protector in 
the city, especially after the incident with the sea lions. Why would he say something bad 
about her? 
“What did he say exactly?” she asked, handing Iefan the next box. 
Iefan shook his head. “It really wouldn’t be nice to repeat it.” 
Johanna tilted her head and looked up at Iefan through her eyelashes. “Please?” She 
knew it wasn’t nice to tease him, especially since she was trying to not lead him on, but she 
really needed to know the truth. 
“He said…that you were racist.” Iefan scurried away from her, carrying the box up the 
gangplank. 
Fed up with the broken conversation, Johanna followed him up to the deck. “What did 
he say exactly?” 
Iefan twirled around, surprised. “I don’t remember it word for word. It was pretty 
infuriating. I think I started to tune him out after a while.” 
“Then summarize.” Johanna was starting to get the suspicion that Iefan was lying 
again. She wouldn’t put it past him. He had spent many nights telling her various stories of 
which she was certain only about five percent had really happened. And of those five percent 
she was sure that most of them happened to other people, not Iefan as he told them. 
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“I-I,” Iefan stammered about and looked around him. There was nowhere for him to 
run, being surrounded by the piles of boxes he had been building. “Alright, he never said you 
were racist.” He gave up, throwing his arms in the air and falling against the nearest tower, 
which almost tipped over at his weight. 
Johanna crossed her arms. “You had better tell me what’s really going on.” 
“You’re not my captain,” Iefan said, shoving a finger in her face. “I don’t have to tell 
you anything.” 
Johanna rolled her eyes. Maybe she’d have an easier time coaxing the truth out of 
Troi. 
Johanna found Troi in the cargo hold of the ship. He was sitting on top of a wooden 
crate, untying and retying a long length of rope into different knots. 
“Aren’t you supposed to be looking after Dea?” Johanna asked. She dragged a second 
crate over and sat down opposite of him. 
“He’ll get over it,” Troi said. “He’s just being a baby.” 
“Right. Because that fighting out there was totally mature.” 
Troi stopped briefly to give her a look. Then he resumed his knot saying, “Iefan 
started it. I could have done much more to him if I wanted.” 
“Are you going to tell me what’s going on between you two?” Johanna picked up the 
other end of Troi’s rope and started trying to mimic his motions. She knew a few knots from 
the city, and had learned some more during her work on her first voyage, but she was far from 
being an expert. 
“I would if I knew.” Troi said, slowing down his movement so Johanna could follow 
along. 
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Johanna winced as she accidently tied the rope around her own finger. She pulled it 
free and shook the pain away. “So he’s just picking fights for no reason?” 
Troi sighed and put down the rope. He stood up and moved his crate into the corner. 
“It started last night,” he said. “That’s all I know. We were having a perfectly acceptable 
conversation and then he suddenly got standoffish and aggressive.” 
Johanna hopped off her crate and followed Troi around as he organized the few boxes 
that were in the room. Food in one corner, repair equipment in another, trading goods in the 
center. 
“Walk me through the conversation,” Johanna said. “Maybe I can work out what went 
wrong.” 
Troi sighed. “We were talking about the trip, the different stops, and the insane 
mission to the center pole. Then Iefan said he thought you shouldn’t go on the trip.” 
“What?” Johanna asked. “Why would he think that? I know I’m not the best sailor 
around, but I’m learning.” 
“I asked him that myself. He said that it was going to be too dangerous. Especially if 
this ridiculous prophecy turns out to be true.” Troi finished his sentence with a head shake. 
“What did you say to him after that?” Johanna asked. “Maybe you insulted him some 
way.” 
“I told him that you were a very capable young woman who was more than able to 
protect herself if it came to that.” 
“Really?” Johanna asked. She didn’t think that Troi thought so highly of her. Troi 
nodded, avoiding eye contact. “And that’s all you said?” 
“That’s all I said.” 
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“And then he got mad?” 
Troi nodded. 
“Hmmm. That’s funny. He told me that you had said some not nice things about me.” 
Troi shrugged. “Iefan’s a notorious liar.” 
The door opened with a slam and Dea stormed into the room, his face red and his fists 
clenched. “What if I die?” he asked. 
“What?” Johanna and Troi said in unison. 
“What if I die?” Dea asked again. He started pacing the room, his hands behind his 
back. “I mean, if it’s true, and I die, then it’s my fault that the world is essentially fucked, and 
not only will I be dead, but my memory will live on in infamy.” 
Johanna looked over to Troi, who just shook his head and shrugged. “He’s your 
brother,” Johanna whispered. 
“Jax usually deals with his fits,” Troi whispered back. 
“Hello?” Dea said. “I’m kind of freaking out here!” 
Johanna walked forward and placed her hands on his shoulders, stopping his 
movement. “Dea, calm down.” 
Dea took a deep breath and placed his hands on Johanna’s arms. “I really don’t think I 
can.” 
“You’re not the only person on this boat okay?” Johanna said. Dea nodded. “We all 
agreed to go on this mission, whether or not it’s real. So even if it is and we fail, all of us will 
live on in infamy.” 
“That’s how you’re going to handle this?” Troi asked. 
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“That makes sense,” Dea said. “Yeah. You’re all at fault, too.” His face brightened. 
“Thanks, Jo.” 
Johanna gave Troi a knowing glance and followed Dea out of the room. 
As Johanna approached the deck to help bring the bags and boxes down to the hold 
she heard two voices talking. She decided to stop just short of the door and peak through the 
opening to see what was going on. She had never had much need for eavesdropping as a child, 
but she found that the people on the cities kept more secrets than the people on her island. 
Through the gap in the door, Johanna could see Iefan standing with his arms crossed 
and his lips pursed. Another figure stood in front of him. 
“She’s just a girl, man,” Jax said. “Let it go.” 
“She’s not just some girl.” Iefan uncrossed his arms and gestured to the sky. “She’s a 
cool girl.” 
A third voice spoke, “I’m sure she’s not the only cool girl in the world.” Johanna 
shifted her head slightly. Gregor was standing off to the side. 
“Maybe not,” Iefan said. “But she is the coolest.” 
“I beg to differ,” Jax said. “I think Maggie’s the coolest.” 
“Okay,” Iefan put a hand up and shook his head. “No. Maggie is about as cool as a 
fire.” 
Johanna couldn’t see Jax’s face, but it must have been quite an impressive expression 
because Iefan lowered his hand and grimaced. 
“I mean, as cool as the wonderful waters of Polem,” Iefan said, correcting himself. 
Jax said, “Regardless, you need to let whatever Troi said go.” 
Johanna figured Iefan must have given them the same bogus story he gave her. 
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Jax moved away, and Iefan and Gregor followed. Johanna shifted her position but 
could only see Gregor’s back from that angle. 
“You should have heard the way he was talking about her,” Iefan said. 
“I don’t care how he talks,” Jax said. “What I do care about is how you act. You know 
there’s no fighting on my ship.” 
“Well,” Iefan said, “technically we weren’t on the boat.” 
“Don’t start getting technical with me,” Jax said. “I don’t care that you’re my best 
friend, if you start something on my boat I will not hesitate to throw you overboard.” 
“What if Troi starts something?” Iefan asked. 
Gregor said, “He won’t. Troi actually has control over his emotions.” 
“If anyone starts anything they’re going overboard. I don’t care who.” 
“You should really care a little bit,” Iefan said. “I mean Troi’s a mutant. You throw 
him over he’s probably going to fare a lot better than I would.” 
Johanna heard Jax take a very controlled sigh. “Start anything, and the consequences 
will be severe.” 
Jax turned around and headed for the door Johanna was currently looking through. She 
startled and backed up a bit, trying to look as if she was just approaching the door herself. 
“Oh, Johanna,” Jax said, spying her as he opened the door. “Perfect, I was just coming 
to look for you.” 
“What’s up?” Johanna asked, her body heated with the fear of discovery. She wasn’t 
sure how Jax would react to her eavesdropping. 
“I got you something.” Jax reached into his keep bag and pulled out a piece of fabric. 
It was a dull grey color. He handed it over to Johanna. 
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Johanna unfolded the cloth. It was a shirt, one a little too big for her. She didn’t care 
about its size. She couldn’t stop staring at the light blue square that was stitched into the left 
shoulder. She looked up at Jax, a question in her eyes. 
“It’s yours,” Jax said. “I figured we might as well make it official.” 
Johanna bit her lip but couldn’t stop herself from crying anyway. Now, wherever she 
went, anyone who saw her in this shirt would know she was a seaman for Emprio city. She 
rushed forward and pulled Jax into a hug. “Thank you,” she said, over and over again. 
Jax laughed and returned the embrace. “Just know this means you’ll have to actually 
work on the ship now.” 
“Hey,” Johanna said, moving away. “I do work on this ship.” 
Jax winked at her and moved past, heading down toward the cargo hold. Johanna held 
the shirt up to the light, stared at the blue square, and shook a little with excitement. 
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Chapter Eighteen: Oleander Deals in Rumors 
 
Oleander had decided to return to Plithy. It was best to give the crew a rest, and 
Oleander figured that after attacking an island the mutant army might be hiding out 
somewhere for a while. It would be best to catch them on their ship than to scour the whole 
ocean looking for their base of operation. 
The wind was on Oleander’s side, and the sails were pulled tight, skipping the ship 
along the water. Oleander had fallen into a comfortable routine of taking meals with his men, 
inspecting the ship with the captain, and noticing how Gill actively avoided him. Oleander 
had also started to notice how Johnson had been shorter with him lately. He was still cordial, 
and he never outright ignored Oleander, but he was making it clear that he was on Gill’s side. 
Not that there should have to be sides, Oleander thought. He was having tea with the 
captain on the quarterdeck, and he sighed, looking out across the horizon. A city sat as a small 
black dot in the distance, too far away for him to make out what city it was. Must have been 
one of the ones between Polem and Metal, but learning the names and placements of cities 
had not been a part of Oleander’s education. Besides, as far as Oleander knew it was a newer 
city, one not yet recorded. 
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“Captain, sir,” the lookout called from above them. Oleander and D’Nought looked up 
at the boy. “A Polem ship’s approachin’ us quick. They’re waving us down.” 
“Slacken the sails,” D’Nought ordered, standing up. 
Oleander followed his lead and looked over the side of the ship to see the small 
schooner approaching them. The two ships pulled up together, and the smaller one grappled 
onto the bigger one, letting the boats sail together, and allowing a small group of men to 
board. 
The captain of the other ship joined D’Nought and Oleander on the quarterdeck while 
the sailors below exchanged their own news. 
“What’s this about?” D’Nought asked the captain. 
“We have some important news,” he said. 
“Go ahead,” D’Nought said. 
“You know how city ships have been disappearing recently?” 
D’Nought nodded. 
“Our men spotted...something, sir. Something larger in the water than has ever been 
recorded.” 
“There have been other accounts of the same thing,” Oleander said, nodding, and 
rubbing his chin with his hand. “Were you able to get a clear look at it?” 
“No, sir,” the captain shook his head. “We only saw the shadow of the thing.” 
“I’m guessing you didn’t pull us over just to tell us about a shadow,” Oleander said. 
“There is something else, sir,” the captain said. He looked down at the other men who 
had come aboard with him. “But it is a bit silly.” 
“Silly?” D’Nought asked. 
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“Yes. But if it’s true, it could be world changing.” 
“Let’s sit down and discuss this.” Oleander said. A cup of tea was poured for the other 
captain, and he drank it down with gratitude. 
“There’s a prophecy coming out of Emprio City,” the captain said. 
“A prophecy?” Oleander asked. 
“They appear to have some kind of grounding in ancient texts.” 
“What does this prophecy say?” D’Nought asked. 
“It’s about a boy from the city,” the captain said. “Apparently he’s causing the beast to 
appear.” 
“A boy is summoning a giant water monster to wreck city boats?” Oleander asked 
with a raised eyebrow. “That is quite silly.” 
“All I know is what I heard. But if the boy can be killed, then not only will the beast 
disappear, but the world will also start to recede to its original state.” 
D’Nought asked. “It’ll revert back to a landfilled world?” 
The other captain nodded. 
Oleander looked over at D’Nought. “Do you believe this story?” 
D’Nought looked off to the sky. “It certainly could be something to consider.” 
“But what if we kill the boy for no reason?” Oleander asked. 
“We could capture him,” D’Nought said. “Interrogate him, and see what he knows.” 
Oleander nodded. “Do we know where this boy is now?” he asked the captain. “Is he 
still in the city?” Emprio city was close enough to being on the other side of the world that it 
would be a hassle to get to. But maybe if there was another Polem ship nearer to there… 
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“No, sir,” the other captain said. “Word is that he’s on a trade ship. Not sure where it’s 
going though.” 
“There must be some way to identify him,” D’Nought said. “Otherwise we’d have to 
capture any Emprio boy we find.” 
“There were some things,” the captain said. “It’s said that the boy is about nineteen, 
and on the shorter side. He supposedly has light hair, the color of a sunset, and a scar on his 
left eyebrow, where the hair has grown back white.” 
“That…is quite a lot of information,” Oleander said. “Hair the color of a sunset?” 
“That’s what I’ve been told, sir.” 
“What kind of a sunset?” D’Nought asked. 
Oleander thought about the sunsets he had seen over the years at his island. They were 
mostly grey and dark, a mirror of the clouds that always seemed to surround them. Did the 
boy have grey hair? Or was it like the pink and orange sunsets that he heard about from other 
islands, like the sunny, heat filled Plithy Island? 
The other captain shook his head. “I’m not sure which kind,” he said. “Just that it 
resembles the sunset.” 
“Anything else?” D’Nought asked. “Any features to help identify him from afar, such 
as on another ship?” 
Another shake of the head. “No, sir. Just short, sunset hair and a scarred eyebrow.” 
“Thank you for your information,” Oleander said. “We’ll do what needs to be done.” 
The other captain nodded his head, and a crew member led him back to his boat. 
Oleander and D’Nought remained at the table, each chewing over this piece of 
information. 
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“Should we seek this boy out?” D’Nought said. “Or is it just a foolish quest.” 
“I’m not sure,” Oleander said. “My mother always believed in those old writings you 
know. She…she used to say that the dead had all the answers.” 
“And you, sir? What do you say?” 
Oleander looked pointedly at the captain of his ship. “I say that my mother is dead.” 
He stood up and stretched slightly, his skin finally starting to soften after the intense 
hardening they did in his first weeks out in the sun. “Send word to every Polem ship. We 
shall, in a friendly manner, approach Emprio ships and look for this boy.” 
D’Nought stood up with the King. “And if we find him?” 
“Bring him to me,” Oleander said. He paused. “Alive.” He nodded his head. “Yes, I 
want him alive. To be sure.” 
“Very well, sir.” D’Nought walked away to relay the message to his ship and the other 
captain. 
A thud fell on the floor next to him, and Oleander braced himself before turning 
around. It was, of course, Gill. 
“A prophecy? Really?” Gill asked. Oleander didn’t care that younger man was 
insulting him. It was the first thing Gill had said to him since Metál. He had started to miss his 
voice. 
“Yes,” Oleander said, sipping at his tea as if this encounter wasn’t out of the ordinary, 
as if he wasn’t happy that they were speaking again. 
“You really are gullible.” 
“And what would you suggest instead?” Oleander asked. 
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Gill sat down at the captain’s seat and drank from the captain’s cup. Oleander thought 
the position suited him. In the future of Polem that Oleander had planned, it could be 
obtainable. He smiled inwardly at that prospect. 
“You could always just hunt down the beast,” Gill said. He scowled at the tea and 
moved to dump another batch of sugar into it. 
“Hunting down a beast that no one has seen is just as easy as finding a mutant city,” 
Oleander said. 
Gill frowned at him, but didn’t move away. Oleander figured he must have something 
important to say. 
“What if someone has seen it?” Gill asked. 
Oleander eyed him. “Would that someone be you?” 
Gill sipped at his tea again, nodded at the taste, and coughed slightly. “It might be.” 
Oleander sat forward in his seat. “When did this happen?” 
“Not important,” Gill said. “But, if you did know what it looked like, what it was 
capable of, you could just hunt it down instead of going after this boy, right?” 
Oleander grunted. He should have figured. “This is not going to distract us from the 
mutant army.” 
Gill hid his mouth with the cup, said, “I know that.” 
Oleander stood up. “Knowing what the beast looks like would help, however.” 
Gill placed the cup down on the table and crossed his arms, glaring at Oleander. It 
seemed that the temporary truce had been called off. Oleander studied the face of the younger 
man, trying to tell if he was telling the truth about seeing this beast. He couldn’t decide. Gill 
was often gone from the ship for hours, sometimes returning with food, other times not. 
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Oleander wouldn’t be surprised if he did come upon this creature during his excursions. He 
also wouldn’t put it past the man to lie to shift Oleander’s focus. 
“If you change your mind,” Oleander said, leaving the quarterdeck, “you know how to 
find me.” 
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Chapter Nineteen: Webber meets a Constellation 
 
Webber thought it was a terrible decision for a twelve-year-old child to walk around 
the bottom of the ocean floor where any number of creatures could be lurking. Miss Katy had 
assured him that the lights of the city kept most sea beasts away. Webber hadn’t believed her, 
but the excursion team needed someone who understood electrical layouts. Webber regretted 
the days he had spent watching his father tinker with solar panels. He regretted even more 
boasting about this to Corrie, who had then volunteered him for the job. 
Webber stood at the edge of the platform and looked out at the other mutants. Several 
of the thick, black strands of wires that connected the underwater city to the floating ring of 
solar panels had been frayed. The three other mutants stood, or rather floated, around the wire 
and studied it. 
Even though they could breathe the water and swim just fine, the pressure of the 
millions of gallons of water against their bodies would be enough to kill them in a few 
minutes. Webber adjusted the rubber suit he had been given. It was too large for him, and his 
arms and leg were dragged down by the excess material. There was no way for the mutants to 
talk to each other through the suits, so one of the other mutant men waved Webber over. 
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Webber bounced awkwardly through the water. He struggled to keep himself moving 
without floating up or sinking all the way down. Dragging the replacement wire behind him 
wasn’t helping. The material had been heavy; all four of them had to carry it together through 
the city. Now, in the water, Webber could lift it himself, but it was still difficult to maneuver. 
Webber dropped the wire down on the ground next to the group. The sediment of the 
ocean floor floated up at the disturbance. For a while, all Webber could see were the particles 
of sand settling around him. 
When the water cleared again, Webber knelt down with another mutant and looked at 
the frayed wire. The other two busied themselves by detaching the defective wire from the 
rest of the operational ones. The broken wire didn’t look frayed to Webber, as he had been 
told it was when assigned this duty for the day. It looked punctured, Webber thought, 
almost…chewed. 
A hand waving in front of Webber’s face broke his concentration. He looked up at the 
other mutant who was gesturing to the wire impatiently. She was a young woman, probably in 
her twenties, and strings of light-brown hair framed her round face. Webber nodded his head 
in an apology and placed his arms under the broken section of the wire. Together the two 
lifted the broken wire and pulled it away, leaving a gaping hole in the circuit board that 
littered the ocean floor. 
Webber looked back at the underwater city. A section of streets closest to him were 
dark, their streetlights and home lights cut off by whatever had happened to the wire. As the 
other two mutants dragged the new wire into place, Webber looked around at the ocean. The 
thought of something biting into the wire and destroying it made him shiver. It had happened 
only that morning. What if it was still around, waiting? 
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Webber stood and watched the water darken beyond the light of their city. He thought 
he had seen something move just out of the shadows, but he told himself he was imagining 
things, that he was just getting panicked out in the open water, that once he got back inside 
the city he’d be fine. 
Webber wandered back over to the others and watched them attach the new wire. The 
lights in the dark part of the city blinked a few times and then turned on. Webber smiled. He 
didn’t fully understand all of the technology that this underwater city had, whole systems of 
panels and wires were much more complicated than the little panels his father had used to 
light up single bulbs, but he was glad that others knew it, and that it all worked out for them. 
Webber heard a sound behind him, kind of like a scream being muffled by a pillow. 
He turned around confused, but no one was there. That was the problem. Webber bent down 
and picked up the helmet that had once belonged to a mutant, an older man who normally 
went around cleaning the outsides of houses so nothing rusted. The glass dome had a large 
crack in it, and the base that connected it to the suit was covered in blood. Webber looked 
back at the other two, but they were walking back toward the city, unaware that something 
was awry. Webber stared into the dark ocean. He saw movements in the shadows, but 
couldn’t make out which were real, and whether or not they were mutant. 
Webber decided to turn and follow the others back inside. He wasn’t going to stand 
around and wait for the same fate. He could explain what he knew from the safety of the city, 
and then they could send out an armed party to investigate. 
It’s probably just a shark, Webber thought to himself as he labored over the sand, 
inching his way back to the platform. It’s probably full up on wire particles and the other 
mutant. 
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A high screech warned Webber otherwise. Something dropped onto his back, knocked 
him to the ground. Sediment floated up around him, clouding his vision. He struggled under 
the weight of the thing. He tried to wiggle out but couldn’t get his suit to move through the 
ground. 
Webber could hear teeth clashing together. He managed to pull his arms out from 
under his body and wrap them around the back of his neck. He knew that if the helmet went, 
so would he. He would either panic, and accidentally drown himself, or the creature would 
bite his head off. 
Webber looked up but could no longer see the other two mutants through the settling 
ocean floor. As long as he kept himself alive for now, they would eventually realize what was 
going on and come back out for him. He hoped, anyway. 
A second weight appeared on his back, and Webber felt water pool into his suit as 
something bit through the rubber on his arm. Luckily, with the suit being so big, the creature 
hadn’t gotten Webber’s real arm as well. 
His body shivered as the cold water ran across his arm and down the length of his 
spine. Soon it would fill up the suit, and Webber was too panicked to react in any way that 
would save him. 
A tooth grazed across Webber’s skin, and he could feel blood floating from his arm 
into the water. The cut burned as seawater rushed into it. The two creatures on top of him felt 
lighter, but there was an even greater amount of movement. Webber wiggled his body and 
struggled out from the two creatures. He got up to his feet and tried to walk away, but the 
water, now pooled to the bottom of his suit as added weight, made walking across the ocean 
floor even harder than before. 
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Webber glanced over his shoulder and wished he hadn’t. The creatures were dogs, but 
they were unlike any dogs Webber had ever seen. Instead of paws they had bright orange 
flippers, and their mouths were large and fish-like. Webber watched, stunned to the ground, as 
the two fought and sucked the blood, his blood, out of the water. 
An arm grabbed Webber and started to drag him backwards. Webber turned around, 
met eyes with the young woman, tried to walk. His movements and efforts overturned the two 
of them, and they fell down to the ground. Webber rolled off of the other mutant just as one of 
the dog creatures lunged at them. Webber covered his neck with his arms, but the creature 
landed on the other mutant instead. The dog tore at the woman’s suit, and blood filled the 
water. The two dogs rushed to capture the blood into their mouths. 
Webber swallowed hard and crawled away, keeping one eye on the dogs as they ate, 
and another on how far away from the platform he was. Electricity shot through his body, 
adrenaline pushing him forward. One dog kept looking at the boy, appearing to be content 
with its meal. But as Webber got closer to safety, he noticed that the creature started to 
screech, bouncing around the water. 
Webber jumped to his feet and ran for the platform. The water was filling up to his 
waist. He used his arms to stabilize himself as he moved. He could hear the screech getting 
louder as the dog approached him. He could feel the presence of the creature right behind 
him. The door to the platform opened, and another mutant stepped out, harpoon gun in hand. 
Webber dropped to the floor, getting bits of sand and clay stuck inside his suit. He heard a 
twang followed by a haunting screech. 
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Not waiting for the other creature to catch up, Webber crawled to the platform, and the 
other mutant pulled him up and inside. They locked the door, and the water drained around 
them as the walkway pressurized. 
Webber threw off his helmet and gasped for air. His heart thudded against his chest, 
and he could see his heart beats in pulsating black lights at the edge of his vision. He sat back 
against the wall and closed his eyes. He was vaguely aware of a group of mutants entering the 
room. 
“What happened?” One voice, old and croaky asked. 
“We were attacked,” the mutant that had saved Webber said. 
“By what?” a third voice asked. 
“A dobhar-chú,” the savior said. 
The room became deafly silent. Webber opened his eyes and looked at his hero and 
the three others that had entered the room. “Like the stars?” he asked. 
“A dobhar-chú,” someone said. “That’s impossible. They’re not real.” 
“They were,” the first voice said. “When the world was first made this way. There are 
several records of them in ancient texts.” 
“Ancient being the key word,” the third mutant said. “It can’t have been one.” 
“Then what do you call that?” the savior asked. 
The group all looked out the glass window leading to the platform. Just a few feet 
away Webber could see the dog creature, its blood mixing in with the water around it. The 
second one was nowhere to be found. 
“I’d call that a dobhar-chú,” the second mutant said. 
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Webber swallowed what he could. Whatever that thing was called it had almost killed 
him, and it had killed two others. It didn’t matter what anyone said to him, Webber was never 
going outside of the city dome again. 
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Chapter Twenty: Johanna and the Arpázos 
 
The sea was still, and Johanna was bored. The wind had died down two days ago, and 
the Emprio ship sat still in the water, only the slap of gentle waves against their ship any sign 
that they were on a boat. Johanna had gotten her water legs early on, but she didn’t need them 
now. Johanna blew a strand of hair out of her face and closed her eyes, dreaming of a breeze. 
“Nothing like still waters to make you enjoy the life of a merchant,” Iefan said. 
Johanna cracked one eye open and smiled at him. She could feel the sun burning into 
her skin, but if she went below deck she would have to deal with Dea’s complaining again. 
“So,” Iefan said. He kicked softly at the wood of the deck, digging his toes into the 
grooves. “What were you going to do before you ran away?” Iefan sat himself up on the edge 
of the gunwale. 
Johanna turned around so she was leaning against the edge, flinching when her elbows 
touched the hot metal decorations. “I was going to get married,” she said. She closed her eyes 
again and could see Louis’ face, the way he looked so hopeful at her baby brother the last 
time she saw him. 
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“Oh,” Iefan said. There was a silence. Johanna looked up at Iefan, worried that 
something was wrong. He was sulking. 
Johanna held back her chuckle. He almost looked cute when he was brooding. Almost. 
“Was that all you were going to do?” Iefan asked. “Get married and raise a family? Or 
were you going to work or something?” 
“I hadn’t really planned on it,” Johanna said. “I might have become a scribe if I lived 
long enough for it.” 
“Oh right, the whole parents dying thing,” Iefan said. “That’s just really fucked up.” 
Johanna grinned and turned back around, watching the water shimmer below her. 
“Why do you think I left?” 
Dea emerged from below deck, slamming the door open. Iefan and Johanna looked 
over to him. He was breathing heavily, and his face was a deep shade of red. He stomped over 
to them. 
“Everything okay?” Iefan asked, a smile playing on his lips. 
Dea didn’t respond. He just glared at Iefan. Iefan shrugged and jumped up from his 
seat. Johanna watched him walk away. Dea took his place, standing next to her, steaming and 
grumbling to himself. She much preferred Iefan’s company. 
“What happened?” she asked. Dea may act a bit immature at times, but he really was 
still her friend, and she did care about him. 
Dea didn’t say anything. He sighed heavily and watched the still water. 
Johanna placed a hand on his back. “It’ll be okay,” she said. “Jax and Troi won’t let 
anything happen to you.” 
“That’s not it,” Dea said. 
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“Then what is it?” 
Dea turned his face to the sky. Johanna could see a tear forming in his right eye, but he 
did an excellent job of holding it back. 
“I just feel like I’ve wasted my life,” he said. 
She hadn’t been expecting that. 
“You know?” Dea asked, turning his gaze toward her. 
Johanna nodded. With all of the new things she’d seen and done since she left home, 
she wondered what kind of a person she would be in she had spent those first nineteen years 
out on a city. 
“I just look at everyone on this ship.” Dea gestured to the crew. Most of them stood 
around, watching the slack sails, waiting for a sign of a breeze. “I know that anyone on this 
ship would have no problem fighting a giant sea monster. But me?” He looked down at his 
hands, and then clenched them into fists. “I’m weak, Johanna. I’ve spent my whole life 
working toward some kind of genius invention, and in the end, my legacy is going to be built 
on physical prowess.” 
“You don’t have to fight this beast alone,” Johanna said. “Everyone on this ship would 
help you in a moment. Well, maybe not Gregor, but that’s his problem not yours.” 
Dea’s frown lifted a bit. 
“And who says that you can’t or won’t invent something to kill this beast?” Johanna 
said. 
“Hey.” Dea perked up, his body not quite as slouched as before. “Yeah, I bet I could 
build something kind of electrical like, to just shock the hell out of it.” 
“There you go,” Johanna said. She smiled at him, and he genuinely smiled back. 
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“Thanks, Johanna,” Dea said. “I know I’ve not been good company recently. I’m…” 
He fiddled with his fingers and looked down at the ground. “I’m glad I have you as a friend.” 
Johanna nodded. “Me, too.” 
The two friends turned back to the ocean and watched the water, hoping for signs of 
bigger waves and a breeze. 
“I’ve never seen that before,” Dea said. 
Johanna followed the point of his finger to a fish that had swum up to the boat. It was 
round, almost entirely, like a pufferfish. Except that its scales were smooth and glistened all 
the colors of the rainbow. 
“It’s amazing,” Dea said, leaning over to get a closer look. 
“It’s beautiful,” Johanna said, mirroring his actions. 
“I thought I knew every fish around,” Dea said. “I mean, I haven’t seen them all 
before, but in my books…” His voice trailed off, and the two became mesmerized as the fish 
swam around in little circles. 
The fish jumped out of the water and made a little splash on its return. Johanna 
giggled. “It’s so cute. It’s like it’s performing for us.” 
The boat pitched to the side. Johanna and Dea stood up, trying to straighten 
themselves, but then a second pitch came, stronger than the last. Johanna felt herself fly into 
the air. She screamed out. Logically she knew that falling in still waters would hardly get her 
lost from the boat. But she hadn’t known what hit the boat, and she didn’t fancy being shark 
food. 
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A strong hand grabbed Johanna’s arm and yanked her back before she fell too far 
away. A pain shot through her shoulder and down her arm. She looked up and saw Troi 
pulling her and Dea back onto the boat, which had stilled again. 
“Look out!” Someone shouted. 
Johanna, keeping clear of the edge of the boat, looked over the side. Another crew 
member hadn’t been as lucky as Dea and Johanna. They fell into the water with a loud splash 
that sprayed on Johanna’s feet. She could see a swarm of the colorful fish surround him. They 
came from under the boat, and in no time at all the water where the man had landed was 
nothing but a thick red. 
Johanna turned away from the scene and buried her face in Troi’s chest. After a 
moment’s pause, he embraced her and held her close to him. She couldn’t block out the sound 
of crunching bones. 
“What’s going on?” Jax asked. Johana looked out at him. He stood at the edge of the 
boat, watching the swarm devour one of his crew. His face hardened. She could see the 
muscles in his jaw strain. 
“We don’t know what it is, sir,” Gregor said. “Some kind of predatory fish.” 
“We was just hanging over the edge, sir,” another crewmember said. “And this 
colorful fish was there, and suddenly the boat was rockin’ and Mayes, sir, he just went over.” 
Jax nodded and placed a hand on the man’s shoulder. He addressed the crew. “We 
should clear these waters now. Bring out the oars.” 
“I’m okay,” Johanna said, pulling away from Troi. She smiled up at him. “Thank 
you.” 
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Iefan stepped in between them before Troi could respond. “Let’s get a move on 
people, we haven’t got all day.” 
Johanna and the rest of the first round oarsmen descended into the bowels of the ship. 
They sat in neat little rows amid the storage boxes and bags. There was rarely need for oaring, 
and so Jax had used the room as extra storage space. 
I guess I should count myself lucky, Johanna thought as she took her seat next Gregor 
and picked up the oar. The windows covering the oar holes were removed, and the crew slid 
their wooden propellers into the water. 
A woman in the back called out “Stroke!” and Johanna felt the years of slack in her 
back as she first pushed the oar forward, and then pulled it back. She felt the boat move 
slightly forward. 
“Stroke!” and another pull. Johanna bit her lip to distract herself from the pain in her 
shoulder. 
“Stroke!” 
The woman’s voice was covered up by yelling on the right side of the boat. Johanna 
looked over. The men and women were at the windows, struggling to pull their oars in. A 
colorful ball bounced inside, and two men chased it down as it flopped down the aisle. 
Johanna felt a tug on her oar. She looked out her window to see a group of the fish 
clinging onto it, biting away into the wood. She yelled out and tried to pull the oar back. The 
fish were heavy, and they weighed it down. Gregor grabbed the end of her oar, and the two 
pulled together. The oar came in, along with three fish. They flopped around on the floor, and 
Johanna stood up on her bench to avoid the path of their biting mouths. 
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“Close all the openings,” Jax ordered. Oars were wrestled inside, and windows were 
closed. Men and women whacked their oars at the fish inside until all were either squashed or 
suffocated. 
Everyone looked to the sides of the ship as the fish outside rammed into it. The boat 
pitched back and forth. Johanna slipped off her bench, but Troi caught her in his arms. He set 
her down on the floor, but she still held on to him to keep his balance. It was just like sailing 
through a rough storm. 
Jax stood at the front of the room steaming. With no wind and no oars they were stuck, 
and they had no idea how to fight off an entire school of fish. He sighed and looked out at his 
crew with the eyes of a desperate man. “Anyone have any ideas?” 
Dea, sitting on a bench near the back, raised his hand, like he was still in school. 
Everyone turned to look back at him. He slowly lowered it. 
“What is it, Dea?” Jax asked. 
“It’s something I’ve been working on,” Dea said. He stood up and walked, well, 
tripped up to Jax. “It’s kind of like a propeller thing.” 
“We would need a motor for that,” Gregor said. “And that means oil.” 
“Which we don’t have,” Jax said. 
“True,” Dea said. “But we do have manpower.” 
Jax stared at Dea for a moment while the boat rocked back at forth. A pair of sharp 
teeth found their way through the wall on the left, and water sloshed into the boat. Jax nodded 
and Dea ran off. 
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The crew assembled on the deck. The fish relentlessly pounded away at the sides of 
the ship, rocking it higher and lower each time. The crew held on to the masts and each other 
as Dea assembled his machine. 
Large metal sheets cut into fin like shapes were lowered into the water off the back of 
the ship, and a few crewmembers below deck reached out on every other pitch to attach the 
device to the ship. Johanna heard one of them scream as they got too close to the water, and a 
fish attached itself to their arm. She heard the fish try and chomp on the propellers too, but 
they had a harder time with biting through metal than wood and flesh. 
“Okay,” Dea said. He pulled back two metal chains. He handed one to half of the crew 
and the other to the second half. Johanna held onto her piece of the chain and held her breath. 
“All we have to do is pull this back and forth, and it will turn the gears and the propeller 
should move.” 
“Should?” Iefan asked. 
Jax shot him a glance, and he straightened up, gripping his chain harder. 
“Left,” the caller shouted. 
Johanna held onto the chain and let it pull her body forward as it was pulled away 
from her on the other side. It was better than letting the chain slide through her hands and cut 
her, as Dea had warned them earlier. 
“Right,” the caller shouted. 
Johanna tried to steady her feat against the rocking and pulled back on the chain. 
The crew worked the rhythm. A few people, including Johanna, fell over every once in 
a while. But there was enough of a crew to keep the momentum going, and those nearby 
always stopped to pull the fallen away from the fish that waited for their next meal. 
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Eventually Johanna could hear metal scratching against itself, and then a soft whirling 
sound. Slowly, the boat started to move forward. Johanna smiled, it was really working. The 
boat moved through the water with a great, creaking effort. It still rocked as the fish swam to 
catch up and hit at it. However, as the ship moved faster, the forward momentum helped 
balance out the rocking, and before long, it was as if they were just being rocked about by the 
normal waves. 
Johanna found proper footing, and the boat continued to build speed. Johanna felt a 
tug on the chain as the fish tried to attack the propellers. The metal was sharp, and it moved 
too fast for them to penetrate it. Those that got near enough to it were chopped into bits that 
the ship left in its wake. 
The crew worked at the chain for hours. After an intense amount of pain, Johanna’s 
body eventually went numb, giving into the push and pull of the chain. The rocking stopped, 
and then so did the boat. 
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Chapter Twenty-One: Oleander’s Melody 
 
Oleander woke to the pale moonlight streaming in through his port window. The light 
covered the room with a blue hue, and in the distance, Oleander could hear a soft melody. He 
sat up slowly in his bed and wondered if he was dreaming. The melody was faint, and he 
couldn’t make out any of the words, but he was certain it was a woman singing; and there 
were no women on this ship. 
Just as the people of Island Metál held suspicion about the water, the people of Island 
Polem held suspicion about women on boats. No captain would willingly allow a female crew 
member, and any passengers taken up were watched carefully and forbidden to move far 
outside of their cabins. Anything that went wrong on a ship, everything from crashing into an 
iceberg to having a plate crack, was attributed to any woman on board. 
With this ship being a war ship carrying the king, special precautions had been taken 
to assure no women were allowed. Had they found survivors at Pagos City, Oleander was sure 
Captain D’Nought would have waited for another ship to come by and rescue them. 
The melody, Oleander noticed, was familiar. If he was dreaming, maybe he was back 
in his castle, back in his own bed with his wife curled up beside him snoring softly. Oleander 
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reached his hand out across the bed, but there was no one there. Perhaps the queen was out in 
the garden, or down the hall with the children. If Oleander stood up and walked toward the 
music he was sure he would find his daughter sitting in his wife’s lap, her eyes drooping shut 
as the music rocked her to sleep. 
Oleander shook his head and lay back down. He closed his eyes to the light of the 
moon, but he could still hear the music. He let the notes wash over him, his muscles growing 
heavy with every breath. Before long, Oleander had fallen asleep. 
He woke a few minutes later when he heard a strange sound. As he sat up in bed 
again, he tried to make out what it was he had heard. Then he heard it again. A definitive 
splash. Was a school of fish swimming next to them? Oleander’s eyes adjusted to the light, 
and he looked around his room for an answer. A shadow fell across his wall, appearing and 
then disappearing with the sound of another splash. Something had fallen past his window. 
Oleander got out of bed and wrapped his coat around him. The sea was calm. and yet 
the boat seemed to rock a little. Oleander walked through the passages toward the hatch 
leading to the deck. As he moved down the hall he could make out more of the melody. He 
realized that there were no words at all, but a woman was certainly humming. In fact, it 
sounded like multiple women. 
A slight chill met Oleander as he walked out on to the boat. He looked around, but 
could see none of the men that were supposed to be on watch. A man walked out from the 
opposite hatch. 
“You, there,” Oleander called out to the man. “Where is everyone?” He was certain he 
hadn’t heard the change of watch bells. 
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The man didn’t respond. He walked, slowly and methodically, toward the edge of the 
boat. Oleander matched him pace for pace. He noticed how the man’s eyes were a strange hue 
of yellow. 
“Are you alright?” Oleander asked. “You look a bit sick.” 
Oleander watched the man approach the edge of the boat. Maybe he was going to be 
sick. But the man’s face twisted into a smile, and he climbed onto the gunwale. Oleander 
reached forward and pulled the man back down to the deck right before he could step over. 
The man, pinned to the deck under Oleander’s weight, screamed and struggled. 
“No,” the man shouted. “Let me go. I must go to her.” 
“Who?” Oleander asked. He looked out to sea but could see nothing. The melody in 
the air grew louder. Oleander looked to the other side of the boat, searching for a woman. He 
saw no woman, but he did see more men making their way to the edge of the boat. 
Gill and Johnson followed the men onto the deck, both as confused as Oleander. 
“Gill,” Oleander called to them. “Hold them back, they’re going to jump.” 
Gill nodded and grabbed the nearest man, throwing him back toward the hatch. He ran 
after the other men and pulled them away. 
“Johnson,” Oleander said, “Go find anyone else with their senses and get them up 
here.” 
As Johnson raced back into the ship, Oleander could see a stream of men walking 
single file out of the hatches, a methodical parade of death. Oleander grabbed a coil of rope 
nearby and dragged the struggling sailor to the mast. 
“I must go to her,” the man said again as Oleander tied him to the post. “She needs 
me.” 
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Oleander did not respond to the man. He made sure the rope was secure, and then he 
joined Gill in his efforts to stop more men from jumping over. The men each yelled out about 
the woman they must go to. They struggled against their ropes, bit and scratched at Oleander 
and Gill.  
Johnson returned with a small handful of men, Captain D’Nought among them. 
“What’s going on?” D’Nought asked. 
“I’m not sure,” Oleander told him. Johnson and the others started tying the rest of the 
sailors to anything they could. “It must be the music. It’s hypnotizing them or something.” 
“Captain, look,” Gill said. 
D’Nought and Oleander looked over the edge of the boat to where Gill was pointing. 
In the distance they could make out a shimmering light moving through the water. 
“What is that?” Oleander asked. 
“I’m going to go find out.” Gill got up onto the gunwale, but D’Nought pulled him 
back down before he could jump. 
“We don’t know what that is or what is going on here,” D’Nought said. “I’m not 
losing another man tonight. Everyone stays on board and keeps an eye out.” 
Oleander looked up at the moon. It was just over halfway through the sky. The melody 
filled his head, and he was finding it hard to think. When he looked out to the sea again he 
could see something, or someone, standing out on the water. It was a beautiful woman. 
She stood with her hands out to him, her long, blond hair flowing around her body. As 
far as Oleander could tell she wore no clothes. He could see her lips moving softly, as if she 
was trying to speak to him, but he couldn’t hear her over the music. Maybe if he could get a 
little bit closer… 
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Something pulled at his back and a pressure tightened around his neck as Oleander 
fell. He hit his head against the deck of the boat, and the melody was soft again. He sat up and 
looked around, shaking his head slightly to refocus his vision. Gill and D’Nought stood over 
him. 
“Are you alright, sir?” D’Nought asked. 
“His eyes are normal again,” Gill said. 
“I think I’m okay.” Oleander reached up to touch the back of his head. It wasn’t 
bleeding. He tried standing up. He felt a little dizzy, but otherwise he was fine. “What 
happened?” 
“You almost jumped over, sir,” D’Nought explained. 
Johnson approached the group. “Everyone’s been secured, sir. But they’re getting a 
little restless. I’m worried they might start getting more aggressive.” 
“Just keep any eye on everyone,” D’Nought said. “Let me know if anything changes.” 
Johnson nodded and returned to the other sailors. 
“I’ll go help,” Gill said. He started to walk away, but D’Nought grabbed him by the 
arm and pulled him back. 
“You’ll stay here and keep an eye on the king,” he said. He gave Gill a stern look and 
then walked off. 
Gill crossed his arms and turned out to face the sea, where the yellow shimmer still 
moved across the horizon. 
“What do you think it is?” Oleander asked. Gill didn’t respond. Oleander looked over 
his shoulder at the rest of the soldiers. They cried and screamed and struggled against their 
bonds. The night passed slowly. 
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The sun rose over the horizon, and the shimmer disappeared with the pink and grey 
hues of the sunrise. The melody faded until it was only stuck in Oleander’s memory. One by 
one the soldiers returned to their normal minds and were released, each with no memory of 
the woman they were willing to die for. 
“I think I have an idea of what happened,” D’Nought said, addressing the group. The 
men waited, tired and sore. “I believe last night we were visited by Sirens.” 
“Sirens?” one sailor asked. “They haven’t been sighted in…in years.” 
“I know,” D’Nought said, nodding. “But there’s nothing else that fits the bill.” 
“What are Sirens?” Oleander asked. “I’ve never heard of them.” 
“They’re monsters of the water,” D’Nought said. “They call out to sailors and lure 
them to their deaths.” 
“How come some of us weren’t affected?” one sailor asked. Oleander wondered if a 
good knock on the head was the way to cure them. 
“Some legends say that someone who has already found their true love won’t be 
affected.” D’Nought looked pointedly over to Gill, who rubbed his arm and avoided the 
captain’s gaze. 
“But that still doesn’t explain why they were here,” the first sailor said. “There hasn’t 
been a story of them in decades.” 
“Perhaps this has something to do with the recent creature sighting,” D’Nought 
suggested. 
Oleander nodded. “I think trying to find that boy just became priority number one. It’s 
the only lead we’ve got.” 
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“Right.” D’Nought turned to the rest of his crew. “Those of you who can still stand 
will keep watch. Everyone else get some rest.” 
Gill immediately took off, rushing for the nearest hatch to the ship. Johnson started to 
go after him, but a warning glare form D’Nought turned him around. Oleander was not bound 
by the restrictions of the captain, so he did followed Gill below deck. 
He traced Gill’s path into the officers’ quarters. Some food had been left over on the 
table from the previous night, and Gill was sitting down, eating. 
“I’m sure that can’t possibly taste very good,” Oleander said. He sat down opposite 
Gill and watched him eat. 
“I’ve had worse,” Gill said. 
Oleander was surprised that Gill had spoken to him, but he wasn’t going to mention it. 
“Why is the captain so upset with you?” 
Gill looked up at Oleander with suggestive look. “You can’t seriously be that stupid 
can you?” 
“I’m still your king, you know,” Oleander said. “A little bit of respect ought to be in 
order.” 
“A little bit of respect ought to be earned,” Gill responded, biting into a hard loaf of 
bread. 
Oleander sighed. He was never going to win with Gill, and he had to accept that. He 
just wished he could figure out why he wanted to earn his affections in the first place. 
“So,” Oleander said after a moment of silence. “You must really be in love then, 
huh?” 
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Gill didn’t respond, but his face did soften, and he didn’t chew with quite as much 
ferocity. 
“I know what it’s like,” Oleander said, “to be young and in love. My father did not 
want me to marry my wife.” 
Gill put his food down and looked at Oleander. “What did you do about it?” 
“I told him that if he wanted me to be future king he had to accept her as future queen. 
Otherwise the lineage would die with him. It helped that he didn’t have any other sons,” 
Oleander said. Not since his brother. Not since the forest. 
Gill shook his head. “I don’t think I could make an argument quite as strong as that. If 
I even try to leave the ship I’ll either be killed or put to work someplace worse.” 
“Maybe the captain just needs time to get used to it,” Oleander said. 
“He’s always known about it,” Gill said. “Everyone has apparently.” 
“Yes, but up until this point it probably wasn’t as serious as true love. At least, not to 
him. I’m sure he’ll adjust. Eventually.” 
Gill shook his head and closed his eyes. His lip started to quiver, and he bit down on it 
hard. Oleander wanted to stay and comfort the young man, but he knew that Gill wanted to be 
alone. He got up from the table and walked to the door. He stopped, just as he was about to 
leave. He desperately wanted to say something to Gill, but he couldn’t find the words for it. 
He couldn’t figure out how to express his frustration over the mutant situation, and how 
happy he would be if Gill and Johnson were able to be together truthfully. He shook the 
thoughts from his head and walked away. 
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Chapter Twenty-Two: Webber Changes his Mind 
 
Corrie and Webber teetered along the edge of the fence. Corrie moved with ease, 
placing one foot in front of the other, her body rarely wavering as she stepped. Webber, on the 
other hand, stumbled along, his ankles caving with every step, his arms out to the side to help 
him balance. 
“How are you doing this?” Webber asked, sweat starting to drip into his eyes. 
Corrie stopped walking and turned on her toes. She remained solid and steady as she 
placed herself back on the fence, now facing Webber. “I’ve been doing this since I was a 
baby,” She explained. “You just need more practice.” 
Webber stopped, his body tilting dangerously to the side. He flapped his other arm, 
and with a tug in his stomach muscles he pulled himself back up to a straight position. “Easy 
for you to say,” Webber said, wheezing with his effort. 
Corrie ticked her tongue and turned around with the same amount of grace as before. 
Webber glared after her and picked up his back foot. His other ankle caved in on itself, 
sending his body toppling to the side. No amount of arm flapping on either side of his body 
could save him. 
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Webber fell to the road, his one arm taking the brunt of the damage, sending a sharp 
wave of pain to his shoulder. “Ow,” he groaned. 
Corrie hopped off the fence and landed on the ground lightly. She walked over and 
knelt down, grabbing Webber’s arm. 
“Careful,” Webber said, trying to sit up but unable to move without the use of both of 
his arms. “That still hurts.” 
“It’s not that bad,” Corrie said. 
“You didn’t fall off the fence,” Webber said. “You don’t get to decide how bad it is.” 
Corrie dropped Webber’s arm, and he hugged it close to his chest. He knew that 
nothing was broken, he could move his wrist, shoulder, and elbow without too much pain or 
stiffness, but it still hurt, and he figured there would be a bruise there eventually. 
“If it’s really that bad you can have Miss Katy look at it,” Corrie said. 
“Well, it’s not that bad,” Webber said. 
Corrie smiled a knowing smile at him, and he smiled a shy smile back at her. 
“Sorry,” Webber said. “I didn’t mean to snap at you.” 
Corrie sat down next to him on the road, placing her back against the fence. A small 
group of full mutants walked past, but they paid the two children no mind. 
“That’s okay,” Corrie said. She brushed her hair over her shoulder. “Must be pretty 
embarrassing to fall.” 
“I’m not embarrassed,” Webber said. He scooted over to sit against the fence. His arm 
still hurt, but he was glad he didn’t twist his ankle, too. 
“No?” Corrie asked. “Then why is your face all red?” 
“Because keeping up with you is like a full time job.” 
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Corrie laughed. “That’s what my dad says.” 
Webber smiled and tried to hold it back. He really did try. Very hard. But he had the 
inability to keep his mouth shut when he knew he should. “Your adopted dad you mean.” 
Corrie groaned and pushed up and away from the fence in one swift motion. “Why do 
you have to turn every conversation into that?” she asked him. 
Webber struggled to his feet, his arm not much help and his ankle a little too sore to 
support his weight. “I’m sorry,” he said. 
“You’re always sorry,” Corrie said. “Maybe you should stop putting yourself in 
positions that make you have to apologize.” Corrie stalked off down the street, and Webber 
warily followed. 
“I just want you to see the truth,” Webber said. “My dad always used to say that the 
truth is the best thing for you.” 
“Your truth maybe,” Corrie said. She turned around and jabbed a finger at Webber’s 
chest. “What makes you so certain that I really was kidnapped, huh? Why can’t you just 
accept that the captain found me and rescued me, and we’re a good family?” 
Webber hesitated for a brief moment. He didn’t have any real proof, just a gut feeling 
in the pit of his stomach. “I don’t want to upset you,” he said. “The captain does seem like a 
good father…but, there’s a difference between being a good father and a good man. The 
captain kills innocent people and ravages innocent cities just to get materials. Something tells 
me he wouldn’t have ‘rescued’ a baby mutant without a lot of bloodshed and force.” 
“You don’t know that,” Corrie said. A couple of half-mutants had stopped walking 
and were obviously listening to their conversation while pretending to be looking at a piece of 
paper in their hands. 
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Corrie took a step closer to Webber, and her finger dug into his chest. “What’s to say 
that the humans that had me would have been all that great anyway, huh? What makes you 
think all humans are like your parents?” 
“I don’t think that,” Webber said. 
Corrie cut him off from talking again. “What’s to say that they weren’t getting ready 
to kill me off before the captain came and saved my life?” 
“There’s nothing-“ 
“Why is your truth automatically the right one, huh?” 
“It’s not.” Webber reached out and moved her arm away. “But why can’t you at least 
consider it an option?” 
A small crowd had gathered around the children now, not even bothering to try and 
fake a disinterest. Webber looked around at them, and when his face turned red this time it 
really was out of embarrassment. 
“Children,” a voice said from the crowd. Webber turned around and saw Smog 
approaching them slowly. The crowd, glancing at the tall man, started to disperse. “Something 
the matter?” 
“No,” Webber said. Corrie grunted and turned around, crossing her arms and pouting. 
“We were just…” 
“Arguing?” Smog suggested. 
Webber nodded and hung his head. Smog had the strange ability to make him ashamed 
of everything he did, even if it wasn’t necessarily bad. 
“Hopefully the two of you can come to some sort of agreement soon,” Smog said. 
“The captain wishes to speak to you,” he said, looking at Webber. 
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“What’s the captain want with him?” Corrie asked, turning back around but keeping 
her arms and her pout up. 
“I shall let the captain deliver the news himself,” Smog said. “I am sure you are 
welcome to come along, Miss.” 
“I will.” Corrie pushed past Webber and Smog and stormed off toward the docks. 
“Women,” Webber said, shaking his head before following after her. 
Captain Ryder paraded around the deck of his ship, ordering other mutants to clean 
this or polish that. “We must look our best,” he told the workers. “Can’t have those humans 
thinking we can’t clean our own ships, now can we?” 
“Captain,” Smog said, bowing slightly at the neck. 
“Ah, Smog, my good sir.” The captain joined the three at the edge of the boat. “And 
here’s our mini hero.” 
“Hero, sir?” Webber asked. 
“Yeah,” Corrie echoed. “Hero?” 
“Well.” The captain puffed out his chest, and the medals on his coat shimmered in the 
light. “Maybe not a hero exactly, but a skilled warrior certainly.” 
“I wouldn’t say that exactly either,” Webber said. He shrugged. “I’m just a kid.” 
“What’s going on?” Corrie asked, taking a quick glance around the ship. “Are you 
going back out so soon?” 
The captain turned to face his working crew. “Why, yes. Yes we are.” 
“Why?” Corrie asked. 
“We have to restore more of our underwater wires,” Ryder said, “and there are some 
plans to build better protection for them. But to do that, we need more materials.” 
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“Where are you going?” Webber asked. He had already started to formulate a plan in 
his mind to get to the city. He could leave that night, before the ship had a chance to get out. 
But then he would have to swim all the way, and he didn’t like the idea of that. He hoped they 
were going somewhere nearby. Maybe there was an unused boat in the docks he could steal 
and operate himself. 
“You mean where are we going,” Captain Ryder said. Webber raised an eyebrow at 
him. “I’m very impressed with your ambition and skills in fighting those dreaded humans. 
Why, you remind me of myself at your age.” 
“Right,” Webber said. He fought back a shudder at the idea of being like him. 
“I want you with us, of course,” the captain said. “Why, in just a few years you could 
be rivaling Smog here for a job.” 
Smog smiled slightly. “And then I can gladly retire.” 
The captain broke into a boisterous laugh, coming from deep in his belly, which no 
one else on the boat joined in with. “I would expect nothing more from my dear, old friend,” 
he said. 
“Webber’s not going,” Corrie said. She had crossed her arms again. “He’s not really 
all he’s chocked up to be.” 
“No, I’ll go,” Webber said. True, he didn’t like the idea of being lumped together with 
the human hating mutants around, but being on the boat meant a swift deliverance to the city 
he needed to warn. He just had to act faster than the last time. This time he was sure he was 
going to save somebody, anybody. 
Corrie gave him a side-eyed glance. Webber licked his lips and silently asked her not 
to say anything. She huffed and turned her attention back to the captain. 
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“Where are we going?” Webber asked 
“Fos City,” the captain replied. “Rumor has it they’ve got a bunch of metal and copper 
stored in their little city. They’ve been trading a lot of it with other cities and the islands.” 
“Is it enough to warrant a trip out?” Corrie asked. “Or will we be making other stops?” 
“It’ll be enough,” the captain said. “We plan on sticking around a bit, really taking 
every bit of the city we can get. We can’t leave another Pagos behind.” 
Webber and the group moved to the side as a crew of full mutants carried the 
compressed air tank, refilled, onto the ship and then down below deck. 
“I’d love a trip to Fos city,” Webber said. He gave his best fake smile to Captain 
Ryder. “Can’t wait to kill some humans.” 
The captain smile broadly and slapped Webber on the back. “That’s my boy,” he said 
before walking off and giving more orders to the crew. 
Webber held his smile as he turned to Corrie and Smog. Neither of them bought his 
act, and he dropped it. It didn’t matter what they thought, he would save a human one way or 
another. 
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Chapter Twenty-Three: Johanna Spies a Polem Ship 
 
Johanna pulled the spyglass away from her face and frowned at the horizon. At normal 
distance, the ship was no more than a speck against the clear, blue sky. Distorted through the 
glass, Johanna could see that the ship belonged to Island Polem. 
“It looks like it’s following us,” Dea said. He paced back and forth behind Johanna 
and Jax, who looked out at the ship. 
“It could just be following a similar path,” Jax said. 
“For the past two days?” Dea asked. “Just barely in view the whole time?” 
“It does seem a little weird,” Johanna said. She put the spyglass back up to her eye. “I 
wish we could see more of what’s going on on the ship.” 
Dea stopped pacing and tilted his head, placing his chin in one hand. “I could probably 
make something that enhances the zoom.” 
“Or we could just sail over to them and say hi,” Jax said. He walked away from the 
gunwale and stepped down to the main deck of the boat. “It’s not like we’re at war with 
them.” 
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Jax ordered the quartermaster to reset their course. The boom swung across the deck, 
and the sails fluttered as they lost the wind. They swelled up slightly when they caught it 
again, though not as full. The boat, usually a smooth ride, skipped and jerked across the water 
as it turned toward the Polem ship. 
Dea and Johanna followed Jax to the main deck. 
“Are you sure that’s really a good idea?” Dea asked. “What if they are following us?” 
“Then now’s a good a time as any to find out why,” Jax said. He returned to the wheel 
of the ship and stood behind the helmsman, watching the boat’s progress. 
Johanna looked back out to the ship on the horizon. It didn’t seem to be moving at all. 
Johanna squinted and looked back through the spyglass. The sails on the ship lay slack by the 
masts. The ship was waiting for them. 
It didn’t take long for the small, quick Emprio ship to reach the larger Polem one. The 
captain hailed the smaller ship down, and the two drifted next to each other, the gentle waves 
of the ocean rocking the boats up and down. 
“Ho there,” the captain shouted over to them. Jax waved one arm above his head. 
“Having any trouble?”  
“Not at all,” Jax said. “We just noticed you hovering around us over here and wanted 
to make sure you were all okay.” 
Jax’s eyes were scrunched up, and he pursed his lips at the other captain. His shadow 
stretched far before him, the head almost reaching the other ship’s planks. Johanna pulled the 
eye glass up to see the captain better. He wasn’t particularly tall or short; he had dark hair and 
tanned skin. Johanna scanned across the ship, watching the crew watch them. A man sat on 
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the quarterdeck, slowly sipping at a cup of tea and staring directly at her. Johanna pulled the 
spyglass away and focused on the captain again. 
“We’ve heard of some suspicious activities going around recently,” the captain said. 
“We saw your ship out here all alone and thought we’d stick by close in case something bad 
happened.” 
Dea leaned over and whispered to Johanna, “Since when does Island Polem care about 
city ships?” Johanna shook her head. Jax’s face scrunched up even more. 
“Is that so?” Jax asked. 
The captain’s eyes glanced over the Emprio ship and its crew. A man trained a 
spyglass on Dea, and whispered something to the captain. With a tight smile, the captain said, 
“That is so.” 
“Unfurl the main sail,” Jax ordered, jumping away from the edge to address his crew. 
“Hard to port.” 
The sails flapped wildly in the wind as they opened. The sails turned to the left, and 
then they ballooned up with the strong wind, and the ship started to turn away. 
“Heave to,” Jax ordered and the crew jumped into action, keeping the sails full and 
straight. 
The boat jerked away from the Polem ship and skipped across the water. Johanna 
looked back over the edge. The Emprio ship was faster. They could easily get away. She 
frowned and furrowed her eyebrows. The other ship wasn’t coming after them. Slits in the 
side of the ship started to open up, and something round pushed through them. 
Johanna whipped her head around. “They’re going to fire on us,” she called out to Jax. 
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Jax looked over his shoulder at the Polem ship. He cursed under his breath. “Unfurl 
the flying jib,” he ordered. “We have to get out of their range.” 
A deafening thunder cracked through the air. Johanna instinctively crouched down and 
covered her head. She heard splashing in the water and the cracking of wood. The boat 
lurched and Johanna, losing her footing, fell forward. She looked up to find that a hook shoot 
had landed in their main mast, splinting part of the wood and ripping holes in the sail. 
Another round of fire exploded in the air. Luckily all of the cannon balls fell short in 
the water. 
“Keep heading west,” Jax ordered. “And get that shot out of our sails.” 
The Emprio ship sailed into the setting sun, and the Polem ship relentlessly followed. 
With the holes in their main sail, they weren’t fast enough to fully get away from the Polem 
ship. They had just enough sail left to stay ahead of them without gaining or losing any 
ground. The crew of the Emprio ship sat crouched beneath the gunwale, in case of more 
deadly attacks, leaving only to adjust the sails as needed. As the sun dipped below the 
horizon, the moonless sky darkened the world around them. 
“No lanterns tonight,” Jax said. In the dark they could hear the slushing of their ship 
against the water. Johanna strained to hear the Polem ship behind them. She risked a glance 
over the edge of the ship. The Polem ship was still in pursuit, lit up against the black sky. 
“Just one,” Dea said, reaching in front of him for a light. 
“None,” Jax said. 
“Trust me,” Dea said. He lit the lantern and started tying it to a scrap piece of wood 
from the mast. “I have an idea.” 
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“Does this idea include the Polem ship following us all night and inevitably catching 
us?” Iefan asked from the other side of the boat. “If they don’t see us we can try and slip 
away.” 
“I agree,” Gregor said. “Put that out before you get us all killed.” 
“Just trust me. They’ll still be able to hear us, especially if we try and move the sails to 
another direction,” Dea said. He got up on his knees and crawled over to where the lifeboat 
was kept. He pulled the covering off and smiled at it. “Come help me get this in the water, 
quietly.” 
The crew turned their attention to Jax. He raised an eyebrow at Dea but eventually 
nodded. In the soft glow of the lantern light they found their way around the ship and lowered 
the boat into the water. The boat sloshed as it hit the surface, but no more so than the main 
boat itself. 
Dea tied the lantern to the thin mast, causing the boat to sway back and forth slightly. 
On his command the crew opened the sail and released the boat. It started to drift off to the 
right, following the direction that the waves and wind carried it. 
Everyone returned to their spots against the gunwale, eyes seeing nothing in the dark, 
ears straining to hear for the other ship. They couldn’t easily tell if the slapping water was 
hitting their boat or the Polem ship. The night passed with the crew curled up under the boat, 
no one sleeping, and no one relaxing. Johanna’s muscles grew tense as she crouched. She 
readjusted her legs so she was sitting properly. Her eyes grew heavy, but every time they 
started to close she heard a creek, or the slap of water on wood and jolted awake, expecting to 
be thrown into battle. The crew held a collective breath as rays of sunshine started to glisten 
off the surface of the water. 
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Jax nodded over to Gregor. He slowly lifted his head and looked out to the horizon. 
“There’s a boat out there,” he said. “But it’s not Polem.” 
Johanna sighed and stood up with the rest of the crew. She stretched her limbs and 
rubbed at her joints. She looked back at the other ship. It was another city trading boat, but 
Johanna didn’t know which city it belonged to. A flag hoisted high waved a pink color, a city 
unknown to her. 
“What was that all about?” Dea asked. He rolled his head around and moved his 
shoulders in circles. 
“I don’t know,” Jax said, studying his brother. “But he seemed to be quite taken with 
you.” 
“Maybe it’s another type of sea creature,” Johanna suggested. “Like the fish, only a 
creature that can look like an entire boat with a crew and very real cannons?” 
Jax shook his head. “I think it was a very real Polem ship.” 
“Why would they attack us though?” Gregor asked. “Last I checked they were still on 
good terms with all the cities.” 
“I guess something has changed recently.” 
“Or they’re working with the sea creature,” Iefan said. 
The rest of the group turned to him with raised eyebrows. 
“It’s possible,” he said. “They could, like, really want a world covered in ocean. Or 
maybe they just want everyone else to die. Maybe, they have a death wish.” 
 “Yes, let’s go with that idea why don’t we?” Jax said, examining the main mast. 
“My life is not something to joke about,” Dea said, glaring at Iefan. 
Johanna shrugged. “It’s would be something to consider.”  
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Chapter Twenty-Four: Oleander Finds a City 
 
Oleander stood next to Captain D’Nought and frowned in the rising sun. The crew was 
busy dragging a small lifeboat onto the deck. The boat had a small lantern tied to the mast. 
The lantern was still burning with its treacherous flames. They had been keeping back, 
waiting until the light of day to attack the Emprio ship. But it had all been for naught. 
“We should have seen this coming,” Oleander said. He closed his eyes and rubbed his 
fingers against his forehead. 
He really should have figured it out. It had been dark on the Emprio ship, and then a 
light suddenly appeared. Oleander cursed himself. He should have known that it was a trick. 
A child could have figured that out. But he had been so excited at the opportunity to catch up 
to the ship and capture the boy. He had been so blinded by his need to do something that he 
didn’t take the time to think about what was even going on. 
Oleander sat down and let his muscles sag. He felt very tired, the weight of gravity too 
strong on him to move. His head pounded with the beat of his heart. 
“It was a very clever trick, sir,” D’Nought said. 
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Oleander managed to open his eyes and look at the captain. “We should have known.” 
“There’s nothing that can be done about it now.” D’Nought sat down across from 
Oleander. “We must think about the positive side of this situation.” 
Oleander lowered his hand from his head and gave D’Nought a slightly over dramatic 
look. “What could possibly be positive about this situation?” 
“We now know that that ship most definitely contains the boy from the prophecy.” 
“How? We could only see the boy’s hair from that far away. I’m sure there are plenty 
of boys from the city with that pink-orange hair.” 
“Because they ran, sir. They knew that we were after the boy, so they fled.” 
Oleander forced himself to sit up and lean forward. “And now we know what the rest 
of the crew looks like.” 
“And that they have a broken mast.” 
“They’ll probably go somewhere for repairs.” Oleander looked out at the horizon, 
scanning for any cities. “Where are the nearest cities?” 
D’Nought led Oleander over to where the ship’s map was. The islands were there 
permanently. As the ships from Island Polem found new or destroyed cities, D’Nought would 
add them to the map or take them away as needed. 
“We’d have to go back to where we were last night, when we lost them.” D’Nought 
grabbed the precision compass and started tracking their path backwards on the map. “We 
don’t know which direction they went, but these are the few cities that we know about here.” 
D’Nought circled one city with his finger. “This is Fos city here to the West. They’re 
probably the largest city around.” D’Nought moved his finger across the map. “This is Agora 
city, to the East. They’re small, but have a lot of trade activity.” D’Nought moved his finger 
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up on the map. “And to the North is Roucha city. They don’t have much in the way of 
material, but they have a decent array of fabrics. They might go there to repair their sails.” 
“No,” Oleander said, humming. “They would probably go somewhere they could get 
everything they need, both wood and cloth.” 
“Roucha would have both,” D’Nought said. “They’re an older city and have a nice 
stockpile of goods.” 
Oleander shook his head and hummed again. “They wouldn’t want to be out in the 
open like that, I would think. They’ll need to get themselves repaired, and that will take some 
time. They would want lots of space and people to hide in, if they anticipate another attack 
that is.” 
“So you think Fos city?” D’Nought asked. 
Oleander nodded and studied the speck on the map. “If they’re smart, and I think that 
they are, that’s where they’ll go.” 
“Very well, sir. Shall we give chase?” 
“How long will it take to get there?” 
“About a day sir.” 
Oleander nodded again, the ache in his head slowly subsiding. “Then let’s go.” 
D’Nought left the quarterdeck and joined the crew, giving them the orders to move 
out. 
Oleander studied the map. They were a far way from home. The sun beat down on his 
skin, but it had long since sturdied up against the harsh rays. He longed for the dark, cold days 
of his island. Oleander closed his eyes, and he could practically smell the snow in the air. 
“Daydreaming again?” Gill asked. 
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Oleander spun around to find the young man sitting at the table on the quarterdeck, 
slowly sipping on a cup of tea, his feet crossed on the table. 
Oleander raised an eyebrow at the man. “Can I get some sort of schedule for when we 
are and aren’t on talking terms?” 
Gill smiled, and something about the tilt in it irked Oleander. “I’ve decided not to 
care,” Gill said. 
“About being respectful?” Oleander asked, nodding to the man’s feet on the table. 
Gill shrugged. “About anything.” 
“What an interesting outlook on life.” Oleander moseyed over the table and sat in the 
chair opposite of Gill. 
Gill put his feet down and leaned his elbows against the table. “I figured, what’s the 
point, ya know? Nothing’s ever going to change, so why bother being upset about it?” 
Oleander narrowed his eyes and tried to read Gill. Gill kept up his odd smirk and 
didn’t blink. 
“Are you feeling alright?” Oleander asked. 
“I’m feeling better than I’ve felt in years,” Gill said. “All this time I’ve been worried 
about being a mutant, and having to deal with humans, and trying to find a way to make 
everything work.” Gill leaned back in his seat and shrugged. “But there’s nothing to be done 
about it. So why try?” 
Oleander nodded and formulated his attack. Perhaps anticipating and quarreling with 
Gill had sapped all his strategic energy from chasing the Emprio ship. “What about Johnson?” 
“What about him?” Gill asked. He kept his smile, but Oleander saw a hint of wavering 
in the man’s eyes. 
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Oleander smiled to himself. Love was always the faltering of any plan. “You surely 
can’t just let him go so easily.” 
“Nothing’s easy,” Gill said, his smile finally falling. “That’s the whole point. So why 
bother?” 
Gill was asking Oleander a question that he did not have the right answer to. Oleander 
knew why he tried. He had a responsibility to his kingdom, to his family. He had a lineage 
that had destroyed and hurt so many people, and it was his job to fix all of that. He knew he 
could not rest peacefully in death unless he fixed the mistakes of his father. But what reason 
did Gill have to try? Oleander almost said love, but he knew that answer would not appease 
the man. The love of one person is only so strong, and sometimes it is not strong enough. Gill, 
like so many other mutants, had been bullied to extremes, had been beaten, worked over, and 
torn down. And no matter what Oleander seemed to do or say, nothing made anyone believe 
that he could change the mutant situation. Not even Oleander himself believed it anymore. 
“Exactly,” Gill said. “There is no reason.” 
“There is one,” Oleander said, certain of himself. “We just have to find it.” 
The smirk returned to Gill’s face. “We?” 
“Yes,” Oleander said. “We. I don’t care what you think about me, Gill.” He leaned 
forward. “I’m on your side. I want to help you, and I want to help the mutants on our island. 
And I will. I just need the time.” 
“You don’t have the time,” Gill said, standing up. “And neither do I.” 
Oleander stood up as Gill climbed away into the rigging. He wanted desperately to 
follow him. He was worried for the man, for his safety. But then he saw Johnson watching 
him, then sneaking away to follow him. Oleander swallowed his fears and trusted that 
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Johnson would know what to do, would know how to keep Gill’s hopes up. Oleander had to 
focus on bigger matters. 
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Chapter Twenty-Five: Webber Tries to Save a Life 
 
Webber stood at the edge of the boat and squinted to see the lights in the distance. The 
sea was choppy, and the boat rocked back and forth, and the lights of the city danced on the 
water’s surface. Fos city, their next point of attack.  
Webber took a deep breath and bent his knees slightly, ready to jump. A voice behind 
him made his body ridged. 
“Just where do you think you’re going?” The voice belonged to Ren, and Webber did 
not want to turn around to face him. 
“I’m just going for a late night swim,” Webber said, keeping his eyes on the city in the 
distance. 
“Is that so?” 
Webber turned around slowly. “Yes,” he said, stifling the nerves, putting on his battle 
face. “It is so.” 
Ren stepped up to Webber and grabbed him by the arms, lifting him into the air. “I 
know what you’re planning to do,” he said. “And I won’t let you.” 
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Webber swallowed hard, but the lump in his throat didn’t go away. “I was just 
planning on swimming around. But if you don’t want me to get my daily exercise then I guess 
I’ll just go to bed.” 
Webber tried to wiggle out of Ren’s grip, but the mutant’s hands only tightened 
around him. Webber looked to the left and smiled when he saw Smog rounding the corner on 
his watch. Had everything gone according to plan, Webber would be half way to the city by 
now. He was glad that Smog had watch that night. 
Ren looked out of the corner of this eye at Smog and scowled. “You listen to me, 
boy,” he said, pulling Webber close to his face. His breath smelled like rotten fish, and 
Webber leaned away as best he could. 
“There will come a day when Smog won’t be around to protect you,” Ren said. “And 
when that day comes, I will get you.” 
“You’ve already got me,” Webber said. “Now I suggest you let me go.” 
Ren growled and released Webber. Webber nearly lost his footing as he dropped to the 
floor. Smog approached them, and Ren scowled at the older man. Webber steadied himself 
and brushed himself off, turning to face Smog. 
“Thanks,” he said. “Again.” 
Smog turned and looked at Fos city. “Planning a trip?” he asked. 
Webber stood next to him. “Something like that.” 
“I understand your motives,” Smog said. “My parents were humans, too.” Webber 
looked up at him and raised an eyebrow. 
“Did your home get destroyed?” Webber asked. 
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“Yes,” Smog said. “But not like yours. I lived on the coast of Island Polem. A storm 
came by one day and flooded my home. I did everything I could, but the humans that lived us 
died. We were blamed for their deaths.” 
Webber looked down at his feet. “That’s horrible.” 
“We were to be executed,” Smog continued. “But myself and a small group of others, 
our very captain included, escaped. The captain was only a young boy then. His hatred for 
humans only grew.” 
“But,” Webber looked back up at Smog, “all of that happened to you, too. Why don’t 
you hate humans as much?” 
“Hate is a spectrum,” Smog said, finally looking away from the city, giving Webber a 
knowing look. “Or rather, one end of a spectrum. I still hold a deep distrust of humans, and a 
certain level of hatred toward those of my home island, but I know, just as you do, that there 
are good humans out there in the world.” 
Webber studied the lights on the horizon. “My parents were good humans.” 
“To raise such a brave and moral son such as you, they must have been.” 
Webber smiled. A tear that he didn’t even feel coming fell from his left eye. He felt 
that soul crushing pain deep inside him again. 
“Now, I know that you want to help the people on that city,” Smog said. “But the truth 
is, you are very young, and you have much life ahead of you. Perhaps it is best to wait, and 
learn, a bit longer before you decide to risk your future.” 
Webber nodded. “Maybe,” he said. “I just feel horrible sitting around, doing nothing, 
while they die.” 
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Smog placed a hand on Webber’s shoulder. “That feeling will fade,” he said. He 
looked into Webber’s eyes. “Trust me. I know. Now, you had better go get some sleep.” 
“G’night, Smog,” Webber said. “Thanks for the talk. And for saving me again.” 
Smog smiled at the boy and watched the lights dance across the water as Webber 
descended into the boat. 
The next morning, Webber woke up early and joined the small crowd of mutants 
gathering to invade the city. Despite what Smog had told him, Webber really couldn’t do 
nothing. The guilt built up in him all night, never letting him sleep. Come morning, Webber 
knew he wouldn’t sleep another night if he didn’t do something. Figuring he would have to 
sneak into the raiding party, Webber slunk along the sides of the ship. But as soon as Captain 
Ryder spotted him, he clasped him on the shoulder, said, “Good job, soldier,” and welcomed 
him gladly to the invasion. 
They waited silently on the deck, weapons in hand. Webber grabbed a small hand axe 
as the ship slowly began to descend into the water. They didn’t go too far down, Webber 
noticed with relief. They planned a few last minute stops on their way over here, and they 
needed to conserve their compressed air tanks for many trips back to the surface of the water. 
Webber could just make out the city floating above them. They wouldn’t be able to 
see the ship through the darkness of the water. The ship only needed to sink low enough to 
slip under their walls, which jutted out into the water to keep fish and other marine life away 
from the city center. 
The ship’s propeller pushed the boat gently through the water. Webber tightened his 
grip on his axe and watched the city draw nearer. The captain waved his hand above his head, 
and everyone got into position as the ship slowly started to rise. 
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Webber looked up and caught the stare of a young toddler who was watching them 
with an open mouth. Say something, Webber thought. Say something and warn them. But the 
child didn’t. She stood there at the edge of the docks, watching the boat with big blue eyes, 
her blond hair moving in the wind like wisps. The ship rose up next to the city’s atoll, and 
someone inside screamed. Everyone around Webber moved away into the city, and Webber 
made a direct move toward the child who still stood at the edge of the city center. 
Webber scooped the child into his arms as the battle around him raged on. The child 
was heavy, and Webber was glad that he had spent so many hours working on the boat, 
building up his muscles beforehand. It would all be worth it. This child would live. Webber 
would make sure of it. 
The toddler started to cry as he carried it away, looking through the gaps in the bodies 
fighting for a path to the edge of the city. As he pushed his way past legs and stumbled over 
fallen and bloody bodies, the only thing he could hear in all the chaos was the child’s screams 
in his ears.  
“It’s okay,” Webber whispered to the child, certain she couldn’t hear him. “I’m not 
letting them get you.” 
What Smog had said last night made sense. Webber was too small to save a whole 
city. But if he could save just one person, if he could save just this child, then maybe he could 
sleep at night again. 
Webber ducked into a nearby house and crouched in the corner. The child continued to 
cry, so Webber bounced her up and down on his knee, making soft shushing sounds until she 
calmed down, still crying, but without the screams. Outside, he could once again hear the 
battle, the clashing of metal on metal, the screams of those who were cut down. Webber 
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looked around the room. If someone were to walk in they would be found easily. The toddler 
would be killed, and Webber probably would be quick to follow. 
There weren’t any cabinets around for them to hide in, but there was a window. The 
child probably couldn’t swim well, and certainly couldn’t breathe under water, but if they 
could get away from the fighting they would be much safer. Webber placed the child on top 
of a wooden box and looked out the window. It was small, but he could probably fit through. 
Then, in the distance, Webber saw a ship. It waved a Polem flag, and Webber’s heart 
fluttered. There was hope for those still in the city after all. 
“Hey!” Webber called out, waving his arms wildly out the window. “Over here!” 
They were too far away. Webber looked around and found a box of matches on the 
floor. Better to destroy part of the city than let everyone die. 
Webber grabbed the child and the matches and ran back outside. He lit the match and 
tossed it onto a pile of cloth in the house. The metal didn’t catch fire, but the flames reached 
the curtains that hung next to the window, and before long, a stretch of fire was licking the 
side of the house. 
“Yes,” Webber said as the smoke rose into the sky in a pillar. He jumped up and down 
when he saw the sails on the Polem ship flutter and the ship start to turn. 
A hand tightly gripped Webber’s shoulder and turned him around. Webber looked up 
at Ren’s face and gasped. 
“What are you doing?” Ren asked. He snarled at Webber and tore the child out of his 
arms. 
“I’m saving these people,” Webber said. “And I don’t care what you think about it.” 
Webber reached for the child, but Ren pulled back. “Give her back!” 
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Ren grabbed Webber’s neck with his other hand. “You’re dead.” 
Webber struggled to breath. He kicked out against Ren as he was lifted into the air. 
The child started crying again and, Ren tossed it aside, throwing it in the water at the city’s 
center. 
“You monster,” Webber croaked out. Ren’s grip tightened, and Webber couldn’t 
breathe at all. His body kicked into overtime. He clawed at Ren’s scaly skin and kicked at his 
tough body. Nothing loosened the man’s grip. 
Webber’s vision became filled with black spots, and his body no longer had the energy 
to fight. He thought about his mother, about the stories of men suffocating under earth. At 
least he would go out knowing what it felt like to be human. 
“No!” A voice shouted, cutting through the buzz in Webber’s ear. Ren’s arm was torn 
away, and Webber dropped to the floor, gasping for air. His vision slowly came back to him, 
and he looked up to see his savior. 
Standing above a bloody, and very dead, Ren was Corrie, hands stiff by her side, eyes 
wide as she looked at her handiwork. Ren lay next to Webber, his eyes bulging out of his 
head, a long, thin, spear sticking out of his neck, blood pooling on to the walkway. 
Corrie stepped away from the body, her hands starting to shake. Webber slowly got to 
his feet and reached out to her. 
“Corrie?” he said. 
Corrie dragged her gaze away from Ren and looked at him. “I killed him,” she 
whispered. 
“I know,” Webber said. “You saved my life.” 
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“I killed him,” she said again. She leaned over and threw up on the ground. Her legs 
shook, and she started crying. 
Webber walked forward and pulled her into a hug. His body went numb, as it had 
when he killed that human at Pagos. Corrie went limp in his arms, and he was still too weak to 
hold her up. They fell to the floor together, and Corrie sobbed. Webber looked out and saw 
the Polem boat swiftly approaching, their sails full of wind. He heard the captain yelling but 
couldn’t concentrate on his words. He looked back down at Ren. That was one less problem 
to worry about. He looked at Corrie in his arms. That was one new problem to worry about.  
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Chapter Twenty-Six: Johanna Loses a Friend 
 
Johanna hid between two crates with Dea behind her. She could hear the battle raging 
on in the city. The rest of the crew hid in various parts of the ship, some below deck, others, 
like Iefan, Troi, and Jax, were above deck with Johanna. The boat rocked gently against the 
side of the city, still tethered to the outer docks. 
Two full-mutants jumped down from the city walls and landed on the deck with a 
thud. They stood up and sniffed at the air. Dea grabbed the back of Johanna’s shirt and 
bunched it up, closing the top around her neck. She shook him off and covered her mouth to 
quiet her breaths. 
“Where is e’rybody?” one of the mutants asked. He was on the shorter side, no taller 
than Johanna herself, but very stocky. Johanna could see his leg muscles move beneath his 
light green scales. 
“I dunno,” the other, taller, mutant said. “But they gotta be ‘round here somewhere.” 
He started sneaking around the boat, checking different objects. 
The two drew closer to Johanna’s hiding spot. 
“Maybe they’re all up on the city,” the short one said. 
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“Nah,” the tall one replied. He shoved a crate to the side and sniffed around the others. 
“They wouldn’t leave no one on the boat.” 
Johanna crouched lower to the ground and pushed Dea back against the crate behind 
them. The tall mutant walked in front of the opening they were hiding in. The tarp above 
covered them from his gaze, but all he had to do was move one box, and they would be found. 
Dea grabbed at Johanna’s shirt again, and she reached around to hold his hand. He 
squeezed it with his sweaty palm and placed his head on her shoulder. 
“I don’t see anyone,” the shorter mutant said. 
“Check below deck,” the taller said. 
The other mutant descended into the ship, but the taller one didn’t move. He stood 
with his back to Johanna and breathed in the air. “I know you’re around here somewhere,” he 
said, quietly. 
Johanna tried to push back farther, but there was nowhere to go. She saw the mutant 
turn and grab the tarp. She reached for the dagger at her side and held it out, ready to lunge 
the second he pulled back the cloth. His hand stopped, and then it disappeared as the mutant 
stood back up. Johanna heard more, different shouting coming from the city. 
“A Polem ship!” Someone cried out very clearly. 
Johanna didn’t know whether to be relieved or concerned that a Polem ship had 
arrived. On the one hand, that meant that the mutants would probably run away, and on the 
other hand, it could be the same ship that attacked them before. 
Either way, the tall mutant walked away from their hiding spot, and the smaller mutant 
returned above deck. More mutants landed on the ship as the battle noises from above 
continued. 
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“Let’s get out of here,” a new half-mutant said. 
“No one’s on this ship,” the small mutant told her. “Let’s just take it and go.” 
Troi emerged from his hiding spot, brandishing his cutlass. “I don’t think so.” 
“I told you they were hiding,” the tall mutant said. 
Johanna emerged from her hiding spot with the rest of the crew, leaving Dea hidden 
away. They held their various weapons, some daggers like Johanna, others swords like Troi. 
Only Jax held two pistols, aimed at the small crowd of mutants on his ship. 
The mutants put their hands up half-heartedly. Johanna knew they wouldn’t give in so 
easily, they were just waiting for a chance to make the first move. The air was still, and the 
boat rocked gently back and forth. No one spoke. 
Johanna took stock of her situation. The list of Dea approved protectors went as 
follows: Troi, currently aiming his sword at the two largest mutants, Jax, the only one with 
fire power available, who would be able to take care of more of the mutants than anyone else, 
and Iefan, standing behind the group of invaders, holding two swords to their backs. That left 
Johanna, the least skilled fighter, and the only one not in a strategically advantageous 
position. 
Johanna slowly inched back toward her original hiding spot. Her turning around to get 
to Dea was apparently the sign to start fighting. A gun shot fired behind her, a body thumped 
to the deck, and the sound of clashing metal filled the air. 
Dea reached out of the hole, and Johanna grabbed his arm, pulling him forward and 
up. 
“We gotta get you out of here,” Johanna said. 
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Johanna grabbed Dea’s arm and pulled him toward the hatch leading below deck. All 
she had to do was get him out of the battle and away from danger. Dea’s arm tugged against 
Johanna’s pull. Johanna turned, ready to yell at him to ‘get a move on’, but she froze. Dea 
was being held back a full-mutant. The mutant smiled with a crooked set of teeth. 
“Where do you think you’re going?” the mutant asked. 
Johanna pulled her dagger up, ready to swing, but someone beat her to the punch. A 
curved blade ripped through the mutant’s throat. He fell away, blood spurting from his mouth. 
Troi pulled his sword free of the mutant. 
“Get him out of here,” Troi said, turning back to the battle. 
Johanna tugged on Dea, but he didn’t move. He stood fixated on the ship, watching 
the battle with large eyes. 
“Come on, Dea,” Johanna said. “We have to go, it’s not safe.” 
Everything happened in the span of a few seconds, but to Johanna, watching Dea die 
seemed to take an eternity. 
She was vaguely aware of the bubbling of water beside them. She figured someone 
had been tossed overboard. There were so many bodies mixed among the fight it was hard to 
keep track of them all. But something had emerged from the water, not fallen into it. 
Johanna watched as a medium sized shark, with three pointed fins and a zigzag 
pattern, jumped out of the water and turned over in the air. She found the momentum to let go 
of Dea’s hand and step away. The shark seemed to float in the air, its skin glistening in the 
sun, before it plummeted to the boat, landing, mouth open, on top of Dea. 
The world went quiet. The shark flopped around on the deck, eventually finding its 
way over the edge and back into the water. Johanna stood, unable to move or even process 
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what she had just seen. The fight had stopped. Mutant and human alike stared in confusion at 
the spot where Dea had previously been standing. All that remained there was a puddle of 
water tinted slightly pink with blood, and a few splintered boards where the shark had landed. 
Troi broke the silence with a roar. He grabbed a sword from a fallen mutant and 
slashed at anyone in sight. The mutants, falling easily at his attacks, retreated, preferring their 
chances with the Polem ship than the man who had just lost his brother. They climbed from 
the ship and scaled the walls of the city. 
Troi stabbed his swords into the cracks in the wall. He shoved against them, using 
every ounce of his strength to will the boat away from the city. The boat creaked, and shifted 
slightly, picking up on the stronger waves that the movement created. Part of the crew, fearing 
their internal thoughts, gingerly worked around Troi, getting the sails ready and preparing the 
boat for long distance travel. 
Johanna, along with Jax and the other half of the crew circled around the spot where 
Dea had been standing only moments ago. 
“What was that?” Jax said, nearly a whisper. 
“That wasn’t supposed to happen,” Iefan said. He was trying to work up a joke, but 
even he couldn’t find any light in their current situation. 
Johanna turned her thoughts away from Dea. If she thought about him for too long, 
she felt an incredible sadness in her that rivaled the loss of her father. “Why?” she asked 
herself. “Why do I feel so horrible about the death of a man I’ve only known for a few months 
as I did about the death of my father, whom I loved?” She didn’t want to think about it. 
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She focused her attention on the water instead. She watched for more signs of 
bubbling, not for other sharks, but for the mythical beast that was supposed to emerge at 
Dea’s death. 
Johanna couldn’t think of what was worse; having an unbeatable sea monster emerge 
that would thrust the world in a watery darkness, or losing Dea for no reason. 
Guilt was what Johanna felt when she looked at Jax. He knelt on the deck, his pistols 
abandoned by his side. Tears streamed openly down his face, and he reached out toward the 
spot where Dea had been. There wasn’t even a body to say goodbye to. 
Johanna felt two kinds of guilt. It had been her job to protect Dea. With the others 
busy in the fight, she was supposed to get him to safety. She was responsible for him. And in 
the end? She had just stepped away. She hadn’t tried to pull or push him away. She had let 
him go, and she had let him die. 
Then there was the guilt she felt for her sadness. She hadn’t grown up with Dea. She 
hadn’t loved him from birth to death. She wasn’t even certain she had loved him at all. She 
had known him all of five months, and most of that time she had found him annoying and 
childlike. Was that why? Did she imagine him too young to die? Would she feel this way if it 
had been Jax’s six year old daughter who died instead? 
No, there was something about Dea that Johanna had admired. Something about him 
that she had even liked. He was her friend, even if she wasn’t always his. He brought her in 
on all of his experiments like they were secrets only she was privy to know about. He joked 
with her and listened to her complaints. He held the burden of a terribly prophecy, and even if 
he huffed and puffed about it, he went to face his fate. And his fate was death. 
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Johanna didn’t deserve to feel this pain. She knew Dea less than everyone else on this 
boat, and yet his death left this great emptiness inside of her. It was almost like she was 
hungry, but she knew that nothing she ate would satisfy her. 
Jax crumpled to the floor, curling up in the puddle that Dea had left behind. The rest of 
the crew, except for Iefan, dispersed, joining the others in the preparation of the sails. Troi 
had disappeared from the deck, no doubt destroying something below. 
Iefan stepped toward Jax and knelt next to him. He placed a hand on his best friend’s 
shoulder and sat with him in silence. 
Johanna opened her mouth to say something, but all that came out was a dry squeak. 
Iefan turned to look at her. She shook her head. She made the effort to move, but her legs 
were wobbling, and her insides were like jelly. She couldn’t move. If she did, she would 
collapse to the floor like Jax, and she didn’t deserve to mourn with him. 
Nothing had come from the ocean. They didn’t need to travel to the center pole. They 
didn’t need to bring Dea along on their trip. Dea didn’t need to die. 
Johanna closed her eyes against the setting sun. She finally allowed tears to escape her 
eyes, but she made sure she was facing away from the crew. A soft headache began to grow. 
A chill settled in her bones. She shivered and opened her eyes. In the distance she thought she 
saw a shadow racing across the horizon. She shook the image from her head, dried her tears, 
and went to find Troi. 
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Chapter Twenty-Seven: Oleander Divides his Crew 
 
Oleander stood at the edge of the boat and watched Gill watching the city. They had 
sent a smaller boat out ahead of them to survey the damage while the larger boat meandered 
closer, careful not to disturb any of the trading boats that surrounded the city walls. 
“I know what you’re thinking,” Oleander said. He followed Gill’s gaze to the mast 
that stuck out from the center of the city. They could just make out the murky green color of 
the flag, spotted with cloudy black dots. 
“You don’t know anything about me,” Gill said. 
“I know that you’re in love,” Oleander said. 
“So does everybody else.” 
“I also know that right now you’re thinking about what it would be like to join them,” 
Oleander said, referring to the mutant army that was currently attacking the city they 
approached. 
Gill turned his head slightly to look at Oleander out of the corner of his eye. “Might be 
fun,” he said. 
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“Might be lonely,” Oleander counted. He frowned and shook his head. “Probably 
couldn’t take Johnson along.” 
“Wouldn’t be able to either way,” Gill said. His voice was soft, indicating that the 
other way had nothing to do with remaining on the Polem ship. 
“I know,” Oleander said. 
Gill shook his head with a slight smile. “Sure you do.” 
“I think I’ve been with you on this ship long enough to know a few things,” Oleander 
said. There was a brief silence. “I know that you think I’m a villain. That I’m some kind of 
evil dictator.” 
Gill turned his attention back to the city, small tendrils of smoke was rising into the 
sky. 
“I’m not,” Oleander said. “I can see the greys of the world. I could ever since my 
mother died giving birth to my brother. I did not think my brother evil for killing her, even 
though he turned out to be evil in many other ways.” 
“Is there a point to this?” Gill asked, his head turning sharply to Oleander. 
“Those mutants out there,” Oleander said, gesturing to the city, “I know that you think 
they are your brethren, simply because they share your physical characteristics and a history 
of undoing. But they aren’t. They aren’t like many of the mutants on our island, Gill. Those 
mutants? The ones causing those screams, the ones burning that city down? Those are bad 
mutants. Those are the mutants I’ve declared to rid the world of.” 
“Are they?” Gill asked. He raised an eyebrow. The ship was approaching a post to tie 
the ship up. “Are they all so bad?” 
Oleander was about to respond when Captain D’Nought walked up to them. 
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“Sir,” D’Nought said. “The mutants are escaping away in their…ship. It’s as the 
rumors declared, they’re traveling under the water.” 
“We have to go after them,” Oleander said, no longer worried about what Gill would 
think of this decision, still worried about why it had bothered him before. 
“We can ready another small ship to chase after them, but it’s entirely possible that 
they’ll go too far under water for us to see them.” 
Oleander turned to Gill. “Can you follow them? Lead us to them.” 
“I am capable of doing that,” Gill said, his eyes fixed on the burning city before them. 
“Will you?” Oleander asked. 
“No.” 
D’Nought huffed out his chest, his face turning red. “What do you mean no? Need I 
remind you, boy, that you still work for this ship. And on this ship we take orders from the 
king.” 
“No,” Gill said again, his voice soft and distant. He finally tore his eyes away from the 
fire and looked back at D’Nought, his eyes glossy. “I don’t work for you anymore.” 
“What?” D’Nought asked. 
Without another word Gill hopped onto the gunwale and dove into the water, creating 
a shimmer of ripples, his body disappearing into the dark blues of the deep water. 
“We have to go after him,” D’Nought said. “I will not tolerate such blatant disregard 
for authority.” 
Oleander shook his head. “No, let him go. We can’t force him to do what he doesn’t 
want. That…that is what I try to rule by.” 
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D’Nought coughed, and his eyes looked almost teary. His voice cracked when he first 
spoke again. “What should we do about the mutant ship, sir?” 
Oleander breathed in the salty air mixed with ash. “Send a smaller boat after them,” he 
said. “Chase them for as far as we can see them. We don’t know how their ship works, maybe 
they’ll run out of…whatever it is that makes them sail underwater.” 
D’Nought nodded and raced off, yelling orders at a group of standing-by crew. 
Oleander turned away from the city and studied the horizon. He squinted at a ship that 
was swiftly departing the scene. Humming softly to himself, he walked to the other side of the 
boat and grabbed his spyglass sitting by the wheel. 
The ship sailing away was an Emprio ship, not an uncommon sight. However, the 
main mast had clearly been hastily put back together. Oleander had been right. The Emprio 
ship had sought repairs and safety in Fos. And when the city had been attacked, the Emprio 
ship slipped away. 
Oleander closed his spyglass and found Captain D’Nought. 
“Something the matter, sir?” D’Nought asked. 
“That ship there,” Oleander said, handing D’Nought the spyglass and pointing in the 
direction of the Emprio ship. “It looks like the ship we found earlier.” 
“Hmm,” D’Nought said, studying the boat. “It does look like its sail was recently 
destroyed.” 
“We should follow them as well,” Oleander said. He looked to the second, small boat 
that they were lowering. They needed to leave some of the crew behind to help whoever 
remained in the city. They also needed to chase after the mutants if they were ever going to 
appease the archons and get favorable trade with Island Metál.  He sighed. 
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“Send the smaller boat after the Emprio ship,” he finally decided. “They didn’t look 
too defensive, they should yield easily. We may not be as fast, but let’s chase after the 
mutants ourselves.” 
D’Nought started to say something, but all he did was make a small noise, and then 
cough. “As you say, sir.” 
D’Nought turned back to the crew and gave out the new orders. Oleander wondered 
what is was that D’Nought wanted to say. That was one of the worst things about being king; 
no one ever told you what they were thinking. And as a king who wanted to be just and fair, it 
was important to Oleander that his subjects trusted him enough to oppose him. He figured it 
must not have been important, as D’Nought generally spoke his mind. 
Oleander turned back to the Emprio ship that was slowly slipping away on the 
horizon. He knew the mutant ship, too, was swiftly escaping them. He tapped his foot 
impatiently and tried not to cry out in frustration. Hopefully at least one of their endeavors 
would turn out right. 
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Chapter Twenty-Eight: Webber’s Second Kidnapping 
 
Webber and Corrie sat against the wall in the captain’s quarters. Aware of the large 
Polem ship chasing them, Captain Ryder had ordered the two children into the safe room. 
They didn’t speak. They couldn’t. In order to sink faster, the ship had filled completely with 
water. The captain was less concerned with their pilfered goods than he was with escaping the 
Polem ship. The doors were all left open as the ship sank, and every room and every corner 
filled with water. 
While underwater the ship could easily escape view. However, there was a problem. 
The compressed air tanks they used to rise were only at half capacity after the sneak attack on 
the city. They would need to keep some of them full to return to the surface when the ship 
stopped chasing them. But if they let too much go and sunk further from view, they wouldn’t 
have enough left to return to the surface. Unfortunately they had to remain visible to the 
surface. 
Corrie reached over and grabbed Webber’s arm. She hadn’t spoken to him since the 
incident with Ren, but, she hadn’t really had time. As soon as Ren had died, the Polem ship’s 
scouting vessel had arrived at the city. Webber and Corrie had rushed back to the ship with 
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the rest of the crew. Webber closed his eyes, the water stinging them. Some of the crew had 
been left behind, still alive. The captain tried to wait, but escape was slipping away the longer 
they remained. The captain had assured everyone, as they sank, that none of the crew left 
behind would betray the location of their city. 
A fish with a glowing green belly swam past the window. The fish swam inside the 
room for a brief moment, moving steadily across the side of the wall. Then a school of the 
glowing fish swam past the window, and the stray returned to its group. 
Webber could see the shadow of the Polem ship glide over the school of fish. They 
had caught up and would easily be able to keep speed with them. 
Webber wondered about the captain’s plan. They couldn’t lead the ship all the way to 
the city; that would defeat the purpose. They couldn’t sink without risking the lack of rising 
again. They couldn’t rise, as it would take too much time to get their sails ready to sail away 
again. 
Webber heard a hissing sound, air escaping the containers. He saw bubbles of the air 
pass the window, rising up to the surface. They were sinking, the large, never ending school 
of green glowing fish disappearing up and out of sight. 
Corrie met Webber’s eyes. They were both afraid. Webber had never tried sleeping 
with his gills in use, he wondered if he could. He didn’t want to get stuck at the bottom of the 
ocean, all those gallons and miles of water crushing him without the support of their glass 
dome. He also didn’t enjoy the concept of walking along the ocean floor back to the base, or, 
worse yet, not returning at all. The increased strength in Corrie’s grip told him that she felt the 
same. 
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The ship suddenly stopped with a jerk. The air bubbles stopped flowing, but the 
hissing noise continued. There was a wiggle in the ship, the water inside moving around in 
awkward waves, rushing over Webber’s head and body. Slowly, the ship started to move back 
up. 
Following a questioning look from Corrie, Webber got up and swam over to the 
window. He held onto the walls and looked out and up. There was a large, claw like 
mechanism attached to the deck of their boat. Rope connected it to the Polem ship from 
above. Like the net that had originally captured Webber, the claw was drawing the mutant 
ship up to the Polem ship. 
Webber looked back at Corrie and was certain that the red in her eyes were tears and 
not the stinging saltwater. There was a decision to be made. Webber could let the ship get 
pulled up, let the crew get taken away, and maybe have a chance to get home. The raids of the 
cities would stop; Webber could see his family again, if there was a family left. But then there 
was Corrie. And Smog. Did they deserve to be tortured, and possibly killed, for actions they 
were powerless to fight against. At the same time, would Webber, a young mutant boy who 
had been on two raids against cities and who had killed one man, be able to convince the 
Polem ship that he, too, was a product of his environment and did not want to kill all humans? 
Webber weighed the odds. He reached out and grabbed the scabbard that was floating 
around the room. He swam out the window, his body getting stuck only at his hips, but easily 
shifting through. 
At first he found it hard to coordinate his body with the underwater currents the 
moving ship made. He got the rhythm and swam up to the large and thick rope that held the 
claw to the ship. He saw other mutants out and about with their own swords. But they were 
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slowly cutting away the thin ropes attached to each claw’s end. Webber swam above them 
and aimed for the thicker rope that they all attached to. 
It was difficult to move the sword forcefully enough through the water, especially 
having to either hold on to the rope or swim at the same time to keep up with the momentum. 
Webber sawed away at the rope. The light of the sun reached them better as they got closer to 
the surface. Webber was aware of the rising heat, but he couldn’t be sure if it was the water’s 
temperature in the sun or his own in the adrenaline. 
Halfway through the rope, a series of bodies fell into the water from the Polem ship. 
But they didn’t really fall, they had jumped. And they, too, were armed with swords. Webber 
panicked. He couldn’t fight them; he could barely cut and stay on course with the rope. Then, 
the crew from below appeared next to him. The Polem humans outnumbered them, but the 
mutants had the advantage of being able to breathe, and swim, and move themselves with 
practiced strength. 
Webber focused only on cutting the rope, avoiding the waves the fighting created, and 
trying not to notice the clouds of red that swirled around him. 
The rope was almost done. A dead body crashed into Webber, sending him away. 
Webber struggled out of its limbs, but as soon as he was free, a living body grabbed him. 
Webber fought against the weight, but the body held his arms tightly and seemed impervious 
to Webber’s kicking. 
Webber felt himself being dragged up to the surface. He tried to fight it, but there was 
no use. He let his body fall limp, saving his energy for whatever awaited him on the Polem 
ship. But he did smile, ever so slightly. The rest of the Polem fighters floated in a pink haze of 
their own blood. A surviving member of the mutant crew had resumed cutting the rope. 
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As Webber was pulled to the surface, the mutant ship drifted back down to the ocean 
floor. He did not know if they would make it back to the surface, or if they would even make 
it back to the city at all. But he did not care. For now, they were safe. Corrie, and Smog, and 
the other crew that shared their opinions would not suffer torture at the hands of the Polem 
men. Webber, however, probably would. But that was a problem for then. This was a solution 
for now. 
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Chapter Twenty-Nine: Johanna is Rescued 
 
Johanna swallowed hard and tried to find her voice. “They’re following us,” she said, 
although, the voice was not her own. It was scratchy and high pitched, a tone she had been 
unable to shake since Dea died. 
Jax, stoic and unspeaking since the passing of his brother, walked up and looked out to 
where Johanna was pointing. He nodded to Gregor, who told the crew to unfurl all working 
sails. 
“They’ll catch us,” Johanna said, speaking into the silence that broke her heart. “Their 
ship is smaller, and faster.” She looked over her shoulder. “And we have one sail still down.” 
Jax didn’t respond. Johanna desperately wanted to hear his voice, even if it was just to 
have him blame her for what happened. In a sense she even wanted the blame. She did feel 
responsible, one way or another, and with the pain Jax was dealing with, she didn’t want him 
to feel the burden of responsibility as well. 
Johanna opened her mouth to say something to this accord when Troi walked up to 
them and interrupted. 
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“We need to fight them,” Troi said. He held his sword, still dripping with mutant 
blood, by his side. His eyes burned with passion. 
Johanna knew there was probably some kind of way to get out of this without a fight. 
They could borrow Dea’s old trick and hope it worked again. The Polem ship would 
eventually catch up to them, but the sun was starting to set, and the moon was not yet full. But 
she also knew that Troi, and probably the rest of the crew, needed somewhere to vent their 
anger and frustration. And if they weren’t going to blame her, she would at least help them get 
it out of their system. Maybe get it out of her own system as well. 
Jax turned to Troi and sighed. He nodded slowly and bit the inside of his cheek. “Let’s 
kill those bastards,” he said. “Lower the sails, men.” He turned back to face the Polem ship. 
“Today we stop running.” 
The crew let out a cheer and furled the sails, each man and woman getting into what 
little armor they had. Johanna followed suite. With the money she had made from selling 
jewelry, she had been able to purchase a thin set of chainmail armor. It was slightly large on 
her, and wouldn’t provide the best defenses, but it was better than nothing. 
Iefan stopped her on her way to the cargo hold to collect her sword. 
“Are you sure you want to be going into this?” he asked her. 
“It’s not really my choice is it?” Johanna asked. “Jax is the captain, and if he says we 
fight, then we fight.” 
Iefan shook his head. “You don’t have to. I’m sure he’ll understand. I mean,” he 
flicked at the blue square on her shoulder, “you’re not really a member of this crew, right?” 
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Johanna pulled away from him. Had he really just said that? Johanna had finally felt at 
home with the crew, had even finally allowed herself a few tears for Dea. But here was Iefan 
reaffirming her fears and uncertainties. 
Johanna pushed her way past him. “I’ve already let Dea down; I won’t let Jax and Troi 
down, too.” 
“Johanna, wait.” Iefan grabbed Johanna’s arm and pulled her back. She put her arms 
up to fight him off but was caught off guard when he kissed her. 
It was quick, and hard, and their teeth clanged together. Johanna had never kissed 
anyone other than her fiancé, Louis, heartbroken and waiting for her back on her island. 
Iefan pulled away, and all Johanna could do was stare at him with wide eyes and a 
slightly open mouth. She fought back the urge to wipe the excess moisture from her lips. 
Iefan winced slightly. “I’m sorry,” he said. “I don’t-I’m sorry.” Then he turned and 
ran down the hallway, disappearing around the corner. 
For a moment Johanna stood fixated to the floor. She wiped her mouth off and 
continued her journey for her weapon. She didn’t have the time or the energy to worry about 
Iefan or his kiss. She didn’t have time for romantic confusion right now. She had a war to 
start and a friend to honor. 
“Wait for them to come to us,” Jax said. The crew assembled in full gear as the Polem 
ship pulled up to them. “As far as they know we still have,” he swallowed hard and closed his 
eyes, “Dea.” 
“You there!” One of the crew members of the other ship said. He wasn’t a captain, but 
he seemed in charge of their boat. 
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Jax spun his sword around in his hand, antsy for action. “Can we help you?” he said, a 
smirk in his voice but not on his face. 
“We’re looking for a boy,” the other man said. “We believe he may be on your ship.” 
Jax glanced over at his living brother. Johanna did not like the look in his eyes. 
“You’re going to have to come over here and get him,” Jax shouted over to the other 
boat. 
Johanna could see the other man’s face twitch.  “Very well,” he said. “Men, attack.” 
Johanna tightened the grip on her sword as plank boards fell between the two ships, 
and a handful of ropes were tossed over to their masts. 
As the other crew approached with their better weapons and heavier armor Jax told the 
crew, “Leave no survivors,” and with a shout they rushed forward to greet their foes. 
Johanna watched three men swing across the divide of the boats, landing behind her 
own crew. She spun around on her heels and raised her sword to block a broad swing. Gregor, 
too, had turned around to fight the flyers. He took on the other two while Johanna dealt with 
her own. 
Johanna pushed up on her sword and forced the man back. He had a good foot on her 
in height, and his sword was twice as thick as her own. Johanna clenched her jaw. She 
grounded her back foot into the wood of the deck and pushed off, bringing her sword up and 
over her head. 
The man blocked her easily. He parried her sword to the side and thrusted his toward 
her gut. Johanna had just enough time to jump backwards, bumping against someone. She 
pushed off them, not bothering to check if they were on her side or not. 
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She rushed at the attacker. The man, now busy fending off an attack from the 
victorious Gregor, didn’t see her charging at him. Johanna dug her shoulder into his side, and 
with enough momentum, the man stumbled and fell to the side, at the mercy of Gregor’s 
sword. 
Johanna heard a clang behind her and turned around. Troi was blocking a sword that 
was meant for her head. Her heart pounded with adrenaline and she froze. Gregor moved 
forward and shoved his sword into the man’s open defenses. 
“Thank you,” Johanna said to Troi. 
“At least keep one eye open,” Gregor said. 
Johanna nodded and turned to a second group of men swinging across the tops of their 
boats. “We have to cut off their lines,” she said. “If they keep attacking us from behind we’ll 
surely loose.” 
“Not if I have anything to say about it.” Troi picked up a dead man’s sword. He held 
his own, curved and sharp, and the other, thick and straight, and yelled out to the sky. He 
rushed back into the main heat of battle, leaving Johanna alone to deal with the three new 
comers. 
Johanna looked down at her short sword, then back at the other three, and decided to 
run. She didn’t follow Troi, however. She clenched her sword to the side and grabbed the 
rigging of the ship, pulling herself up the main mast. She heard one of the men below say, 
“don’t bother with her,” and she was allowed to climb up. 
Johanna sat on the yard, breathing hard and trying to slow her heart beat. She watched 
the two crews fighting below and felt for a moment that Iefan was right. If she truly was part 
of this crew she would not have fled, would not have abandoned them. She desperately 
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wished she had a bow and a quiver of arrows, or one of Dea’s inventions that would shoot 
sparks at them. 
Johanna caught on to that idea. What kind of a thing would Dea make in this situation? 
Johanna looked around her at the materials at hand. She had some rope, her sword, and the 
still torn cloth of their main sail. She bit her lip and tried to think like Dea. He would have 
already come up with something to use by now, she was sure of that. 
She also had wood, and that could be used to build a structure of some sort. She used 
her sword to cut out thick shavings from her seat. The mast was already broken, so it wouldn’t 
matter if some more of it was missing. She carved out three pieces and used the rope to tie 
them together in a sort of a Y shape. 
It wasn’t a totally original idea. She had seen children of every age and of both island 
and city playing with similar devices. But Johanna still felt proud for having thought of 
anything at all. 
Johanna then cut off a long length of cloth and tied it to the top of her Y. She tugged 
on it, and it gave just a little. It wouldn’t be the most powerful, but it would be something at 
least. 
Johanna dug into the small keepsake bag she kept tied to her waist. In it was a variety 
of beads and gems that she had been collecting throughout her journey for her jewelry 
business. Now, however, those gems and beads would be used as ammo. 
Johanna loaded one of the larger beads, a bright blue color, and pulled the cloth back 
as far as she could. She closed one eye and aimed. Her shot hit the ankle of a Polem man. 
Distracted, the man looked down at the floor for the source of the attack. Iefan took advantage 
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of the situation, stabbing the man and pushing him to the floor where Johanna’s bead had 
fallen. 
Iefan looked up and locked eyes on her. He gave her a small smile. She ignored the 
past incident and smiled back at him before loading another bead. She never hit anyone where 
it counted, but she did manage to distract a few more Polem men for her crew. 
An arrow whizzed past Johanna’s head, arching in the air and falling to the water 
below. Surprised, Johanna lost her balance on the yard and slipped backwards. She reached 
out, grabbing onto the rigging. Her sword fell to the deck below, and Johanna hung in the air, 
grasping with her other hand for something else to hold on to. 
Another arrow flew at her. This one was closer, lodging itself into the wood of the 
mast. Without enough upper body strength to pull herself up, Johanna figured she would have 
to drop. Or get skewered by an arrow. And she figured that if she had to drop she’d rather do 
it in the water than the hard deck. 
Hand scooting next to hand, Johanna slowly inched her way out to the yardarm. She 
was sweating from both the effort and the adrenaline. Another arrow fired at her. This one she 
could feel as it grazed at the back of her armor before falling just short. Johanna wasn’t close 
enough to the water to fall straight down, but she wasn’t about to hang around and wait for the 
fourth arrow that would take her life. 
Johanna swung herself forward and backward, picking up momentum with her legs. 
Once she had a good arch going, she released the rope on her forward swing and flew through 
the air. She screamed. She could see the gunwale of the ship approaching her at a deathly 
speed. With only inches to spare, Johanna cleared the ship and splashed into the water. 
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Her momentum carried her deep under the surface. Fighting to regain control of her 
limbs, Johanna struggled toward the surface. She had been too busy screaming that she forgot 
to take a breath when she hit the water. Her chest tightened as her lungs and body screamed 
out for air. 
Johanna felt an arm wrap itself around her. For a moment, panic gripped her. Had one 
of the Polem men followed her into the water to ensure her death? But whoever had grabbed 
her wasn’t pulling her down, but lifting her up. Johanna fought with every bit of energy she 
had left to get her legs to help kick her to the surface. 
They broke through, and Johanna gasped at the bracing air. She was glad that someone 
else was there. Not really getting a good look at them, Johanna wrapped her arms around their 
neck and used them to keep her afloat while she caught her breath. She half excepted Iefan to 
be there when she finally looked up at them. 
It wasn’t. It was a half-mutant who was holding her up, with dark hair and a slightly 
speckled face. 
“Oh,” Johanna said, not recognizing the man as being from either her crew or the 
Polem crew. She softened her grip on his neck, but didn’t move fully away. “Sorry. Thank 
you for saving me.” 
“My pleasure,” the man said. He looked up at the battle. “We should get out of here. 
It’s not safe.” 
The man started to pull her away. “Wait,” she said. “Those are my friends, I can’t just 
leave them.” 
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“I’m sorry,” the man said. He grabbed her arm and swam her away. Johanna did not 
have the energy to try and outswim a mutant, so she simply held on to him and let him pull 
her away. 
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Chapter Thirty: Oleander Learns the Truth 
 
Oleander placed his hands on his hips and looked at his two captives. 
The boy who had called himself Webber knelt on the deck, his hair dripping a puddle 
of water around him, his odd, slick, green clothes somehow a resemblance of dry. He looked 
both afraid and happy; as if he was happy about the general state of his life, but was also 
afraid to find himself, a mutant boy of no more than thirteen, surrounded by an unfamiliar 
crew of older humans who had hunted him down. 
The young woman had declared herself Johanna Sef. She went on to explain, in no 
uncertain terms, that she was from Island Plithy and was thus given her dead mother’s name 
as an addition to her own. Oleander was well aware of the naming customs of Island Plithy, 
but he nodded along and listened anyway. The woman had rambled on for several minutes 
while the boy looked down at the wood of the boat quietly. 
Parts of the crew stood around the scene, keeping a watchful eye on the two 
newcomers. Some of them grumbled at the presence of the woman being on board, but a glare 
from D’Nought quieted them down. The only crew member, if he could still be called one, 
that Oleander was really aware of was Gill. 
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Gill stood behind the young woman he had rescued. Apparently he had followed the 
scouting ship after them and saved the girl from drowning in the attack. He was reluctant to 
say how the battle actually ended, but the lack of other crew members returning spoke enough 
about the issue. 
“Just go ahead and kill us already,” the boy named Webber said. 
“Speak for yourself,” the young woman named Johanna said. 
“You,” Oleander said, pointing at Webber with the tip of his sword. “How did you 
come to be on that ship?” 
“After your ship arrived at the city we jumped onto it,” Webber said, looking directly 
into Oleander’s eyes.” 
“I meant originally,” Oleander said. He could feel the eyes of Gill boring into the side 
of his face. 
Webber shrugged and then looked down again. Oleander bit his lip and tried not to 
yell at the child. He needed to know if even the mutant ship attacking the city also had its 
greys. He found it hard to imagine this young boy willingly slaughtering innocent humans. 
But then again, he found it hard to imagine another young boy skinning cats and wearing their 
furs like hats. He shook his head; his brother was another story. 
“And you,” he said, turning his blade to Johanna. “The last report of your ship 
mentioned a young man on it that might fit the description of someone we’re looking for.” 
“Dea?” Johanna asked. Her eyes started to water. She swallowed hard and the tears 
did not fall. 
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“We don’t know his name. All we were told was that a man traveling out of Emprio 
City was responsible for the destruction of our world,” Oleander said. “A prophecy, that his 
death would bring about a new era of peace.” 
Johanna slowly shook her head. “No,” she whispered. “That’s all wrong. He was 
supposed to save the world. He was supposed to…well…it doesn’t really matter now does 
it?” 
“What doesn’t matter now?” Oleander asked. 
Johanna finally looked up at him. “The prophecy said that Dea was supposed to slay a 
great and ancient sea monster. That the destruction of this monster was what would bring 
about the era of peace. But it doesn’t matter.” Johanna smiled, but she was crying. “’Cause 
he’s dead. And there’s no sea monster.” She looked about the horizons surrounding them. She 
laughed a little. “There’s no great beast coming to slay all of humanity and once and for all 
finish the rise of the ocean. It was all for nothing.” Her shoulders fell and she openly sobbed. 
“He died for nothing.” 
A panic of fear gripped at Oleander. Had they been responsible for the boy’s death? 
Had their pursuit of the ship and the boy named Dea killed this young woman’s dear friend? 
Oleander looked over to D’Nought, who simply shook his head. Gill knelt down next to the 
woman and slowly put a comforting arm around her shoulders. She let him. 
“You know,” D’Nought whispered in Oleander’s ear. “We could get the boy to lead us 
to the mutant city.” 
Oleander looked at Webber and considered this. The boy looked so very much like 
Oleander’s own son, his hair falling in wisps over his eyes, his face more round than oval. 
There were numerous ways to make the boy talk, numerous, threatening ways. There were the 
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classic mutant torchers used to intimidate mutants into slavery; they could meld his gills 
together with hot wax, or slice the webbing on his feet. Oleander looked to Gill, who studied 
the king with equal intent. He decided that torture was, perhaps, not the way to go. 
Oleander turned to profess this announcement to D’Nought, but a loud bubbling from 
the ocean caught his attention first. Oleander and the rest of the boat turned to look. Several 
large bubbles rippled the surface of the water. A large shadow spread out from the bubbling, 
half of it slipping away into the horizon, the other half snaking under the boat. 
On instinct, everyone standing on the boat stepped away from the edge where the 
bubbles were. A loud splash broke the tension in the air. A long, pink and orange tentacle shot 
out of the water with a force that flooded the deck of the ship. The tendril stood, towering in 
the sky just long enough for everyone on the ship to gasp in fear. 
The tentacle curled and then dropped from the sky. The crew stumbled out of the way 
before the tentacle crashed into the boat, splintering it in half like it was no more than a twig. 
Oleander felt the wood beneath him slip away, instantly turning toward the center where 
water rushed up to the edges of the boat. 
Oleander slipped on the wet wood. He slid down the side of the boat, reaching out to 
grasp at something, anything. His leg knocked into a mast, and his body turned on its side. He 
looked over his shoulder just in time to see the rapidly approaching swivel cannon. His head 
made direct contact, and he slipped into the water, unconscious. 
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Chapter Thirty-One: Webber Fights a Qalupalik 
 
The tentacle crashed right next to Webber, and a splintering of wood attacked his body 
like pins and needles. Webber instinctively covered his head with his arms, them taking the 
brunt force of the damage. But with his hands preoccupied, Webber had nothing to hold him 
to the ship. He slid down in the water until he was completely under it. 
Webber’s eyes burned slightly when he opened them, but they soon adjusted. He saw 
the crew members of the Polem ship swimming, or panicking, around him. Some of them had 
been below deck when the monster attacked and now found themselves suddenly in the 
middle of the ocean. Others continued to crash into the water from the deck as Webber had. 
Webber didn’t think the men of the Polem ship innocent, so he swam away from the 
wreckage without bothering to help those who were struggling. He didn’t get very far. A dark 
shadow in the water swam before him, passing from his right to his left. Webber squinted to 
see what the creature was, but even with being so close to the surface of the water he did not 
have enough light to see the beast. All he could make out was one, long, oval shaped body 
and several longer tentacles trailing behind it. 
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With his heart pounding erratically against his chest, Webber turned from the beast 
and swam to the other side of the wreckage, passing the Polem men who were now trying to 
get back onto the boat. But when Webber had made it to the open water again, the beast was 
now on that side of the boat. Webber watched as the creature circled the boat, keeping body 
and tentacles surrounding it. 
Webber tucked his legs to his chest and turned his body upside down. He started to 
swim toward the bottom of the ocean. The beast could circle the sides of the ship all it 
wanted, but it couldn’t also block that path. Webber would simply swim under the beast. 
There was one problem with that. Coming out of the dark waters was a series of 
unusual sea creatures. Webber stopped swimming and watched them arrive. There were a 
couple of the dobhar-chús that had attacked the mutant city. A series of round and colorful 
fish devoured a Polem man in minutes. Large, crocodile bodies with pitch black heads chased 
after those who tried to run. Webber floated in the water, watching the carnage. 
Then he heard a soft humming sound. Webber knitted his eyebrows and looked around 
in the water. The melody was familiar, although Webber was certain that he had never heard 
it before. It seemed to play directly in his head, not a vibration in the water, but a vibration in 
his mind. 
Webber felt a presence behind him, and he stiffened. He turned around slowly, his 
small movements making little disturbances in the water. Floating before him was something 
almost human. It was a woman, certainly, with long hair that floated around them, entangling 
the spaces between their bodies. Her skin was a sickly green color, and her fingernails were 
long and curled. 
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Webber wanted to panic, but it was hard to hyperventilate underwater. He desperately 
wanted to return to the surface and scream and breathe as hard as he could. He could feel 
nothing in his body except for the hard pounding of his heart against his chest. He had heard 
the stories. 
Qalupaliks. He had heard the name countless times before. His parents had loved to 
tell him the stories of the qalupaliks to trick him into behaving. He had eventually grown out 
of the stories, no longer believing in the tales of naughty children carried away by these 
creatures. 
Yet here one was. A real qalupalik. Webber wondered briefly if he was hallucinating. 
But there was a cloud of blood forming in the water around them from the dead sailors, and 
Webber never dreamed in that much detail. 
The qalupalik reached toward her pouch. It looked too small for Webber to fit, only 
large enough for a baby or small toddler, but Webber wasn’t taking any chances. Everything 
that he hadn’t believed in had been coming true these days. 
Webber forced himself to turn away, his muscles heavy and his limbs weak. He swam 
as best as he could, using every ounce of energy to propel himself through the water. His toes 
cramped at his movements, stretched straight for too long. They reflectively curled back in, 
closing the webbing in his toes, slowing his swim. A hand wrapped around Webber’s ankle, 
yanking him backwards. 
The nails of the creature dug into Webber’s skin, and he felt them cut through the 
layers. He opened his mouth to yell, but all that came out was a series of bubbles as he 
released the breath he didn’t know he had been holding. 
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In the grip of panic, Webber struggled for air that he knew wasn’t there. His lungs 
filled with water, and he tried to spit them back out. His gills stayed tucked to his skin, hidden 
away as if he was above the surface. He wouldn’t be able to focus on using them if he was 
busy drowning. 
Webber closed his eyes against the battle around him and tried to ignore the pull on 
his leg, bringing him closer and closer to the qalupalik. He would not be able to fight them if 
he didn’t calm down. He clenched his mouth closed and forced himself to cough. His eyes 
burned as water escaped through his nose and pooled into his mouth. Eventually there was 
little enough water in his lungs for them to quiet down. Webber slowly opened his mouth, 
releasing the stored water and allowing his gills to function again, turning the water around 
him into oxygen in his body. Learning how to breathe was always the hardest. 
Back in control of his body, Webber turned around so that his leg was twisted, but he 
could look down at the qalupalik. The beast was smiling behind its hair, and with its spare 
hand it was opening its pack. Webber brought up his free leg and kicked at the qalupalik’s 
hand. The nails tore through his flesh, creating scrapes down the side of his leg and exposing 
a pink cloud of blood to the water around them. 
Webber struggled out of the monster’s grip. He was no longer paralyzed by fear, and 
he swam for the surface. His throat burned with pain, and his chest still ached for fresh air. He 
found no other obstacles on his mission to the top, and he broke through, wheezing and 
coughing. 
The men on the boat had found harpoons. They stood, holding onto the sinking ship 
with one arm and trying to fire at the approaching beasts with the other. Large, scaly seals 
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with rounds of sharp teeth tried climbing up the sides of the deck. None made it to where the 
line of sailors was. 
Webber turned around, still catching his breath. There were no markers on the horizon 
to tell him where he was or where he should go. He watched the shadow of the large sea 
monster continuing to circle the ship. The sun was starting to set. Webber knew that the 
mutant ship had sailed East when it went to the city. Maybe he could just swim out that way 
and just keep an eye out for the mutant ship. 
Or maybe he could go home. 
Webber turned to the North. He was no longer bound to the mutant ship. Sure, he had 
grown fond of Corrie and Smog, and he had even enjoyed working on the ship when the work 
didn’t involve murder. But now he was free to leave, and leave easily. He could just swim 
back to Island Metál, see if his family survived the attack, and return back to his life. 
Before Webber could make a decision, his ankle was once again gripped by a hand. 
The nails dug deeper into his skin, and this time he was able to cry out in pain without almost 
drowning. 
Webber was pulled back under the water, and the qalupalik stared at him with wild 
and red eyes. The beast’s other hand grabbed Webber’s second leg, and he was useless against 
it. Webber struggled and kicked his feet as strong as he could, but he could not escape the 
qalupalik’s grip. 
The qalupalik pulled Webber deeper and deeper into the water. The monster could not 
open its bag as long as it kept two hands on Webber, so he decided to stop fighting and save 
his energy for a full out fight when the monster released him. 
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Webber and the monster stared at each other as they descended through the water, the 
light growing darker and darker, the vibrations of the sailors and other monsters slowly 
turning to calm in the water. 
The qalupalik released one of Webber’s legs, and he quickly lashed out at the other 
hand. The grip increased on his leg, and his blood spilled into the water in spurts. There was 
too much adrenaline in his body for Webber to notice. He kicked at the arm, but nothing 
seemed to move the beast’s hand. 
The qalupalik opened its pouch, and Webber tried swimming out of the grip. It did not 
work. Webber was pulled through the water. When the qalupalik slipped his foot into the 
pouch it seemed to disappear. His foot and ankle felt cold and tingly. The qalupalik removed 
its hand and reached up to grab Webber’s knee. Webber tried to pull his foot free, but a 
mysterious force kept it in the pouch. Nails dug deep into Webber’s knee, and the qalupalik 
pulled the lower half of his leg into the pouch. 
Webber kicked at the qalupalik with his free foot. He jabbed at its chest, its arms, its 
head, but nothing deterred the beast from slowly pulling him into its pouch. The qalupalik 
grabbed Webber’s leg mid kick and stuffed it into the pouch. Webber pulled himself up and 
scratched at the arms that tugged at him. His short nails did no damage to the qalupalik’s 
scaly, hard skin. 
Webber felt himself start to cry, but his tears just mingled with the rest of the saltwater 
in the ocean. He struggled as much as he could, twisting, turning, punching, anything to get 
free of the pouch. It was so dark and cold in the pouch, and Webber did not want to find out 
what it was like to live in it. 
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A glimmer of light caught Webber’s attention. A shark with reflective scales swam 
past, and the qalupalik glanced at it with interest, ceasing its advance on Webber. Webber, 
too, was entranced by the shark. The low light caught off its scales and seemed to brighten the 
whole space of water around them. 
The shark circled lazily around them. A man, no, a mutant, swam up to them. The 
shark rubbed against the half-mutant’s body. The man gently stroked the scales, and then 
looked at the qalupalik with a hard stare. 
The qalupalik floated in the water, still for a moment. Webber was too interested in the 
mutant and the shark to take advantage of the monster’s distraction. Luckily for Webber, he 
didn’t need to fight the beast anymore. After a minute of staring, the qalupalik grabbed 
Webber’s legs again, but this time it pulled Webber out of the bag. Webber’s legs returned to 
the warm ocean water, they stopped tingling, but they were covered in a weird, green liquid. 
The qalupalik swam swiftly away, returning to the wreckage above, looking for other 
humans to steal away. Webber looked at the man, half expecting the shark to come attack 
him. The man smiled at him. Webber tried to smile back, but just ended up twitching his face 
a bit. 
The mutant man gestured behind him with his head and swam off. The shark remained 
near Webber, staring at him, illuminating the water around him. Webber looked up. He could 
still see the specks of sailors and monsters fighting. He could still see the large shadow sea 
creature circling around them. Webber nodded and followed after the man, the shark keeping 
him light and company. 
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Chapter Thirty-Two: Johanna’s Battle 
 
Johanna managed to grab a section of the gunwale when the ship started to sink. 
Polem sailors slipped down the deck next to her. The boat angled to the water, and Johanna’s 
hands slipped, her body falling down toward the water. She reached out to grab onto whatever 
she could. Her wrist hit a crate. She grabbed a piece of rope, but the momentum of her body 
pulled against her shoulder, and she released the rope with a scream of pain. 
The water was warm, heated by the cloudless sun. It wasn’t like the waters around 
Johanna’s island and Emprio city, where the intense sun turned the water into a sauna, but the 
sudden warmth still shocked Johanna’s body. 
Johanna scraped her arm against the jagged edges of the boat, and her leg caught 
against something, pushing her out farther into the water. Johanna kicked with her good leg to 
return to the surface. The Polem men tried to reach the parts of the sinking boat that were still 
above water. Johanna looked around for the young boy that had been captured with her. He 
couldn’t have been more than twelve. Johanna didn’t find the boy around the wreckage, but 
she did notice a large shadow circling the boat. That must have been what attacked them. That 
must have been what attacked the Orismo ship all those months ago. This shadow must have 
been the same shadow she had seen that day. 
This shadow must be the beast that Dea was meant to kill. 
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A man swam up to Johanna and pulled her away from her thoughts. 
“Are you alright?” the man asked. 
Johanna recognized him as the captain of the Polem ship. 
“My arm and leg got busted,” she told him. She wasn’t sure what to make of the man 
yet. He had been mostly silent and thoughtful when she was brought aboard. He had let the 
king do all of the talking. 
The captain nodded. “We should get you out of the water.” He took Johanna’s good 
arm and helped her swim toward the boat. 
“What was it that attacked us?” Johanna asked. 
“I don’t know,” the captain said. He helped Johanna climb onto the angled ship, sitting 
her up against a cannon so she wouldn’t slip back into the water. “But it doesn’t look like it’s 
going to be leaving anytime soon.” 
Johanna studied the shadow as it swam through the water. “I saw it before,” she said, 
“weeks ago when we came across a city ship that had been destroyed as well.” 
“Don’t you worry,” the captain said. “We’ll find a way to deal with this creature.” 
Johanna wanted to believe him. She wanted to believe that she could trust this crew 
like she had trusted her own. But Johanna didn’t know anyone on this ship. The mutant 
named Gill had saved her from drowning, sure, but he had also brought her back to this ship 
to be a captive. 
Johanna opened her mouth to respond to the captain, but he was no longer there. 
Johanna caught the last second of the captain being dragged under water. Johanna sat on the 
boat, staring at the spot in the ocean where the captain had been, seeing only bubbles now. 
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She wasn’t sure what to do. Did she try and go after him, to try and save him? Did she call out 
for help? 
The other Polem men seemed pretty busy trying to save themselves. Johanna rose 
slowly to her feet, her left ankle shaking under the pressure. Hundreds of sea creatures filled 
the waters between the two halves of the boat. She saw the rainbow piranha fish that had 
attacked the Emprio ship earlier. She saw weird dog like creatures with orange flippers and 
odd crocodiles that seemed to have pure black heads. Johanna was more sure now than ever 
that she should stay out of the water. 
A hand broke through the surface of the water and grabbed at the edge of the boat. It 
was black and slimy and certainly didn’t belong to a human. Johanna gripped the edge of the 
gunwale and started to climb backwards, up the sinking ship. Creatures that looked kind of 
like the seals that had nearly ran over Johanna and Dea climbed out of the water. They slipped 
and slid around the deck. The Polem crew had gathered a collection of harpoons and 
successfully kept the beasts at bay. The hand remained on the deck, waiting, unmoving. 
Something knocked into her half of the ship, and it went nearly vertical. Johanna lost 
her hold and fell forward. Her ribs knocked into a cannon before she fell back into the water. 
Before Johanna could even try and swim back to the surface, a pair of arms wrapped 
around her and pulled her deeper into the water. Johanna struggled, but the arms were too 
strong. She was spun around, the hands of the beast digging claw marks into her arms. For a 
moment, Johanna was calm. She realized she was facing what looked like a half-mutant. It 
was a woman though, not the man who had saved her earlier. 
Then the half-mutant wasn’t a mutant any longer. A hole started to open on the 
woman’s nose. Johanna thought at first that maybe it was a shell, or ball of seaweed that had 
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floated between them, but then the hole started to grow and split. The woman’s face cut away 
into seven sections, each curling away from the center of her nose and opening up to reveal a 
pink, flower shaped mouth. Rows of sharp teeth lined the edges of the shape, and a spiral set 
of teeth circled the center. 
Johanna screamed a stream of bubbles into the water. She felt herself being pulled 
toward the mouth, about to be devoured by the weird creature. With a shimmer of light, a 
harpoon struck through the mouth, coming from behind and nearly puncturing Johanna’s face 
as well. 
There was a high screeching sound, and the hands released Johanna. The water around 
Johanna turned from the cloud of pink filled with blood to something green as a slime was 
released from the monster’s wound. The creature fell away from Johanna, falling down into 
the water, the harpoon still sticking out of it. 
Johanna looked up at her savior, recognizing him as Gill. She then became aware of 
how she needed air. She started to kick up toward the surface, but the left half of her body had 
taken a beating in the battle, and she couldn’t manage to get herself to move. Gill swam 
toward her and wrapped his arm around her waist, pushing her up toward the air. 
Johanna broke through the surface of the water and breathed deeply. She was still 
aware of the other creatures and sailors fighting, but none of those battles were hers, and so 
she allowed herself a moment of peace. 
“Thank you,” she said, still holding onto Gill for support. “Again.” 
Despite the situation, Gill smiled. “Just don’t let it happen again, okay?” 
Johanna nodded. “What are we going to do?” 
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“We aren’t going to do anything.” Gill pulled Johanna through the water, a little bit 
away from the wreckage. He grabbed onto a piece of floating debris and helped Johanna 
climb on. 
Johanna couldn’t find the energy to sit up, choosing instead to lie on her right side, 
keeping the pressure off her injuries. 
“Will you be okay here?” Gill asked. He scanned the surface of the water, but all of 
the fighting seemed to be closer to the ship. 
Johanna nodded. “For now I guess. But I should really do something.” 
“You should rest,” Gill said. “You look like you broke a few things.” 
Gill nodded to Johanna’s ankle, and she looked down at it. It was already swollen and 
purple and looking at it just made the pain increase. She closed her eyes. “Good point.” 
“Just wait here,” Gill said. “I’m going back in, but I’ll come back for you once we’ve 
killed all these…things.” 
“Be careful,” Johanna said. “Clearly I can’t survive five minutes without you, so if 
you die, I die.” 
Gill smiled again. “Don’t worry. I think I know what I’m doing.” 
Johanna watched him turn over and swim back toward the boat’s wreckage. She 
thought about sitting up, but she only had strength in her right arm, and that was fleeting. She 
laid her head down on the wood and listened to the screams and screeches that came from the 
battle. Her eyelids felt heavy. She fought to keep them open, this was no time to sleep, but she 
was so tired. Eventually, Johanna gave in and let her eyes close. She fell asleep to the sounds 
of war. 
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Chapter Thirty-Three: Oleander Saves a Life and Restores a Friendship 
 
The pain in Oleander’s head brought him back to consciousness. He sat up as best as 
he could and grabbed the right side of his head. Blood, both new and old, stuck in his hair, 
seeping slowly out of his skull. His vision was blurry, and there was a ringing in his ear. He 
expected chaos and battle, what he saw was an eerie calm. 
Most of the surviving crew sat around the slowly sinking ship, tending to their 
wounds. Oleander looked around for D’Nought, but could not see him. He looked to the other 
half of the boat, but could not make out who was who. He told himself that the captain must 
be over there. 
A handful of men still struggled to get out of the water, their wounds too great or their 
bodies too tired to pull themselves up. Some of the better faring men helped them aboard. 
Only Gill actively jumped into the water, pulling survivors up to the others as he found them. 
Oleander leaned against the side of the boat and applied pressure to his head. It stung 
at the place of impact, and his entire head ached. He took deep breaths, trying not to let the 
panic of a concussion get to him. He told himself that if he had any real damage to his brain, 
he probably wouldn’t have woken up in the first place. 
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Gill emerged on Oleander’s side of the boat, dragging a coughing body up to the men. 
One of the crew grabbed the body and said. “You need to rest.” 
Gill’s simple response was, “No,” before jumping back off into the water. 
Oleander made another scan of the boat. There was no sign of Johnson either. No, 
Oleander thought. Please, no. 
Oleander scooted down the deck to the men pulling others out of the water. “What’s 
the situation?” he asked, looking for as best an estimate of a death count as they could give. 
“We aren’t sure, Sire,” one of the men said. “Gill keeps pulling people up, it’s hard to 
keep track.” 
Oleander nodded and squinted, looking at the other half of the ship. He could 
recognize faces now, none of them D’Nought or Johnson. He held his breath and scanned the 
faces of those floating dead in the water. 
Gill burst out of the water next to him, dragging a body behind him. He scrambled up 
the deck, clearly in a panic, and laid the man down. It was Johnson. He wasn’t breathing. 
Gill’s hands shook, unable to touch the man or decide what to do. 
“Move,” Oleander said. He pushed Gill out of the way and grabbed Johnson’s wrist. 
He could make out a faint pulse. Very faint. 
Oleander turned Johnson’s head to the side, letting a stream of water pour out of his 
mouth and nose. Gill crawled around to the other side of Johnson and grabbed his hand, his 
eyes fixated on the man’s face. 
Oleander turned Johnson’s’ head back up. He pinched the man’s nose, took a deep 
breath, and breathed into his mouth. He did this four times, and then placed his ear against the 
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sailor’s mouth, listening for sounds of air, and looking at his chest for signs of breathing. 
Gill’s hands turned white gripping his hand. 
Oleander repeated the processes three times. On the fourth time, when he went to 
breathe his last breath, he was met with a spurt of water. Johnson’s body lurched upwards, 
and both Gill and Oleander held him up as he coughed and spat water out. 
Gill pulled Johnson to him, cradling him in his arms as the man coughed and shivered. 
Oleander sighed in relief and sat back, closing his eyes to the pain in his head. 
“Thank you,” Gill said. Oleander opened his eyes and looked at the young man. His 
hands still shook as he stroked the side of Johnson’s head. He was crying. 
Oleander nodded and closed his eyes again. “Anytime.” 
“Sire, your head,” someone said. 
Oleander kept his eyes shut as a crew member tied a somehow dry piece of cloth to the 
wound. 
“I’m sorry,” Gill said. 
Oleander had thought he was talking to Johnson, but when no one responded, 
Oleander opened his eyes and met the stare of Gill. 
“Sorry?” he asked. 
Gill nodded. “For everything. I wasn’t very easy on you this trip.” He looked down, 
pain in his eyes. “You’re really not a bad guy.” 
Oleander forced himself to smile. “You can save someone’s life and still be a bad 
guy.” 
“No,” Gill said. He looked back up at Oleander. “Not like this.” 
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Oleander said nothing else. It wasn’t perfect, his relationship with Gill, and not much 
had changed in the young man’s opinions, but it was a start, for sure. Gill was starting to 
understand what Oleander had known all his life, that nothing was as simple as black and 
white. And even someone that you despise has their grey areas. 
Something on the horizon caught Oleander’s eye. It was a boat, sailing along the 
setting sun. “A ship!” Oleander shouted. “Someone flag them down.” 
There was nothing they could use. All of their flares were either soaked or sinking to 
the bottom of the ocean. Their gun powder was too wet to create any sort of a spark, and their 
flags were all lost to the ocean. 
Gill laid Johnson down on the deck and stood up, his legs shaking slightly. “I can 
catch them,” he said. 
“Don’t worry,” Oleander said. “I’ll watch him.” 
Gill nodded, and with a running start, he jumped off the ship and disappeared into the 
water. 
“Do you really think he’ll come back for us?” Someone asked. 
“Yes,” Oleander said. “He’s a good man, underneath it all.” 
Oleander leaned his head against the edge of the ship and looked down at the dead 
bodies in the water. Their blood had dispersed into the water, but a pink tinge still remained 
around them. He shook his head slowly, careful not to anger the wound there. He had lost so 
many men, D’Nought among them. He thought he could have been a better man than his 
father, a better ruler. But he had been able to do nothing while his crew was attacked. He had 
been too weak to protect them. He was no king at all 
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Epilogue-Webber: A Mutant Named Sari 
 
Webber and the man stopped on a small atoll. Webber’s muscles ached from 
swimming for so long, but he was glad when he looked up and could no longer see the 
wreckage of the battle. Webber sat on the atoll and caught his breath while the man surveyed 
the area, as if looking for something. 
“Who are you?” Webber asked. The man was dressed in the similar seaweed wraps 
that Webber and the other mutants wore, but he certainly didn’t seem to be a part of Captain 
Ryder’s crew. His skin was a cream color, and seemed to be as smooth as skin could be. His 
eyes were a misty white color, like Smog’s. 
“My name is Sari,” the man replied. “Aha.” He leaned over and picked up a pink sea 
shell. He held it up closer to his face for inspection. 
“Like, the father of all mutants?” Webber asked. He had heard the stories as a kid, the 
stories everyone on Island Metál knew by heart. But Sari was a mystical being, a mutant sent 
on destruction, covering the world in ocean and polluting the population. 
“Well I’m certainly not your father,” Sari said. He sat down next to Webber with a 
deep sigh. “But yes, I am the first.” 
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Webber looked sideways at the man, wondered if he had hit his head during the battle. 
“But you’re not real.” 
“Do I look fake to you?” Sari asked. 
“No,” Webber said. “But I did swallow a lot of water. I wouldn’t be surprised if I was 
hallucinating.” 
Sari humphed and turned his full attention to the shell. He closed his eyes, cupped the 
shell in his hand and then slowly lowered it into the water. Webber leaned over so he could 
watch. Bubbles escaped from Sari’s hand and floated to the surface, popping audibly. 
“What are you doing?” Webber asked. 
“Shh,” Sari said. “Watch.” 
He gently raised his hands back out of the water. He opened them, and the shell had 
turned into an oyster. Webber raised an eyebrow and watched as Sari placed the oyster on the 
other side of atoll and then picked up a second shell. 
“How did you do that?” Webber asked. 
“It is the power that all who are one with the ocean can acquire,” Sari said. “With 
enough luck and practice, so can you.” 
“What else can it do?” Webber asked. 
Sari dipped the second shell in the water and pulled out a second oyster. He placed it 
next to the first. “Anything the ocean can create, so can I.” 
“So, you couldn’t make birds or anything?” Webber asked. 
“No,” Sari said, grabbing a third shell. “I cannot make birds.” 
“Will you teach me?” Webber asked. 
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“Of course,” Sari said. “After all, I will need your help. And to help me you must learn 
this power.” 
“Help you with what?” Webber asked, moving away slightly. 
“I am building a sort of an army,” Sari said. 
Uh-oh, Webber thought, not this again. 
“It’s time to finish what I started.” Sari turned to face Webber, holding the third oyster 
in his hand. The oyster slowly opened to reveal a pack of three pearls. “Help me, help the 
ocean, and you can create anything you want.” 
Sari placed the oyster in Webber’s hand. The shell was smooth, almost like silk. 
Webber looked at the pearls inside, all grey and cloudy. He certainly wanted to have that 
power. And helping to restore parts of the ocean was certainly a plus. But if helping Sari 
finished what he started meant the destruction of all humans, Webber wasn’t sure it was worth 
it. 
He looked around him, nothing but water and the fish that swam in it. With nowhere 
else to go, Webber said, “Alright. I’m in.” 
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Epilogue-Johanna: The Truth of Moro Island 
 
Johanna woke up with a terrible headache. She opened her eyes, and her vision and 
head pounded against the new scenery. Squinting, Johanna trying to make sense of where she 
was. Everything around her was green or brown, tall trees and short bushes. Birds sang in the 
distance. It smelled like fresh ground that the divers would bring up to her island. 
“Are you awake?” a voice asked. 
Johanna struggled to turn over. She winced in pain and ended up lying on her back. 
Her left arm burned, it was clearly broken, and the left side of her ribs stabbed at her. Her left 
ankle was also sore, and when she tried to move it, it wouldn’t budge. 
“There, there,” the voice said. “Don’t push yourself.” A young girls’ face came into 
view. 
“Josephine?” Johanna asked. Her vision was still blurry, but the long brown hair and 
green eyes still came through. 
The girl laughed. “No, silly.” 
Johanna forced herself to get up on her elbows and fully look around her. The girl sat 
to Johanna’s left and held a damp cloth to the large cut on Johanna’s arm. The girl was 
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Josephine’s age and had the same hair style. But she wore a light blue dress, something 
Josephine would never wear, and her face was more round and chubby. 
“Where am I?” Johanna asked. The center pole was nowhere near any of the islands, 
and only Island Polem had forests like this. 
“You’re home,” the girl said. She moved the cloth up to Johanna’s face and wiped the 
sweat off her brow. 
“Home?” Johanna asked. “How…how did I get home?” 
She thought back to what had happened after the battle. She had been thrown to the 
water and attacked. A man…no…a mutant had rescued her. She was laying on a piece of drift 
wood, and she had fallen asleep. She couldn’t have drifted that far. 
“Don’t worry about that now,” the girl said. “You’re home and that’s all that matters.” 
Johanna jumped when she heard drums in the distance. She cried out in pain and 
grabbed her chest with her right arm, hugging her ribs tight. 
“You need medical attention,” the girl said. She stood up, her legs covered in dirt and 
leaves. “Don’t worry. Papa’s the best doctor around.” 
The girl ran off toward the sounds of the drums. 
“Wait!” Johanna called after the girl. “Come back!” 
There was no response, and eventually the drumming faded away. Johanna crawled 
over to a tree and used it to help pull herself to her feet. Her left ankle strained, and she leaned 
against the tree to stop from falling over. 
“Where am I?” she asked out loud. She watched a small, brown rabbit hop in front of 
her. She had only ever seen one in drawings from Island Polem. Wherever she was, it 
certainly wasn’t home. 
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Using the trees as supports, Johanna limped her way through the forest, toward where 
the girl had run off. She eventually came upon a clearing, one filled with houses made up of 
wood and straw and other earthy materials. 
The young girl came running out of the nearest house. She raced up to Johanna and 
grabbed her by the arm, pulling her into the town. Johanna stumbled and leaned on the girl for 
support. They walked into the center of the circle of houses and several men, women, and 
children came out the homes to greet them. 
The girl gestured to the houses and the people with flourish. “Welcome home.” 
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Epilogue-Oleander: A Not So Dead Relative 
 
The docks were cold and quiet on the day Oleander returned home. The boat pulled in 
even before the sun. Gill had been non-present the entire trip back to the island. Oleander 
finally spotted him, watching the boat approach the island. 
Oleander walked up slowly and placed a hand on the young man’s shoulder. Gill 
blinked away tears. 
“You won’t be in any trouble,” Oleander said. “I’ll personally see to that.” 
Gill shook his head. “The last thing I said to him,” he started. Then his voice faded, 
and he bit his lip, failing to hold back the tears. He looked to Oleander, his face contorted. 
Oleander nodded. “D’Nought was a good man,” he said. “And he raised a good one, 
too.” 
Gill nodded and then turned sharply, disappearing into the rigging of the ship. 
Oleander left the boat without much notice. All he wanted was to be home, holding his 
children and kissing his wife. He had let his beard grow out, and his face had certainly aged 
and tanned in the long trip. There weren’t many outside of the castle walls that would 
recognize him like that. 
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He walked, alone, up to the castle, the sun rising behind him. A few people entered 
their homes, having worked all night, and a few people left, preparing to work in the morning. 
But for the most part, the people of Island Polem slept, and Oleander was allowed a quiet and 
lonely journey home. 
When he came to the gates of the castle he was surprised to find they were open, and 
no guards were posted. He looked down the sides of the wall, both outside and within, but 
could see no one. He frowned. Had security gotten that slack with him gone? He shook his 
head and walked inside. 
The castle grounds were still well maintained. He could see the orchard to his right. 
There weren’t any fruit on the trees yet, they were still too young, but the glass dome that his 
builders had constructed made sure the trees would survive the weather. The grass had been 
kept cut perfectly, and the fountains still danced with water. Oleander closed his eyes and 
sighed. It was good to be home. 
There were no guards posted at the main castle doors. Oleander paused, and for a 
moment he felt nervous. He had been gone for so long, perhaps something had happened. He 
shook the thought from his mind. He was a good king, or, at least, he was trying to be. And he 
hadn’t seen any anti-king propaganda on his walk up. No, there wouldn’t have been a 
revolution while he was gone. 
Oleander pushed open the door, and the stench alone was enough to make him throw 
up. It hit him wave after wave. As soon as he thought he was finished smelling the scent of 
rotten meat, another blast hit him. He gagged and held his breath. He looked around him with 
wild eyes. 
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Everyone was dead. Everyone. All the staff, most of the guards, even some noble 
family bodies littered the entrance hall. Oleander forced himself to walk forward, even though 
his body was shaking, and his knees threatened to give out at any moment. 
There was Mrs. Gates, the cook who had always made him soup when he was sick as a 
child, and who had been training the new line of chefs at the palace. And there was Roche, 
who always knew how to merge Oleander’s ideas about the kingdom with those ideas already 
in place. And even Regis, the arguer. They never saw eye to eye, and now Regis’ cold, dead 
eyes bore into Oleander’s. 
Oleander stepped closer to the throne, his boots squishing on the blood, some of it 
fresh, some of it dried up. He fell to his knees when he reached the stairs. There, lying on 
either side of the throne was his family. His wife, her face still as soft as ever, lay with her 
clothes drenched in red and her neck sliced apart. Oleander started to cry. On the other side of 
the throne, his son and daughter lay wrapped around each other, one large sword wound 
running through their chests and backs. Oleander let his body sag, he covered his face with his 
hands and let go of all the pain and sorrow he had been hoarding in him the whole journey. 
“Well, well, well,” a voice said. 
Oleander looked up, his vision watery. A man sat on his throne, wearing the old 
family clothes that Oleander had had locked away. His face was a distortion of scars, and his 
smile was crooked and black. He held a baby on his lap and bounced the tyke up and down on 
his knee. Oleander couldn’t bring himself to stand up. He just looked into the man’s eyes and 
flashed back to the forest, to the day he was crowned king. 
The man spoke, a slow drawl. “Welcome home, brother.” 
-END-  
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